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CHAPTER 1

General introduction

Aim
As is probably true for all PhD candidates, I had to overcome many obstacles to finish
my thesis. However, one thing I always loved about it was living and working in
Nijmegen. There are many little reasons for this, like the amount of excellent coffee
places or the fact that no matter where you live, it takes less than 15 minutes to bike to
work. Funnily enough though, the annual highlight of this cosy, midsize city is a weeklong outdoor festival with more than a million visitors from around the world. I have
fond memories of these events, for example sitting at the crowded edges of the river
while watching fireworks with my friends. However, as we have already established
in the very first sentence of this thesis: life often comes with obstacles. See, the actual
cause behind the festival is a four-day march, where the participants have to walk a
different (extremely long) trail every day. As a consequence, every day another set
of streets is closed off for the general public. This leaves me (and many, many others)
with the challenge to plan a daily detour to the office. At this point, you might start to
wonder why I am telling you this story and how this all relates to the topic of my thesis.
I studied a very specific brain region: the hippocampus (Box 1). What fascinates me
about the hippocampus is that it is involved in very different aspects of this story:
remembering events like sitting at the river watching the fireworks and at the same
time solving navigation problems like biking to the office. At the very core of this
thesis, I wanted to investigate the question: How does the hippocampus support so
seemingly different functions like memory and navigation?
For this purpose, I conducted three experiments in collaboration with other researchers.
In the first experiment, we took a closer look at the mental map that the hippocampus
forms of our environment. Think back to the story: I bike from my home to the office
quite often. For this, I need to have a mental representation of Nijmegen (or at least
parts of it). If I would lay out a map of Nijmegen in front of you, I could draw a straight
line between my home and the office – the Euclidean distance. I could also draw the path
I need to bike along to get to the office – the path distance. Remarkably, I found myself
able to update the path distance very flexibly when I encountered new roadblocks
during the festival, speaking to the flexible nature of these mental representations. In
the first study, we looked at hippocampal representations of these different distance
measures and how they are updated when shortcuts or detours are introduced.
In the second experiment, we looked at hippocampal processing of navigation and
episodic memory at the same time. We tested the two opposing ideas that the hippocampus either uses the same coding mechanisms for both, navigation and memory,
or that different subregions in the hippocampus are involved in either function,
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respectively. The question was does the hippocampus process my memory of sitting

I will present ideas and studies that try to bridge these two lines of literature. Lastly, I

at the river watching fireworks and me biking from home to the office similarly? Or do

want to motivate how these ideas connect to the work presented in this thesis.

different parts of hippocampus code for one, but not the other.
In the third and final experiment, we asked the question whether hippocampal

Box 1: The hippocampus

mechanisms are not only shared between memory and navigation but even translate
to other cognitive functions. We tested the idea that the hippocampus not only forms
a map of our actual physical environment, but also ‘abstract’ maps of different aspects
of our world. For example, during the summer festival a lot of live music is performed
simultaneously at different stages. So, I have to evaluate my options to decide which
act I want to go to. There might be several aspects that influence my decision: e.g. how
much do I like the style of music of the act and given that I am very short (especially
for Dutch standards), how crowded will it be and therefore how likely is it for me to see
anything. There are many ways to represent these two aspects. One of them is to draw
a two-dimensional abstract space, where one axis represents how much I like the style
of music and the other how likely I am to see the stage. In the third experiment, we
wanted to test the idea that the hippocampus can apply the same mechanisms it uses

The hippocampus (depicted in green in the right half of the Figure) is located

to represent physical space to represent such an abstract space.

subcortically in the medial temporal lobe and is part of the limbic system (Kolb
& Whishaw, 2009a). The name of this brain region is related to its curved shape,
which is reminiscent of a seahorse (hippocampus is Greek for seahorse).

The hippocampus: two parallel lines of research

The hippocampus consists of two main anatomical substructures, the dentate
gyrus (DG) and cornu Ammonis (consisting of the subfields CA1-CA4). The basic

Remembering events from our life and navigating from one place to another are two

anatomy and (anatomical) connections of the hippocampus are well preserved

core functions of everyday life. It is not surprising then, that both functions and their

across species (Clark & Squire, 2013).

neural correlates have been studied for decades. Interestingly, a huge portion of both

The hippocampus is part of the hippocampal formation. It shares reciprocal

research fields have provided evidence that both functions seem to heavily rely on

connections with the other brain areas of this compound structure, namely the

the hippocampus (Eichenbaum et al., 1992; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). Nevertheless, until

adjacent entorhinal cortex (EC, depicted in blue and purple in the right half of the

recent years both research lines were mostly conducted in parallel. This was probably

Figure) and subiculum (S) (Felleman & van Essen, 1991; Squire & Zola-Morgan,

due to large differences in the methodological approaches. Historically, spatial

1991). Some of these connections are shown in the left half of the Figure, most

memory and navigation have been mainly assessed using electrophysiology in rodents

notably the trisynaptic loop (solid lines). Here, layer II of the entorhinal cortex

(Burgess, 2014; Hartley et al., 2014). However, episodic memory is almost exclusively

projects to the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. Within the hippocampus, this

investigated at the systems-level in humans, for example with haemodynamic

input is projected to the cornu Ammonis (from CA3 to CA1). Via the hippocampal

neuroimaging techniques and clinical studies (Squire & Wixted, 2011). Only recent

formation, the hippocampus is also highly connected with numerous other brain

advances in important techniques like virtual reality have opened the possibility to

areas, such as the prefrontal cortex, thalamus and parahippocampal cortex (Kolb

study navigation in healthy humans in more depth (Epstein et al., 2017; Hartley et al.,

& Whishaw, 2009a).

2014). Bridging methodological approaches between navigation and episodic memory
may allow us to gain new insight into general mechanisms of the hippocampus.

There is an ongoing discussion about functional differences between the left and
right hippocampus (Kühn & Gallinat, 2014). Furthermore, functional gradients

In the following text, I will first briefly summarize the literature illustrating the role

have been discussed.

of the hippocampus in episodic memory and in navigation, separately. Subsequently,
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along the anterior-posterior axis in humans and the equivalent ventral-dorsal

to neuroimaging studies, confirming the importance of the hippocampus in episodic

axis in rodents (Hirshhorn et al., 2012; Kühn & Gallinat, 2014; Nadel et al., 2013;

memory (Davachi, 2006; Ranganath, 2010; Rugg & Vilberg, 2013; Shastri, 2002; Squire,

Persson et al., 2018). In chapter 3, we take a closer look at potential differences

2009; Tulving & Markowitsch, 1998).

between spatial and episodic memory across the hemispheres and along the
Even though its importance is well established, what exact role the hippocampus

anterior-posterior axis.

plays in episodic memory is subject to ongoing research. One prominent theory posits
Figure is adapted with permission from Bellmund (2019).

that the role of the hippocampus is to bind and relate items to each other and into
their context (Davachi, 2006; Eichenbaum et al., 1992; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014;
Ranganath, 2010). In other words, it is not the retention of me and my friends watching

The hippocampus and episodic memory

the fireworks, but connecting this event to the spatiotemporal context it occurred in;
i.e. sitting next to the river on a summer evening.

In his influential review, Tulving described episodic memory as our only option to

Interestingly, this idea of relational binding describes hippocampal mechanisms

travel back in time – at least mentally (Tulving, 2002). It is our ability to consciously

already more generally, i.e. not necessarily bound to one cognitive domain like episodic

reinstate three key components of an event in our mind: ‘what’, ‘where’ and ‘when’

memory (Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014). However, before we dive deeper into this topic

(Tulving, 2002). It is easy to see how we could dissect my personal example from above

of domain-general processing in the hippocampus, we should first discuss the other big

into these three components: the what – looking at fireworks with my friends in a

line of hippocampal literature: space and navigation.

crowd with other people; the where – at the edges of the river Waal in Nijmegen; and
the when – at night during the summer festival.
Furthermore, episodic memory is described as fundamentally different from other

The hippocampus and space

memory systems (Squire, 1982, 1992; Tulving, 2002). As mentioned before, episodic
memory is described as a conscious process and therefore clearly distinct from

We constantly move through the world and to do so in a goal-directed manner we

subconscious, non-declarative memory systems like the acquisition of procedural skills,

need a mental representation of our environment (Hartley et al., 2014; Tolman,

e.g. learning how to ride a bicycle (Cohen & Squire, 1980; Squire, 1982, 1992). However,

1948). For example, I need to know where the University is with respect to my home.

not all conscious memory processes are episodic (Squire, 1992; Tulving, 2002). For

Otherwise, I couldn’t find my way to the office and as a consequence never finish this

example, I can consciously remember the fact that the name of the river in Nijmegen

thesis. Remembering important locations and how to get to them is a problem that not

is ‘Waal’. This semantic (fact-based) memory is very different to my recollection of a

only humans must solve. For many species it is crucial to explore their environment

very specific event from my past (e.g. sitting at the Waal with friends and watching

and remember where they can find e.g. food or shelter (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). As

the fireworks). Taken together, episodic memory is the conscious recollection of

a result combining electrophysiology with spatial cognition tasks became a powerful

experiences in their spatial and temporal context.

tool to understand how neural mechanisms enable us to form mental maps (Hartley
et al., 2014; Moser et al., 2017). It is probably safe to say that our current level of

As mentioned before, the hippocampus is a key region involved in episodic memory.

understanding of hippocampal mechanisms would not have been possible without

One of the most convincing and famous pieces of evidence for its important role

electrophysiological studies in freely moving rodents.

comes from patient H.M.. H.M.’s bilateral medial temporal lobe (including the bilateral

Leveraging single-cell recordings, one of the most important discoveries were

hippocampus) was surgically removed when he was a young man to stop his constantly

hippocampal place cells (Burgess, 2014; Hartley et al., 2014; O’Keefe & Dostrovsky,

occurring seizures (Scoville & Milner, 1957). As an unexpected consequence, he suffered

1971). As the name suggests, a place cell fires only if the navigator is in one specific

from severe anterograde amnesia and partial retrograde amnesia, while most other

location (or place) of the environment. The area in which the place cell fires is referred

cognitive functions were preserved (Scoville & Milner, 1957; Squire, 2009). This meant

to as its place field (Hartley et al., 2014; O’Keefe & Burgess, 1996). Importantly,

that after the surgery H.M. could no longer form new episodic memories and had trouble

different place cells have different place fields, i.e. respond at different locations.

remembering any episodic events that happened relatively shortly before the surgery.

This mechanism allows the hippocampus to map out the entire environment (O’Keefe

What followed was decades of accumulating evidence from lesion, electrophysiological

& Nadel, 1978). For example, place fields not only differ in their location but also in

16
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size. Therefore, the hippocampus cannot only map out our environment, but do so at
different levels of granularity (Hartley et al., 2014; Kjelstrup et al., 2008). Interestingly,

Box 2: Life-simulation techniques

these differences in place field size form a topographical gradient, with an increase
in field size of place cells along the ventral-dorsal axis in the rodent hippocampus

We wanted to bring the rich spatial and episodic experiences from the real world

(equivalent would be the anterior-posterior axis in humans; Kjelstrup et al., 2008).

into the lab setting. Although this goal can never be fulfilled completely, life-

Furthermore, place cells are able to remap (Bostock et al., 1991; Leutgeb et al., 2005).

simulation techniques like virtual reality (VR) and software packages such as

Let us assume we track the activity of one place cell in three different rooms. It might

‘the Sims’ are useful tools. These types of stimulus material allow participants to

have a place field in the north-west corner of the first room. In the second room it might

have an immersive experience, while the experimenter still has a high level of

respond to a completely different location (e.g. in the centre). In the third room it might

experimental control.

have no place field at all. This example demonstrates that we cannot predict the place

In chapters 2 and 3, we let participants navigate in large-scale virtual environ-

field of a place cell in one environment based on its place field in another environment

ments. We wanted participants to freely navigate and have their own personal

– every environment seems to evoke its own specific mental map (Leutgeb et al., 2005).

experience with the environment. At the same time, VR allowed us to keep
control over the duration and number of interactions participants had with these

It is important to note that hippocampal place cells are not the only spatially tuned

environments and what types of problems they needed to solve.

cells that have been found in rodents. Spatially tuned cells in general show firing

In chapter 3, we also used the life-simulating game ‘the Sims’. This game allowed

patterns that are driven by the spatial location or orientation of a navigator. The most

us to create videos of life-like events. Here, we took advantage of the fact that we

prominent example besides place cells are grid cells. Grid cells can be found in the

could present participants with naturalistic stories and simultaneously control all

entorhinal cortex, which is highly connected and structurally close to the hippocampus

defining factors of an episode: the “when”, the “what” and most importantly the

(Burgess, 2014; Hafting et al., 2005; Hartley et al., 2014; Moser et al., 2008). In short, a

“where”.

grid cell does not respond to one specific location in an environment, but has multiple

In the following, I will describe virtual reality and ‘the Sims’ in a bit more detail.

firing fields. These firing fields form a periodic, hexagonal grid spanning the entire
environment (Burgess, 2014; Hafting et al., 2005; Hartley et al., 2014; Moser et al.,

Virtual reality

2008). Akin to place cells, the firing fields of different grid cells vary from each other in

VR played a major role in translating and expanding what we know about the

certain properties like e.g. orientation of the grid and spacing between firing fields (for

navigational system of the brain from electrophysiological studies in rodents to

a more detailed description of the firing properties of grid cells see: Bush et al., 2015;

non-invasive neuroimaging methods in humans (Bohil et al., 2011; Burgess et al.,

Hartley et al., 2014; Moser et al., 2017).

2002; Hartley et al., 2014).

Although spatially tuned cells (like place cells) have mostly been studied in rodents,

The main advantage of VR is that it has relatively high ecological validity, while

growing evidence suggests that the same processing mechanisms can be found in

offering experimental control (Bohil et al., 2011). Participants are able to have an

humans (Bellmund et al., 2016; Doeller et al., 2010; Ekstrom et al., 2003; Jacobs et

immersive experience in the virtual environment by actively engaging with it,

al., 2013; Miller et al., 2013). Given the properties of spatially tuned cells, they are

instead of passively perceiving it. At the same time, the experimenter can control

thought to be the building blocks for forming a flexible mental representation of our

the type, duration and number of interactions the participants have with the

environment (Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Bush et al., 2015; O’Keefe & Nadel,

environment.

1978).

Although VR is also a popular method in other cognitive research fields, it is
probably most widely used for spatial cognition (Bohil et al., 2011). Non-invasive
human neuroimaging techniques like fMRI and MEG require the participant to
lay or sit still while data is recorded. This poses an obvious problem for studying
navigation with these techniques. VR however, allows participants to navigate in
virtual environments via a controller while their body remains still. Therefore it
became such a popular tool for this field (Bohil et al., 2011; Burgess et al., 2002;

18
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A somewhat opposing idea that has received more and more attention in the last
Hartley et al., 2014). The idea here is that even though the motor, vestibular and

couple of years is that the hippocampus forms maps that relate not only information

proprioceptive aspects of real-world navigation are different to its virtual

in space, but also in time and maybe even more domains (Behrens et al., 2018;

counterpart, the cognitive and neural aspects are highly similar. This notion is

Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Buzsáki & Moser, 2013; Epstein et al., 2017; Schiller

supported by the multitude of human neuroimaging studies that use VR and find

et al., 2015; Stachenfeld et al., 2017). The idea of such a general cognitive map has

coding mechanisms of navigation that dovetail with electrophysiological studies

already been proposed in the late 1940s (Tolman, 1948). After a series of behavioural

in rodents (e.g. Doeller et al., 2010; Ekstrom et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2013;

experiments in rats, Tolman challenged the –at the time– popular theory that all of our

Miller et al., 2013).

behaviour is based on stimulus-response learning (Tolman, 1948). He demonstrated
that rats could react adaptively and flexibly to a changing environment. For example,

The Sims

in one experiment rats repeatedly followed the rigid tracks of a maze to get to a food-

‘The Sims’ is a popular life-simulation game, in which the player can control

rewarded location. During a probe trial, other arms in the maze opened, giving the rats

the life of virtual characters (Nutt & Railton, 2003). An important component

the option to take a shorter, more direct path to the rewarded location. If rats only

of the game is the ability to create the home of a character with a high degree

learned via stimulus response associations, they should follow the tracks of the path

of freedom regarding the interior and exterior design. Furthermore, the game

they previously got rewarded for. However, these rats took the arm with the most direct

allows to control the actions of the virtual characters and let them interact with

path to the rewarded location (even though they could not see the rewarded location

objects and other characters (Nutt & Railton, 2003).

from the decision point). These and other results motivated Tolman to postulate the

These characteristics make this game an interesting tool for studying episodic

idea that rats (and humans) form a cognitive map of their environment, in which they

memory. Here, the experimenter can generate and control a virtual world and

can draw inferences (Tolman, 1948). Even back then, Tolman presented cognitive maps

create naturalistic narratives with human-like characters. The built-in video tool

not only as a model for spatial cognition, but as a general mechanism that allows to

of the game allows to capture these narratives and use them in an experimental

build mental models of our world.

setting. Although this method is not widely used yet, previous studies have
shown that this type of stimulus material can induce rich episodic experiences

It was decades later, after the discovery of place cells, that the hippocampus was

(Collin et al., 2015; Milivojevic et al., 2015).

brought into the spotlight as the neural basis for cognitive maps (O’Keefe & Nadel,
1978). As time progressed, spatially tuned cells from adjacent areas of the hippocampus
were included into the debate about the neural basis of cognitive maps (Burgess et al.,

The hippocampus and the cognitive map

2002; Ekstrom & Ranganath, 2018). Based on the nature of these types of cells, the
suggested role of hippocampal cognitive maps was (mostly) reduced to space (Burgess

I hope that the literature reviewed so far, made a convincing case that the hippocampus

et al., 2002; Ekstrom & Ranganath, 2018; Kumaran & Maguire, 2005; O’Keefe & Nadel,

plays a fundamental role in both episodic memory and spatial cognition. This brings

1978). Within this line of thought, hippocampal involvement in episodic memory was

us back to the original question of the thesis: how can the hippocampus support both

attributed to the spatial component of an event (i.e. the “where”). This ignited a long-

of these functions? One possible and simple answer that has been suggested is that

standing debate whether the function of the hippocampus goes beyond space. Strongest

the hippocampus processes the two functions in parallel through different subregions

opposition came (unsurprisingly) from the episodic memory literature (Davachi, 2006;

(Burgess et al., 2002; Kühn & Gallinat, 2014; Poppenk et al., 2013). Proposed functional

Eichenbaum et al., 1992, 1999; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014; Ranganath, 2010). The

divisions in the hippocampus are based on differences between findings of the spatial

core alternative hypothesis stated that the main mechanism of the hippocampus is to

and episodic literature. Most prominent ideas claim differences between hemispheres

relate and bind relevant items into their context (as mentioned above). One interesting

and across the anterior-posterior axis of the hippocampus (left and anterior

theory based on this idea is that the hippocampus processes sequences in both space

hippocampus is often involved in episodic tasks vs. right and posterior hippocampus is

and time (Eichenbaum et al., 1999; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014). Accordingly, the

often involved in spatial tasks, Kühn & Gallinat, 2014).

hippocampus does not simply form a cognitive map of our spatial environment, but
instead a ‘memory space’ where meaningful events are arranged and linked according
to their spatial and temporal order.

20
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Over time, these two opposing camps have grown much closer together. As a result,
the term cognitive map is nowadays used in a much broader sense and incorporates a

flow (Kolb & Whishaw, 2009b). Therefore, we use this blood-oxygenation-

lot of ideas from Eichenbaum’s ‘memory space’ and original propositions from Tolman.

level dependent (BOLD) signal as an indirect measure of neural activity. Even

In more detail, the current idea of cognitive mapping is that computations supporting

though fMRI has a reasonable spatial resolution (in our experiments 1.5 mm

navigation are not specialized to the spatial domain, but are general, domain-unspecific

isotropic voxel size) within the realm of non-invasive neuroimaging methods,

mechanisms (Behrens et al., 2018; Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Epstein et al.,

the BOLD signal is sluggish and slow (Kolb & Whishaw, 2009b). As we wanted to

2017; Schiller et al., 2015; Stachenfeld et al., 2017; Tolman, 1948). A cognitive map

test a healthy population and were mainly interested in the neural activity of a

is in its essence a relational map (here Eichenbaum’s ideas are clearly reflected), that

spatially defined region (the hippocampus) and less so in the temporal aspects of

allows predicting transitions from the current state to future states. These states can

its processing mechanisms, fMRI was the method of choice.

theoretically be any meaningful entity, from concrete positions in space or time to
abstract concepts (Behrens et al., 2018; Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Epstein

pre block

task manipulation

post block

et al., 2017; Schiller et al., 2015; Stachenfeld et al., 2017). In other words, so called
spatially tuned cells are not bound to physical space, but are more general coding
mechanisms of abstract spaces/maps. An example for such an abstract space would be
the earlier discussed scenario, where I would evaluate my options between different
performances during the summer festival along two aspects. Here, how much I like
the music would represent one axis of the abstract space and how likely I am to see
the stage would represent the second axis. By combining these two aspects, every
option could be ‘placed’ in this abstract space. If the idea of a cognitive map is true,
exploring my options through this abstract space should involve spatially tuned cells

change in similarity =
pattern similaritypost - pattern similaritypre
change in adaptation =
adaptationpost - adaptationpre

proof-of-principle studies have been published. These studies showed involvement of
the hippocampal formation in the mapping of e.g. time, concepts, social hierarchies and
sound frequency (Aronov et al., 2017; Constantinescu et al., 2016; Garvert et al., 2017;
Tavares et al., 2015; Theves et al., 2019). Furthermore, both evidence for grid cell like
as well as place cell like coding has been found in the representation of these abstract
cognitive maps (Aronov et al., 2017; Constantinescu et al., 2016).

change in similarity/
adaptation

in a similar fashion as when I were to walk around in Nijmegen. In recent years, first

Taken together, the idea of cognitive mapping states that the hippocampus shares
mechanisms across cognitive domains, such as space and memory. These mechanisms
allow us to form adaptive and flexible cognitive maps of our world.

We used a similar structure for all of our experiments, when measuring fMRI
data (Figure). In the main task(s) of the experiment, the relationships between
items were manipulated (e.g. by learning the spatial distance separating two
items in a virtual environment). The same items were presented pre and post the

Box 3: Measuring representational change with fMRI

main task(s) in random order during a picture viewing task (except for chapter
3, where we only presented the items after the main tasks during post blocks).

Neural activity is accompanied by an increase in highly oxygenated blood flow

The order of the items was always randomized across participants, but constant

to the activated area. Due to the different magnetic properties of oxygenated

between the pre and post blocks of the same participant. We used the pre and

and deoxygenated haemoglobin, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is

post blocks to measure the effects of the manipulations of the main task(s) on

able to detect relative increases and decreases in (de)oxygenated blood-

brain activity. The idea here was that, if an area is sensitive to the task manipula-
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tion, the overlap of neural code between items should in turn change as a

well established (Buzsáki & Moser, 2013; Eichenbaum et al., 1992; O’Keefe & Nadel,

function of this manipulation. Throughout this thesis, we used two different

1978). However, how the hippocampus successfully supports both of these functions

measurements for this overlap in neural code: multivariate representational

is an ongoing debate. In this thesis, I want to contribute to this debate by exploring

similarity analysis (RSA) and univariate repetition suppression, also referred to

hippocampal mapping mechanisms in space, memory and beyond. To mimic the rich

as adaptation analysis.

experiences underlying episodic memory and spatial navigation we used virtual
reality and the life-simulation game ‘the Sims’ (Box 2). Combining fMRI with multi-

Representational similarity analysis

voxel pattern analyses allowed us to test how our experimental manipulations affect

RSA is a form of multivariate pattern analysis (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). This

hippocampal processing at a meso-anatomical and coarse temporal scale (Box 3).

means that the pattern of activity of a set of voxels (referred to as searchlight or
region of interest) is examined and compared between conditions. The idea here

In chapter 2, we took a closer look at hippocampal cognitive maps in space. In order

is, the bigger the neural overlap between conditions, the higher the similarity of

for a cognitive map to be useful it needs to contain information about important

the patterns of activity.

locations and the relationships between them (Burgess et al., 2002; Epstein et

In our case, we were mainly interested in the similarity between activity patterns

al., 2017; McNaughton et al., 2006; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Tolman, 1948). It has

within the hippocampus. Therefore, we measured the item-specific activity

previously been shown that the hippocampus is able to map the distances between

pattern of hippocampal voxels during the pre and the post block. Next, we

such relevant locations (Deuker et al., 2016; L. R. Howard et al., 2014; Morgan et al.,

correlated each item-specific pattern of activity with every other item-specific

2011; Spiers & Barry, 2015). Here, we manipulated the actual navigated distance

pattern of activity as a proxy for neural similarity. This allowed us to track the

and the Euclidean distance between goal-locations in a large-scale virtual town. We

changes in similarity from the pre to the post block. Lastly, we tested whether

wanted to test whether the hippocampus forms an integrative map of these different

these changes occurred as a function of our task manipulations. We used RSA in

distance representations or whether it maps one, but not the other. Both types of

chapter 2 and 4.

distance measurements carry important information about the environment. On the
one hand, Euclidean distance informs us about the allocentric relationship between

Adaptation analysis

goal-locations, which is independent of the navigator. On the other hand, path distance

Adaptation analysis leverages the repetition suppression effect. This effect

informs us about the egocentric route we have to take to get from one place to another.

refers to the fact that neurons suppress their response if two successive items

Furthermore, our aim was to test whether a hippocampal map can adapt to changes

share information this neuron is sensitive to (Barron et al., 2016; Grill-Spector

in the environment. After all, it was the flexible and adaptive behaviour of rats that

et al., 2006; Krekelberg et al., 2006). In other words, higher overlap of neural

inspired Tolman to postulate the idea of a cognitive map in the first place (Tolman,

code between the preceding item and the current item should result in greater

1948). To this end, we changed how participants had to navigate between locations

suppression of the BOLD activity evoked by the current item presentation

and tested the influence of these changes in path length on hippocampal mapping.

(Barron et al., 2016; Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Krekelberg et al., 2006). In our
experiment, we could therefore measure this adaptation effect for each pair of

In chapter 3 we tested the two opposing ideas that the hippocampus can support

items and tested how this effect changed from the pre to the post block. Akin

spatial and episodic memory either via common mechanisms (Bellmund, Gärdenfors,

to our RSA approach, we could then test whether the adaptation effect changed

et al., 2018; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014; Epstein et al., 2017; Schiller et al., 2015) or

as a function of our interim task manipulation. We used adaptation analysis in

processes either function in different subregions (Burgess et al., 2002; Kühn & Gallinat,

chapter 3 and 4.

2014; Poppenk et al., 2013). To this end, we manipulated spatial and episodic context
associations between items. If the hippocampus integrates spatial and episodic context
information, we would expect that items that share both types of context information

Outline

show higher representational overlap than items that share either a spatial or an
episodic context. Furthermore, we tested whether items that share a spatial context

The idea of cognitive mapping is a powerful tool to study and understand the hippo-

showed neural overlap in different subregions of the hippocampus compared to items

campus. The role of this brain area in episodic memory and spatial cognition is

that share an episodic context. Specifically, we assessed episodic and spatial coding
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differences between hemisphere (left vs. right hippocampus) and across the anteriorposterior axis of the hippocampus (Kühn & Gallinat, 2014).
In chapter 4 we tested whether the hippocampus uses mechanisms supporting
navigation in other cognitive domains as well (Behrens et al., 2018; Bellmund,
Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Epstein et al., 2017; Schiller et al., 2015; Stachenfeld et al.,
2017). Recently, proof-of-principle studies have found ‘spatial coding’ in abstract
spaces (Aronov et al., 2017; Constantinescu et al., 2016; Garvert et al., 2017; Tavares
et al., 2015; Theves et al., 2019). These abstract spaces are typically defined along two
physical feature dimensions (e.g. the length of a bird’s leg or neck). If any physical
feature dimension can be organized with a hippocampal map, this principle might
also apply to more abstract concepts. We argue that values are good candidates for
examining hippocampal coding of these more abstract (non-physical) maps. Values are
not a sensory/physical feature, but a concept appearing constantly in our everyday
lives. The concept of a value can take many forms, in our case we used numerical
rewards. We leveraged the fact that these numeric reward values inherently form a
continuous axis. These features facilitated an experimental design of a value map.
We associated context items with two types of reward values. Either type of value
represented one dimension of a value space. We tested whether the hippocampus
maps distances in such a value space, akin to physical (or virtual) space.
In chapter 5, I summarize and discuss the results from the empirical chapters 2-4.
The aim here is to contribute to the ongoing debate about cognitive mapping in the
hippocampus and how the hippocampus can support a multitude of functions. I conclude
chapter 5 with an outlook on possible future directions in the field of hippocampal
research.
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.
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Abstract

Introduction

The hippocampus is a key region for forming a mental map of our environment. To

Navigating successfully in our everyday lives requires a mental representation of our

be useful for guiding navigation, such a map requires a representation of distances

environment. Such a so-called cognitive map must contain information about relevant

between landmarks, which can be used for flexibly computing relationships that have

locations and the geometric relationships between them, such as distance and angle.

never been directly experienced. Here, we let participants perform an object-location

Furthermore, it must facilitate flexible behaviour, for instances planning detours

task in a large-scale virtual environment and combined functional magnetic resonance

after changes in the environment occur (Burgess et al., 2002; Epstein et al., 2017;

imaging (fMRI) with representational similarity analysis to test how Euclidean and path

McNaughton et al., 2006; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Tolman, 1948). Spatially tuned cells

distances between objects affect their neural similarity in the hippocampus. We found

in the hippocampus and related structures (e.g. the entorhinal cortex) are thought to

evidence that the left hippocampus forms a cognitive map that integrates Euclidean

be the neural basis of these cognitive maps (Hafting et al., 2005; Hartley et al., 2014;

and path distances. One key characteristic of cognitive maps is their adaptive and

O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971; Taube et al., 1990). Decades of experimental evidence,

flexible nature. We therefore let participants perform another object-location task in

including lesion, electrophysiological and neuroimaging studies strongly support the

the same virtual environment. Importantly, here we changed the path distance between

importance of the hippocampus in representing our spatial environment (Bellmund,

objects by relocating roadblocks in the environment. We found that hippocampal

Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Burgess et al., 2002; Ekstrom et al., 2003; Epstein et al., 2017;

maps of response learners (i.e. people who navigate based on remembered sequences

Iglói et al., 2010; McNaughton et al., 2006; Morris et al., 1982; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978;

of egocentric turns) adapted as a function of these changes in path distance. Taken

Sarel et al., 2017; Spiers et al., 2001; Wilson & McNaughton, 1993). One key finding are

together, our study supports the idea that the hippocampus can create integrative and

hippocampal place cells (O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971). As the name suggests, a place cell

flexible cognitive maps of our world.

fires only if the navigator is in one specific location (or place) of an environment. With
different place cells responding to different locations, the hippocampus can map out the
entire environment. Although spatially tuned cells (like place cells) have mostly been
studied in rodents, growing evidence suggests that the same processing mechanisms
form the building blocks of cognitive maps in humans (Bellmund et al., 2016; Doeller
et al., 2010; Ekstrom et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2013). For example,
neuroimaging studies in combination with virtual reality have demonstrated that
the human hippocampus does indeed perform geometric computations in space. The
hippocampus not only dynamically updates distance information to a goal-location
during navigation, but also forms an offline map that represents distances between
relevant locations (Deuker et al., 2016; L. R. Howard et al., 2014; Morgan et al., 2011;
Spiers & Barry, 2015). Furthermore, converging evidence shows that univariate activity
in the hippocampus correlates with the path distance between the navigator and the
goal, in both highly familiar and relatively unfamiliar environments (L. R. Howard et
al., 2014; Sherrill et al., 2013; Spiers & Barry, 2015; Viard et al., 2011). Simultaneously,
univariate activity in the entorhinal cortex seems to index the Euclidean distance
between the navigator and the goal location (L. R. Howard et al., 2014; Spiers & Barry,
2015; Spiers & Maguire, 2007).
Interestingly though, the role of the hippocampus in representing distance information
goes beyond active navigation. Two fMRI studies suggest that the hippocampus stores
an offline map that contains information about the temporal, path and Euclidean
distance between relevant locations (Deuker et al., 2016; Morgan et al., 2011). Morgan
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et al. (2011) found that hippocampal fMRI activity was modulated by the real-world

Successful navigation requires one to react flexibly to changes in the environment

distance between two successively presented, highly familiar landmarks. The authors

(Spiers & Gilbert, 2015; Tolman, 1948). Imagine the standard route between your

used two variables as distance measurements: the objective Euclidean distance and the

home and workplace is suddenly blocked by a construction site. An adaptive cognitive

subjective estimation of the travel time by each participant. However, due to the grid-

map should be sensitive to the fact that you need to change your route and be able to

like layout of the environment, both variables were highly correlated, which makes it

calculate a new path. Even though there is mixed evidence on the hippocampal role

hard to distinguish what drives an effect of either distance measurement.

during these kind of detour problems, a well-controlled human neuroimaging study

Excitingly, a couple years later Deuker et al. (2016) decoupled temporal and spatial

suggests that the hippocampus signals the change in path distance during active

distances while participants had to navigate from object to object in a predetermined

navigation (L. R. Howard et al., 2014; Spiers & Gilbert, 2015). Furthermore, evidence

sequence in a large-scale virtual city (‘Donderstown’). Although normally the temporal

from single-unit recordings in rats shows that hippocampal place cells change their

and spatial distance would be correlated in such a design, the authors introduced

firing fields and therefore remap after changes in the path structure of the environment

teleporters to circumvent that problem. By teleporting participants instantly from one

occur (Alvernhe et al., 2008, 2011). Here, we wanted to extend these previous studies

end to the other of the city, they introduced object-pairs with high spatial, but low

and test how an offline hippocampal map is updated in humans. For this purpose, we

temporal distances. Importantly, before and after the object-location task, participants

let participants perform a second object-location task (remapping task) similar to the

were presented with all objects during a picture viewing task in the MRI scanner. This

first one. Importantly, we kept the location of the objects constant across tasks, but

allowed the authors to test for changes in pattern similarity between object-pairs as

changed the location of some of the roadblocks from the original object-location task

a function of their respective distances. The results suggest that the hippocampus

(Figure 1A). Consequently, path distances between object-pairs could become shorter

forms a spatio-temporal distance map of locations along a fixed path. Neural pattern

or longer while Euclidean Distance was unaffected. Again, we used changes in neural

similarity in the hippocampus increased the closer people remembered object-pairs to

pattern similarity (from pre remapping task to post remapping task) as a proxy for

be in space and time.

updating the offline cognitive map (Figure 1A & C). In addition, participants had to re-

In real-world navigation, both Euclidean and path distance are important features

estimate the path and Euclidean distance between every possible object-pair after the

of a cognitive map. Path distances allow you to compute the shortest known path

remapping task. This way, we could also test for an update in map representation on a

to a goal, while Euclidean distances enable you to compute novel shortcuts when

behavioural level.

the environment changes. Here, we asked whether Euclidean and path distance are

Even though we expected hippocampal involvement, its role in solving detour

simultaneously represented and how changes in the environment affect those distance

problems is not well established and there are mixed results from the literature (Spiers

representations. For this purpose, we let participants navigate freely and perform an

& Gilbert, 2015). This motivated us to explore the idea that differences between

object-location task in a smaller version of Donderstown (Bellmund, Deuker, et al., 2018;

people in navigational strategies may affect detour-based remapping (and maybe even

Deuker et al., 2016). Importantly, participants did not navigate along a predetermined

mapping) and its representations in the hippocampus. We were particularly interested

sequence of locations as in the previous study. Instead, participants had to navigate

whether egocentric navigators/response learners differed from allocentric navigators/

repeatedly from every object-location to every other object-location in (pseudo-)

place learners. Egocentric navigation is based on remembered sequences of left and

random order. Furthermore, by introducing roadblocks into the city layout we were

right turns (i.e. responses) at landmarks, while allocentric navigation is based on the

able to manipulate path distances between object-locations. The goal was to create

relationship between distal cues (i.e. places) in the environment (Astur et al., 2016;

object-pairs with distinguishable path and Euclidean distances. We were particularly

Burgess et al., 2002; Iglói et al., 2010; Klatzky, 1998). Previous research has shown

interested whether an offline cognitive map in the hippocampus would only represent

that these two navigational strategies result in different neural signatures in the

one of the two distance measurements or whether both types of information would be

hippocampus (Iglói et al., 2010, 2015). Furthermore, it seems that strategy behaviour

represented and maybe even integrated. Akin to Deuker et al. (2016), we used changes

is not random, but stable (Astur et al., 2016). We therefore adapted a T-maze task

in neural pattern similarity between object-pairs as a proxy for this offline map (Figure

used previously by Astur et al. (2016) to categorize our participants into response

1A & B). Furthermore, we tested behavioural signatures of distance representations by

learners (egocentric navigation) and place learners (allocentric navigation). This task

asking participants to estimate the path and Euclidean distance between every object-

was independent from the rest of the experiment and therefore allowed us to test

pair.

the potential influence of these strategies on the neural signatures of mapping and
remapping.
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Taken together, we used an extensive and rich design to test for offline representations
of path and Euclidean distances in the hippocampus. We extended previous designs,
by testing how these representations might undergo remapping after changes in the
environment occur. Lastly, we explored whether different navigational strategies might
yield different neural signatures of remapping (or even mapping) in the hippocampus.

A)

B)
object location
Euclidean distance

predictions after original map formation
PVT 1

original roadblock
original path

25 min

60 min

PVT 2

Results

change in similarity =
pattern similarityPVT 2 - pattern similarityPVT 1
change in similarity

8

4

Behavioural signatures of a cognitive map
We set out to test how a hippocampal map represents Euclidean and path distances and
furthermore how these representations adapt to changes in the environment. To ensure
Euclidean distance

5

2

(C) Predictions based on the changes in path distances of the remapping. After the second
picture-viewing task, participants performed the remapping task and a third identical picture
viewing task. Again, this allowed us to measure the change in neural pattern similarity between
object-pairs from pre to post remapping. Here, we wanted to test whether neural pattern
similarity changes as a function of the remapping of path distances. In the example here, the
distance between the object pair computer-terrarium (locations 8-1) got longer in the remapping
task (compared to the original object-location task), whereas the distance between the objectpair computer-easel (locations 8-7) got shorter. The prediction based on the change in path
distance would therefore be that the object pair computer-terrarium (locations 8-1) becomes
less similar than the object-pair computer-easel (locations 8-7).

25 min

7

remapping roadblock
remapping path
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that participants were familiar with the virtual environment, we let them complete

path distance

an extensive training at the beginning of the experiment. Here, participants had to
C)
3

navigate repeatedly between eight goal-locations and complete recall trials in which

predictions after remapping
PVT 2

25 min

30 min

PVT 3

25 min

1

they indicated where the eight goal-locations were in the city. Participants received
positive feedback if they remembered a goal-location within an error-radius of ca.

change in similarity

change in similarity =
pattern similarityPVT 3 - pattern similarityPVT 2

6

change in path distance

Figure 1 | Virtual city and the predictions based on the original map and subsequent remapping
(A) Bird-view of virtual city. Eight objects were placed in the virtual city (locations marked here
by red dots). During two object-locations tasks, participants had to take the shortest possible
route from every object to every other object. Participants encountered three roadblocks during
navigation. Two of the three roadblocks changed location between the original object-location
task and the remapping task. Changed routes could either become longer or shorter. The location
and therefore the Euclidean distance between objects stayed constant between tasks.
(B) Predictions based on the Euclidean and path distances of the original map. Before and after
the original object-location task, participants performed the identical picture viewing task in
the MRI scanner. This allowed us to measure the change in neural pattern similarity between
object-pairs. Here, we wanted to test whether neural pattern similarity changes as a function
of Euclidean or/and path distance. In the example here, the object pair computer-terrarium
(locations 8-1) has a higher Euclidean distance than the object-pair computer-easel (locations
8-7). The prediction based on Euclidean distances would therefore be that the object pair
computer-terrarium (locations 8-1) becomes less similar than the object-pair computer-easel
(locations 8-7). As the path distances show the opposite pattern between the two object-pairs,
the prediction would be the other way around.

2.6% of the total map length (see Methods for more details). In the subsequent objectlocation task, each goal-location was associated with an object, and participants had to
navigate here from object-location to object-location (for an overview of all objects see
Supplementary Figure 1). The goal of this extensive experience with the environment
was to let participants form a map of the environment and let them learn distances
between objects/goal-locations. However, for such neural distance representations
to be interpretable it is important to first establish behavioural signatures of such
a cognitive map. In other words, can our participants replicate Euclidean and path
distances between relevant locations of the environment?
To answer this question, we let participants estimate the Euclidean and the path
distances between object-pairs, respectively. Participants performed this distance
recall task twice, after the object-location task and after the remapping task,
respectively (Figure 2). We asked participants to estimate these distances on a scale
from zero to 100. We instructed participants that zero would mean that two objects
share the same location, whereas 100 represents the maximal distance two objects
had in the preceding task. As a distance memory score, we correlated the estimated
distances with the real distances for every participant. If participants can accurately
remember Euclidean and path distances, then we would expect on average a high and
positive score. As expected, all average scores were significantly greater than zero
(Figure 3). More specifically, after the object-location task, average correlation between
estimated and real path distance was r= 0.83 (T(31)= 21.91 , p< 0.001) and average cor-
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PVT 1

Training SBSOD T-Maze

RePVT 2 mapping PVT 3

180°

+
25 min

Object Distance
Location Recall

120 min

5 min

5 min

+
60 min
5 min

15 min

25 min

day 1

Distance Bird-view
Recall placement

+
30 min

25 min

15 min
5 min

5 min

day 2

Figure 2 | Overview of experimental sessions
On day 1, participants started the experiment with the first picture viewing task (PVT) in the
MRI scanner. Here, we measured the baseline neural pattern similarity between object-pairs.
The rest of the experiment on day 1 took place in the behavioural lab. Participants performed
an extensive training task in the virtual city. They learned how to navigate ideally between
eight goal-locations. Then they completed the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale (a selfreport measurement of navigational abilities) and a T-Maze task. The purpose of the T-Maze task
was to have an independent measure of navigational strategies. On day 2 of the experiment,
participants started in the behavioural lab with an object-location task. Participants had to
associate the previously learned goal-locations with objects and navigate successfully between
them. Afterwards, participants had to recall the path and Euclidean distance between every
object-pair. Participants then had to perform three tasks in the MRI scanner. They started with
the second PVT. Here we wanted to measure the effects of the path and Euclidean distance
on neural pattern similarity between object-pairs. During a subsequent remapping task,
participants had to learn new routes/paths between object-pairs. We then again recorded a
PVT. Here we wanted to measure how the change in path distance affected the neural pattern
similarity between object-pairs. After the scanning session, participants finished the experiment
with a second distance recall task (same as the first one) and a bird-view placement task. Here,
we presented participants with a bird-view picture of the virtual city and asked them to indicate
the location of every object.

relation between estimated and real Euclidean distance was r= 0.79 (T(31)= 18.28, p<
0.001). To control that participants really learned Euclidean and path distance as separate
components, we also correlated remembered path distance with the real Euclidean
distance and vice versa remembered Euclidean distance with the real path distance.
Distance memory scores were significantly higher than their control counterparts (path
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correlation estimated with real distances
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1

Euclidean distance
path distance

*

*

*

We used multidimensional scaling (MDS)
to visualize the object-locations based on

*

the path distance across all participants.

0.8

Note that MDS estimates locations based
on the assumption that the distance input

0.6

is Euclidean. Therefore, we can easily
compare the real locations of the objects

0.4

in the virtual city with the locations based on the MDS model of the estimated

0.2
0

the Euclidean distance estimations and

Euclidean distances. This comparison is

object-location
task

remapping
task

Figure 3 | Mean correlation between
estimated and real distances
Participants estimated the Euclidean
and path distance for every object-pair
after the object-location task and after
the remapping task. We correlated these
distance estimations with the real distances for every participant. On a group
level, all correlations were significantly higher than zero after Fisher transformation was applied (all p< 0.001).
Dots represent single participant values.
Error bars show the standard error of the
mean. Asterisk symbolizes a significant effect (p< 0.05).

not possible based on the MDS model of
the estimated path distances. However,
by applying MDS to the objective path
distances, we can translate the real objectlocations to their locations in a ‘path space’
(i.e. a space where the path distances are
treated as Euclidean distances).
Subsequently, this allows us to compare
objective object-locations in this ‘path
space’ to the locations based on the MDS
model of the estimated path distances. To
do this, we computed the average objectlocations across all participant’s MDS

distance vs. control: T(31)= 5.77, p< 0.001, Euclidean distance vs. control: T(31)= 6.53,

maps and compared these to the objective

p< 0.001). After the remapping task, the average correlation between estimated and

object-locations of the corresponding space (Figure 4). Figure 4 shows that participants

real path distance was r= 0.80 (T(31)= 14.76, p< 0.001) and the average correlation

distance estimations were accurate enough to reconstruct the actual object-locations

between estimated and real Euclidean distance was r= 0.76 (T(31)= 16.14, p< 0.001).

of the Euclidean and path space. After the object-location task, the estimated and real

The same control analyses was applied here as after the object-location task.

locations in Euclidean space had an average error distance corresponding to 7.9% (sd=

Distance memory scores after remapping were significantly higher than their control

4.2%) of the maximal Euclidean distance of an object-pair in the virtual city and in path

counterparts (path distance vs. control: T(31)= 6.42, p< 0.001, Euclidean distance vs.

space an average error distance corresponding to 6.7% (sd= 3.2%) of the maximal path

control: T(31)= 4.90, p< 0.001).

distance of an object-pair in the virtual city. After the remapping task, the estimated

Taken together, these memory scores indicate that participants could replicate

and real locations in Euclidean space had an average error distance of 8.5% (sd= 5.1%)

Euclidean and path distances as separate components.

of the maximal Euclidean distance of an object-pair in the virtual city, and in path space
an average error distance of 6.5% (sd= 3.0%) of the maximal path distance of an objectpair in the virtual city.
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real locations
estimated locations after object-location task
estimated locations after remapping task
mds based on euclidean distances

A)

Figure 4 | Multidimensional scaling
of Euclidean and path space
(A) Multidimensional scaling (MDS)
of Euclidean space. Marked by the
diamonds are the real object-locations in the virtual city. These
objective object-locations are compared to the mean locations across
the MDS output of the estimated Euclidean distances of all participants.
Circles mark the mean estimated
locations after the object-location
task and squares mark the mean
estimated locations after the remapping task. In the background is
a bird’s-eye view picture of the virtual city.

B)
mds based on path distances

(B) Multidimensional scaling of path
space after the object-location task.
Marked by diamonds are the object-locations based on the MDS of
the objective path distances of the
object-location task. These objective object-locations are compared
to the mean locations across the
MDS output of the estimated path
distances of all participants (marked
by circles).

mds based on remapped path distances

C)

(C) Multidimensional scaling of path
space after remapping. Marked by
diamonds are the object-locations
based on the MDS of the objective
path distances of the remapping
task. These objective object-locations are compared to the mean
locations across the MDS output of
the estimated path distances of all
participants (marked by squares).
Each real location and corresponding estimated location have the
same colour. Opaque circles around
estimated locations represent the
standard error of the mean.
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a distance error between

real locations
mean remembered locations

the indicated and the real
location corresponding to
2.5% (sd= 1.4%) of the total
map length. This distance
error was below the errorradius of 2.6% that was
allowed in the training task.
Furthermore, we found a

Figure 5 | Remembered locations of the bird-view task
Participants had to indicate all object-locations on a birdview map. Here, the mean remem-bered location across all
participants and the real locations are shown. The opaque
circle around the real locations represents the area in which
participants received positive feedback during training for
remembering an object-location (radius of around 2.6% of
map length). Each real location and corresponding estimated
location have the same colour.

positive relationship with
self-reported
abilities
with

navigational

(measured

the

here

Santa-Barbara

Sense of Direction Scale –
SBSOD) and mean distance
memory score of r= 0.56
(p= 0.001, Supplementary

Figure 4). Additionally, we found a negative correlation between SBSOD-scores and
mean placement error in the bird-view task of r= -0.33 that reached trend level (p=
0.072).
We also explored whether differences in navigational strategies was related to
behavioural map representations. There was no significant differences for any of the
distance memory scores (Euclidean distance: p= 0.29, path distance: p= 0.25, Euclidean
distance after remapping: p= 0.40, path distance after remapping: p= 0.63) or mean
placement error in the bird-view task (p= 0.33) between response and place learners.
Lastly, there was also no significant difference between response and place learners
for self-reported navigational abilities (p= 0.33).
Taken together, behavioural results indicate that participants could accurately
remember object-locations and recreate the Euclidean and path distances between
them.

For an overview of all objective distances and the distances based on the mean

The hippocampus maps and integrates Euclidean and path distances

estimated MDS locations, see Supplementary Figure 2.

We set out to investigate hippocampal representations of Euclidean and path distances.
To do so, we analysed the changes in neural pattern similarity between object-pairs

In addition to the distance recall tasks, we presented participants with a bird’s-eye view

using representational similarity analysis (RSA; Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). More

of the virtual city at the end of the experiment (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure 3).

specifically, we calculated neural pattern similarity between object-pairs by correlating

We tested participant’s knowledge about object-locations directly by asking them to

the neural activation pattern of every object with every other object, both before (PVT

indicate the location of every object on the map (Figure 5). On average, participants had

1) and after (PVT 2) the object-location task (Figure 1B). Subsequently, we subtracted
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A)

0.25

*

*

+

attention to the object presentations during all three PVTs of the experiments through
an orthogonal oddball detection task. Participants performed at ceiling level during
PVT 1 (correct responses: mean= 96.1%, sd= 17.5), PVT 2 (correct responses: mean=
98.7%, sd= 1.8) and PVT 3 (correct responses: mean= 98.1%, sd= 4.4).
Based on our a-priori hypothesis, we used the left and right hippocampus as regions

coefficient estimates

as a function of Euclidean and/or path distance. We ensured that participants payed
0.15

0.05
0
-0.05

of interest (ROI) in the analyses. Each ROI yielded one value for the change in neural
pattern similarity per object-pair. In order to test how these changes are affected by

-0.15

distances, we (median-)split object-pairs into high (indicated by a 2 in the model)
and low distance pairs (indicated by a 1 in the model) for both the Euclidean and the

Euclidean distance
post-pre

path distances (see Deuker et al., 2016). The prediction was that the representations
of objects with a low distance should become more similar to each other than the

B)

related to the average travel duration between objects in our design (object-location
task: r= 0.99, remapping task r= 0.96), we also tested the effect of the combined
Euclidean and path distance (defined as the product of the (median-split) Euclidean
distances and the (median-split) path distances). Therefore, this interaction term was
a proxy for a combined/integrative representation of Euclidean and path distances. It
predicts lowest similarity for object pairs with both a high Euclidean and a high path
distances, and vice versa highest similarity for object pairs with low Euclidean and

coefficient estimates

distances between goal locations (Deuker et al., 2016). As path distance is highly
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representations of object-pairs with a high distance (Figure 1B). It has been shown
that the hippocampus forms a combined representation of the spatial and temporal
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low path distances. To account for shared variance between the Euclidean and path
distance predictors (the two predictors correlated with r= 0.57), we used multiple linear
regression. For every participant, we included the Euclidean distance categories, path
distance categories and an interaction/combined term between the two as predictors
for the change of pattern similarity between object-pairs. To estimate the effect for
every predictor, we performed t-tests on the participant-specific betas. We found an
effect for all three predictors in the left hippocampus (Euclidean distance categories:
T(29)= 2.3768, p= 0.024, path distance categories: T(29)= 2.0255, p= 0.052 approaching
significance, interaction of Euclidean and path distance categories: T(29)= -2.5570,
p= 0.016, Figure 6A). The direction of the integrative effect of Euclidean and path
distances, as measured by the interaction term was as expected.

Figure 6 | Changes in neural pattern similarity as a function of Euclidean and path distance in
the left and right hippocampus
(A) Changes in pattern similarity as a function of Euclidean and path distance in the left
hippocampus. We calculated the changes in neural pattern similarity between object-pairs from
pre (PVT 1) to post (PVT 2) the object-location task. We estimated on an individual level the
effects of Euclidean distance category, path distance category and the interaction of Euclidean
and path distances as predictors for these changes. We then tested on a group level whether
these effects differ significantly from zero. To understand the effects better, we also show the
betas (coefficient estimates) of each predictor from pre (PVT 1) and post (PVT 2), separately.
(B) Changes in pattern similarity as a function of Euclidean and path distance in the right
hippocampus split for place learners (PL) and response learners (RL). We calculated the changes
in neural pattern similarity between object-pairs from pre (PVT 1) to post (PVT 2) the objectlocation task. We estimated on an individual level the effects of Euclidean distance category,
path distance category and the interaction of Euclidean and path distances as predictors for
these changes. We then tested whether place learners and response learners differ regarding
the effects of these predictors. We also performed post-hoc tests for effects for either group,
separately. To understand the effects better, we also show the betas (coefficient estimates) of
each predictor from pre (PVT 1) and post (PVT 2), separately.
Dots represent single participant values. Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
Asterisk symbolizes a significant effect (p< 0.05). Cross symbolizes a trend effect (p< 0.1).
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The lower the integrated Euclidean and path distance was between object-pairs, the

We also explored representations of path and Euclidean distances outside of the

higher the increase in similarity. However, the directions of the separate effects for the

hippocampus. Searchlight analyses on grey-matter voxels at the whole-brain level

Euclidean and path distance were unexpected, with a higher increase in similarity for

revealed no significant effects representations of Euclidean distance or path distance

high distances than low distances. Furthermore, Euclidean distance representations in

that survived correction (see Supplementary Figure 6 for non-thresholded effects).

the left hippocampus, but neither path distance representations nor the representation

We also found no differences between place and response learners for any distance

of the interaction of Euclidean and path distances, correlated with SBSOD-scores — an

category effects that survived whole-brain correction (see Supplementary Figure 7 for

indicator of self-reported navigational abilities (Euclidean distances: r= -0.385, p=

non-thresholded effects).

0.036; path distances: r= -0.310, p= 0.096; interaction Euclidean and path distances:
r= 0.318, p= 0.087). Based on the allocentric nature of Euclidean distances and

Taken together, these results suggest that the left hippocampus forms an integrative

the egocentric nature of path distances, we additionally explored different map

map of Euclidean and path distances. These effects do not seem to be driven by any

representation between place learners (egocentric navigators) and response learners

subregions in the left hippocampus. Furthermore, these representations were related

(allocentric navigators; both groups were classified by an independent T-maze

to self-reported navigational abilities. We found a trend effect that response learners

test). We found no differences between place and response learners for neural map

and not place learners use the right hippocampus to represent Euclidean distances and

representations in the left hippocampus (Euclidean distance categories: p= 0.613, path

an integration of Euclidean and path distances. Again, these effects do not seem to be

distance categories: p= 0.752 interaction of Euclidean and path distance categories: p=

driven by any particular subregions in the right hippocampus. Whole-brain analyses

0.659).

revealed no evidence for distance map representations outside of the hippocampus.

There was no effect for Euclidean or path distances in the right hippocampus, when

The hippocampal distance map of response learners is sensitive to

testing across all participants (Euclidean distance category: p= 0.156, path distance

changes in the environment

category: p= 0.287, interaction of Euclidean and path distance category: p= 0.228).

The second main question of this study was whether a hippocampal map can react

However, we observed a trend effect for differences between place and response

flexibly to changes in the environment. For this purpose, participants performed

learners for effects of Euclidean distance categories (T(26)= -1.9786, p= 0.059) and the

a remapping task after PVT 2 (Figure 2). This remapping task was similar in task

interaction between Euclidean and path distance categories (T(26)= 1.9016, p= 0.068),

structure to the first object-location task. Importantly though, here the position of

but not path distance categories (p= 0.109, Figure 6B). Post-hoc tests reveal that these

two out of three roadblocks changed, while the object-locations were consistent

differences were probably driven by the response learners. Response learners showed

with the first task. As a result, for a number of object-pairs path distances either

significant or trend effects (Euclidean distance categories: T(15)= 2.2957, p= 0.037, path

increased or decreased (Figure 1A & C). To test how these changes affect offline map

distance categories: T(15)= 1.9668, p= 0.068 interaction of Euclidean and path distance

representations, participants completed a third picture-viewing task (PVT 3) after the

categories: T(15)= -2.1259, p= 0.051, Figure 6B), whereas the place learners did not

remapping task (Figure 2). Here, our expectation was that object-pairs with decreased

(Euclidean distance categories: p= 0.65, path distance categories: p= 0.67 interaction of

path length would become more similar from pre (PVT 2) to post (PVT 3) the remapping

Euclidean and path distance categories: p= 0.59, Figure 6B). As only response learners

task, compared with object-pairs with increased path length (Figure 1C).

showed any indication for a distance map representation in the right hippocampus,
we explored whether those correlated with self-reported navigational abilities. Here,

Effects of path changes were assessed in the left and right hippocampus ROIs. To this

we found no significant correlations between distance representations in the right

end, object-pairs that experienced a meaningful change in path distance were median

hippocampus and SBSOD-scores (Euclidean distance categories: p= 0.32, path distance

split into an ‘increase’ and a ‘decrease group’ (see Methods for more details). For every

categories: p= 0.61, interaction of Euclidean and path distance categories: p= 0.37).

participant, the mean similarity change in the decrease group was subtracted from the
mean similarity change in the increase group. We then used a t-test to assess whether

To explore peak-locations of the map representations in the hippocampus more

there was an effect of path length change on the neural similarity change in either the

precisely, we performed post-hoc searchlight analyses around each grey-matter

left and/or the right hippocampus.

voxel of both ROIs, separately (for more details see supplementary analyses and
Supplementary Figure 5). No clear peak emerged.
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found significant differences between place and response learners in the anterior left
hippocampus.
Searchlight analyses on grey-matter voxels at the whole-brain level revealed no

*

representations of changes in path length – neither across all participants, nor for
differences between place and response learners (Supplementary Figure 9).

0.02
Taken together, we found that response and place learners exhibit differential

0

sensitivity of their hippocampal map to changes in the environment. Specifically,
the left hippocampus of response learners remaps based on changes in path lengths.

-0.02

Place learners on the other hand showed no effect. Whole-brain analyses revealed no

-0.04

evidence for remapping outside of the hippocampus.

-0.06
-0.08

place learners

response learners

Figure 7 | Changes in neural pattern similarity as a function of change in path distance in the
left hippocampus
Effects are split for place learners and response learners. We calculated the changes in neural
pattern similarity between object-pairs from pre (PVT 2) to post (PVT 3) the remapping task.
We estimated on an individual level the effects of object-pairs which path length increased
vs. decreased. We then tested whether place learners and response learners differ from each
other. We also performed post-hoc tests for effects of either group, separately. To understand
the effects better, we also show the effects from pre (PVT 2) and post (PVT 3), separately.
Dots represent single participant values. Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
Asterisk symbolizes a significant effect (p< 0.05).

Discussion
The results of the current study demonstrate that participants acquired map-knowledge
about relevant locations and the Euclidean and path distances between these locations
when navigating in a rich virtual environment. By associating goal-locations with
objects, we were able to measure how Euclidean and path distances affect the neural
pattern similarity between object-pairs as a proxy for an offline cognitive map
representation. We found that the left hippocampus represents and integrates path and
Euclidean distances.
Our second main interest was whether a distance map can adapt to changes in the

When testing across all participants, there was no effect of change in path length for

environment. For this purpose, we changed path distances between object-pairs and

neither the left (p= 0.462), nor the right hippocampus (p= 0.823). However, we found

tested how these changes affected neural pattern similarity. There was no effect of

a significant difference in path change representation between place and response

changes in path distance on hippocampal representations, when testing across all

learners in the left hippocampus (T(25)= 2.339, p= 0.028, Figure 7), but not the right

participants. However, there was a significant difference between place and response

hippocampus (p= 0.188). Post-hoc tests revealed that this effect was driven by

learners in representing changes of the environment in the left hippocampus. Response

response learners: they showed a significant effect of change in path length in the

learners had a significant effect of distance changes, whereas place learners had not.

left hippocampus (T(14)= -2.171, p= 0.048, Figure 7) while place learners did not (p=

We speculate that the neural representations of response learners (i.e. egocentric

0.227, Figure 7). The direction of the effect for response learners was as expected,

navigators) might be more sensitive to changes in the environment that induce a

with object-pairs in the path length decrease group showing a higher increase in neural

change in egocentric behaviour. There was no effect of changes in the environment

pattern similarity than object-pairs in the path length increase group. We found no

outside of the hippocampus, when testing on whole-brain level.

significant correlation between SBSOD-scores and the effect of change in path length

The integrative map of the left hippocampus

across response learners (p= 0.839).

Our results indicate that the left hippocampus forms an offline map that integrates
To explore peak-locations of the change of map representations in the left hippocampus,

Euclidean and path distance information. This is in line with two other fMRI studies

we performed post-hoc searchlight analyses around each grey-matter voxel of this

testing offline map representations in the hippocampus (Deuker et al., 2016; Morgan

ROI (for more details see supplementary analyses and Supplementary Figure 8). We

et al., 2011). Morgan et al. (2011) found evidence for both Euclidean and remembered
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distance travel time (comparable to path distances in our study) representations

idea that the hippocampus is able to form cognitive maps that entail and integrate a

in the left hippocampus while participants were watching images of landmarks of a

variety of information.

highly familiar environment. Importantly though, the environment of that study
had a grid-like structure, resulting in an extremely high correlation (r= 0.9) between

Interestingly, our results point towards a relationship between self-reported

the two distances. In comparison, the street-layout of Donderstown is irregular and

navigational abilities and Euclidean distance representation. We found that Euclidean

complex, as it is modelled after a medieval German town (Figure 1; Bellmund et al.,

distances were represented in the opposite direction as expected: higher distances

2016). Furthermore, roadblocks made Euclidean and path distances even more

resulted in a higher increase in similarity than lower distances. This positive, un-

distinguishable and as a result our Euclidean and path distance predictors had a

expected effect was negatively correlated with self-reported navigational abilities. This

lower correlation (r= 0.57) than in the study by Morgan et al. (2011). Last, but not

indicates that this unexpected pattern of distance representations is more pronounced

least using multiple linear regression allowed us to test the effects of either distance

the worse people (self-reportedly) navigate. It is important to note that the number

while simultaneously taking into account shared variance. Hence, our results provide

of participants in the study was probably too small to interpret these effects of inter-

more definitive evidence that both types of distance information are represented and

individual differences with confidence. Nevertheless, these patterns of results point

integrated by the left hippocampus. This interpretation dovetails with the results of

towards a more complex story of how cognitive maps might be represented in the

a previous study testing map representations of Donderstown (Deuker et al., 2016).

hippocampus. Moving forward it might be beneficial to test the effects of navigational

Here, the authors also found significant effects of remembered Euclidean distance and

abilities in a more direct manner. We propose to pre-screen potential participants for

for the interaction between remembered Euclidean distance and remembered distance

extremely good and bad navigators. This approach circumvents the problem of the

travel time in the left hippocampus. A key difference between their design and ours

inflation of costs by simply increasing the number of participants for such an extensive

is that in their study participants always navigated along one path and therefore

design as ours (de Haas, 2018). Furthermore, it might shed light on whether different

encountered the objects within a predetermined order. This means that the elapsed

levels of navigational abilities might either lead to ‘more’ or ‘less’ map formation

time between the presentation of object A and B was always equal to the travel time

or lead to different forms of map formation (e.g. different directions of distance

from object A to object B. In comparison, we let participants navigate directly from

representations).

one object to every other object in (pseudo-)random order. Therefore, the time elapsed
between the presentation of object A and object B varied a lot during the experiment

How changes in the environment affect the hippocampal cognitive map

(as a varying number of other objects had to be visited in between) and was only equal

of response learners, but not place learners

to the travel time in trials were participants had to directly navigate from object A

Being flexible and adaptive are key characteristics that are attributed to cognitive

to object B. Nevertheless, our path distance measurement was by default related to

maps (Behrens et al., 2018; Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Tolman, 1948). In fact,

time, as the speed of participants was constant. In short, our path distance can easily

it was the adaptive behaviour rats displayed towards changes in the environment

be translated into the time it needs to navigate from one object to another. Hence,

that inspired Tolman to postulate the idea of cognitive maps in the first place (Tolman,

given the consistency between our results in the other two discussed fMRI studies

1948). Nevertheless, human neuroimaging studies about the effects of changes in

(Deuker et al., 2016; Morgan et al., 2011), we speculate that our results might reflect

spatial environment on hippocampal representations are rare. To our knowledge, these

an interaction between time and space in the hippocampus. This idea is in line with

studies are limited to studying these effects during active navigation (e.g. Javadi et al.,

popular theories about cognitive mapping in the hippocampus (Bellmund, Gärdenfors,

2019; Maguire et al., 1998; for an overview see Spiers & Gilbert, 2015). We wanted to

et al., 2018; Eichenbaum, 2017; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014; Epstein et al., 2017;

expand on this important literature by testing how changes in the environment affect

Schiller et al., 2015; Stachenfeld et al., 2017). Accordingly, the hippocampus represents

offline hippocampal maps. We found that response learners updated representations in

and processes spatial and temporal information in similar ways. In a much broader

the left hippocampus based on the meaningful changes in path length that occurred in

sense, these ideas propose that the hippocampus has general processing mechanisms

the remapping task (Figure 7). They did so significantly more than place learners. We

that are domain unspecific. We cannot directly test this idea in the current study as

found no evidence for hippocampal updating of path distances in place learners.

we tested for distance representations in the spatial domain. However, our results

First and foremost, these results show that a hippocampal map is not rigid, but can

demonstrate that the left hippocampus forms a map that integrates different spatial

adapt flexibly to changes in the environment. These updating abilities might be

relationships between relevant locations. This, at the very least, is coherent with the

crucial for enabling us to live in an ever-changing world (Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et
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al., 2018; Tolman, 1948). Furthermore, these findings support our earlier suggestion

Conclusions

that navigational strategies might have an important influence on the nature of

We show that (especially the left) hippocampus forms an offline map of our

hippocampal cognitive maps. Interestingly, we also found trend-level differences

environment that integrates Euclidean and path distance information. Importantly,

between place and response learners for distance representations in right hippocampus

we found evidence indicating that these offline maps can adapt flexibly to changes in

(after the original object-location task). This emphasizes that it might be beneficial to

the environment, at least in response learners. The results of this study highlight the

investigate the influence of navigational strategies on hippocampal mapping in future

important role that navigational strategies and abilities might play in the formation

studies. We were motivated to test for differences between navigational strategies

and updating of hippocampal maps.

during remapping because hippocampal involvement in solving detour problems is not
consistently found (Spiers & Gilbert, 2015). Accordingly, frontal areas are more often
reported as being involved during detour navigation than the hippocampus. Based on

Methods

our results, we propose exploring whether inconsistencies in the literature might be
due to differences between response and place learners.

Participants
32 healthy participants (16 women) completed the experiments. Participants were

Our findings also connect to the reported involvement of left hippocampus in sequential

recruited via the university’s online recruitment platform. Participants were between

egocentric navigation (Iglói et al., 2010, 2015). For the remapping task, we changed the

18 and 32 years old (mean age= 22, sd= 3.1). At the beginning of the experiment,

paths and hence the egocentric responses participants had to make to get from one

participants gave written informed consent to participate in the study and filled in

object to another. We speculate therefore that the representations of response learners

a screening form to ensure that they did not meet any exclusion criteria for the MRI

are more sensitive to these changes. In future studies it might be interesting to test

and behavioural labs. Participants were compensated at a rate of 8 Euro per hour of

how allocentric changes affect hippocampal map formation, by, for example changing

behavioural testing and 10 Euro per hour of MRI testing. The study was approved

the locations (and hence the Euclidean distance) of the objects. Based on our results, we

by the local ethics committee (CMO Regio Arnhem-Nijmegen, The Netherlands, nb.

speculate that navigational strategies might influence the sensitivity to these changes

2014/288).

of hippocampal maps. Here we found that path (i.e. egocentric) changes affected
egocentric navigators more than allocentric navigators. It might be that Euclidean (i.e.

Experimental sessions

allocentric) changes impact allocentric navigators in a similar fashion as egocentric

The experiment took place on two consecutive days (for the timeline of the complete

changes affect egocentric navigators.

experiment see Figure 2). We wanted participants to form an offline map of a large-

Furthermore, it would be interesting to expand on this idea beyond the spatial domain.

scale virtual environment. For this purpose, participants completed in total three

Recent studies have shown that the human hippocampus and adjacent regions can form

navigation tasks in a virtual city. The virtual city was an adapted (smaller) version of

maps of ‘abstract’ spaces (Constantinescu et al., 2016; Garvert et al., 2017; Tavares et

‘Donderstown’ (Bellmund, Deuker, et al., 2018; Deuker et al., 2016). We programmed

al., 2015; Theves et al., 2019). For example, the hippocampus can track distances in a

all navigation tasks with Unreal Development Kit 3 (Unreal Engine 3, Epic Games, Inc.).

2-dimensional feature space between object-pairs (Theves et al., 2019). If navigational

Across all navigation tasks, participants had to navigate between eight goal-locations.

strategies influence remapping in physical/virtual space, it is worth exploring how

These locations were marked with a black box. Goal-locations remained the same

these inter-individual differences affect remapping in abstract spaces. Remapping here

across all navigation tasks. Importantly, there were three roadblocks in the city. This

could, for example refer to the change in boundaries between concepts in an abstract

way we could manipulate path distances between goal-locations (Figure 1A). The first

space (e.g. by adapting the designs by Constantinescu et al., 2016; Theves et al., 2019).

navigation task was a training task and took place on day one of the experiment. The

Taken together, our results support the idea that offline hippocampal cognitive maps

aim here was for participants to become familiar with the environment and to learn

can adapt flexibly to changes in our environment. Furthermore, they highlight the

the shortest routes between the eight goal-locations. The second navigation task was

important influence navigational strategies might have on map representations in the

an object-location task and took place on day two of the experiment. With the help of

hippocampus.

this task, participants associated every goal-location with an object. In more detail,
participants had to navigate from goal-location to goal-location. When reaching a goallocation the location-specific object would appear. The layout of the city was identical
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to the training task. The third navigation task was a remapping task and took place on

of ca. 8760 virtual distance points. Throughout all tasks, participants were only

day two of the experiment. Importantly, two out of the three roadblocks changed their

able to navigate on the streets of the environment. Participants navigated with a

location between the object-location task and the remapping task. Hence, participants

constant speed of 600 virtual distance points per second (it took around 33 seconds to

had to find new routes between goal locations and as a result path distances between

navigate from one end of the city to the other along the most direct path). Participants

object-pairs changed. Otherwise, the structure of the remapping task was similar to the

completed all tasks from a first-person perspective and with a viewpoint-height of 90

object-location task.

virtual distance points. In order to move forward, participants could use the upward
arrow-key on the keyboard and to rotate they could use the left and right arrow key.

To index offline map representation of distances in the hippocampus, we measured

In the MRI scanner, participants indicated their responses with a button box with their

the change in neural pattern similarity between object-pairs, similar to Deuker et al.

right hand. Here, the middle button was used to move forward and the left and right

(2016). To this end, participants performed three identical picture viewing tasks (PVT)

button was used to rotate.

while fMRI data was recorded. All eight objects were repeatedly presented during these
PVTs. The first PVT took place at the start of the experiment on day one and was used

There were eight goal-locations in the virtual environment. All goal-locations were

as baseline measurement of neural pattern similarity between object-pairs. Because

marked by a black box and were placed on the street grid of the virtual environment

we were interested how Euclidean and path distances between object-pairs affected

(Figure 1A). Each black box had the dimensions of 64x64x64 virtual distance points.

their neural pattern similarity, the second PVT took place after the object-location

The goal-locations remained constant across all three tasks. Euclidean distance between

task on day two of the experiment. In order to measure how changes in path distances

goal-locations varied between 2760 and 13242 virtual distance points. Path distance

affect hippocampal representations, the third PVT took place after the remapping task.

between goal-locations varied between 3362 and 17990 virtual distance points up
until remapping. For the remapping task, path distance between goal-locations varied

In order to ensure that participants actually acquired knowledge about the map

between 3117 and 20873 virtual distance points (see Supplementary Figure 2A for

structure of the navigation tasks, we used two distance recall tasks and a bird-view

an overview of all Euclidean and path distances between goal-locations). There were

task. Participants completed a distance recall task directly after the object-location

three roadblocks in the virtual environment. Two of them changed location between

task and after the scanning session (which included the remapping task) on day two.

the object-location task and the remapping task (Figure 1A). This resulted in changes

Here, we asked participants to estimate the Euclidean and path distance between every

in path distance ranging from -8517 to 7821 virtual distance points. Participants

object-pair on a scale from zero to 100. We presented participants with a bird-view

could not continue navigating on the street when encountering a roadblock and had

map of the virtual city at the very end of the experiment. We asked participants to

to change direction to find another path. Roadblocks had an approximate height of the

indicate the location of every object on this map.

viewpoint of the player and a thickness of 56 virtual distance points.
Throughout the street grid of the city, we placed location trackers. These trackers

Finally, we assessed navigational abilities and strategies independent of the main

were invisible and penetrable for participants. Location trackers could register when a

navigation tasks. Participants filled out the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale as

participant walked through them. This allowed the game to track whether a participant

a measurement for self-reported navigational abilities (Hegarty, 2002). Furthermore,

took the shortest route between two goal-locations and display the appropriate

we used a T-maze task (adapted from the version by Astur et al., 2016) to categorize

feedback at the end of a trial. We also logged the continuous location of the participant

participants into response and place learners. Both tasks were completed after the

in the virtual environment, allowing us to recreate their navigation pattern after the

training task on day one.

experiment.

Navigation tasks

Training task

General set-up of the environment

The aim of the training task was for participants to become familiar with the virtual

Participants completed the three navigation tasks in the same virtual environment

environment. Particularly, we wanted participants to learn the eight goal-locations and

(Figure 1A). All active components of the environment and the navigation tasks were

the shortest route between them. For this purpose, trials in the training tasks consisted

programmed and created in Unreal Development Kit 3 (Unreal Engine 3, Epic Games,

of participants navigating from one goal-location to another (Figure 8A & C). When

Inc.). The environment had a length of ca. 19500 virtual distance points and a width

reaching the correct goal-location, participants received feedback about whether
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they took the shortest possible route. There was a total of 112 trials. The order from

12%, third block: average= 60%, sd= 12%, fourth block: average= 61%, sd= 16%). In the

which goal-location participants had to navigate to the next goal-location was pseudo-

first block, participants took on average the shortest route in 34% (sd= 14%) of trials.

randomized. Every goal-location was the starting point and destination point an equal

In the last block, participants took on average the shortest route in 61% (sd= 16%) of

amount of times over the course of the experiment (in total 14 times). Furthermore,

trials. Over the whole task, participants took on average the shortest route in 49%

from every goal-location, participants navigated an equal amount of times to every

(sd= 12%) of trials. Lastly, participants improved their knowledge about box-locations

other goal-location (in total two times). A navigation trial consisted of the following

from block to block, reflected in an increase in correctly placed boxes (first block:

steps:

average= 53%, sd= 17%, second block: average= 70%, sd= 20%, third block: average=

1	Participants saw instructions on the screen to go to the next box and find the shortest

88%, sd= 14%, fourth block: average= 89%, sd= 17%).

possible route for 1000 ms. The target box was identifiable by turning from black to
multi-coloured for the duration of the trial.
2	Participants could start to navigate freely in order to find the target box. During

A)

B)

navigation, participants received feedback about the Euclidean distance between
their current location and the location of the target box. This feedback resembled a
Wifi-signal. The closer the participant was to the target box, the stronger the signal
became (i.e. the more bars appeared, with a maximum of eight bars). The signal was
scaled to the maximum Euclidean distance of the experiment.
3	Once participants walked into the target box (reached the destination), they received
feedback about whether or not they had taken the shortest possible route. This
feedback was presented for 2000 ms.
4 The trial ended and the target box would become the start location of the next trial.

C)

The 112 navigation trials were split into four blocks (of 28 trials). After each block,
we tested participants’ knowledge about the locations of the eight boxes. All blocks
were removed from the environment for this recall phase. Participants were asked
to remember the location of every box. Participants could indicate their answers by
pressing a button to signal that they were at a box-location. If they remembered the
location of a box to be within a radius of 500 virtual distance points (about 2.6% of total
map length), participants received positive feedback. Otherwise, the box would appear
at its correct location in multi-colour. Before continuing with the task, participants had
to walk to the miss-located box and touch it. During the recall phase, participants saw
the number of locations they still had to find.
Out of the 32 participants, 28 completed all four blocks of the task. As the task was
self-paced, we stopped the task for four participants because the allotted lab time ran
out. Two of these participants completed two blocks and the other two completed three
blocks. There were no timing issues with the navigation tasks on the following day. On
average the duration of the training task was 93 minutes (sd= 14 minutes). Participants
got faster during the task, with the first block taking on average 26 minutes (sd= 8
minutes) and the last block taking on average 20 minutes (sd= 3 minutes). From block to

Figure 8 | Screenshots of navigation tasks from the perspective of the participant
(A) Navigation phase during the training task and the first half of the object-location task.
Participants could freely navigate the streets of the virtual environment. The participant got
feedback about their distance to the goal-location in the form of a wifi-like signal in the left
lower corner of the screen. The more bars appeared on the screen, the closer a participant was
to the goal-location (max. eight bars). Also shown in the image is a roadblock in the form of a
brick-wall in the image.
(B) Navigation phase during the second half of the object-location task and the remapping task.
Participants could freely navigate on the streets of the virtual environment. Instead of the wifilike signal, participants saw the object of the goal-location. Participants had to recall the location
of the object to successfully navigate to the correct box.
(C) The box of the goal-location would turn from black to multi-coloured. Participants had to
walk into the box of the goal-location to finish the navigation trial.

block, participants also increased the number of trials in which they took the shortest
possible route (first block: average= 34%, sd= 14%, second block: average= 47%, sd=
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Object-Location task

Testing knowledge about the map

The object-location task was similar to the training task. Again, participants had to

We tested participants’ knowledge about the map on three different occasions. We

navigate from goal-location to goal-location and find the shortest possible route

asked participants to estimate the Euclidean and path distance for every object-pair

between them. A key difference however, was that every location/box was associated

after the object-location task and after the remapping task, respectively (distance recall

with one object, respectively.

task). Lastly, we asked participants at the end of the whole experiment to indicate the

Participants were presented with the object for 2000 ms, once they arrived at the

location of every object on a bird-view map of the city (bird-view placement task).

target box. In total there were 112 trials – same as for the training task. The rules

For the distance recall task, we first asked participants to estimate all Euclidean

for the pseudo-randomization were the same as for the training task. There were no

distances between object-pairs and then to estimate all path distances between

recall blocks for box locations. However, the task was split into two. In the first half,

object pairs (in total 28 trials per distance estimation). The order of object-pairs

participants received feedback about their distance to the target-box while navigating

was completely randomized across participants. For both estimations, we instructed

(identical to the training task). In the second half, participants saw the object of the

participants to indicate the distance by entering a number between 0 and 100. We told

target box in place of the distance feedback (Figure 8B). Participants were instructed

participants that 0 would mean both objects share the same location, whereas 100

to go to the location of that object. With this, we wanted to encourage participants to

represents the longest possible distance between two objects. The task was completely

learn the object-locations, instead of relying on the distance signal.

self-paced. The task was programmed in neurobs Presentation (version 16.4, www.

For each participant, the eight objects were randomly picked out of a pool of twelve

neurobs.com/presentation). We scored participants’ performance by correlating the

objects (Supplementary Figure 1). Object-location associations were randomized across

estimated distances with the actual distances between object-pairs.

participants as well.
All participants completed the object-location task. On average the task took 64

For the bird-view placement task, participants were presented with a picture of the

minutes (sd= 10 minutes). The first half of the task took on average 35 minutes (sd= 5

bird-view map of the street-layout of the city (Supplementary Figure 3). All buildings

minutes) and the second half 29 minutes (sd= 6 minutes). Participants improved over

and landmarks had been removed from the picture. The street-layout was overlaid

the task in finding the shortest possible route (first half: 62% of trials (sd= 13%), second

with a regular grid to help participants to indicate the locations better. Next to the

half: 87% of trials (sd= 14%).

picture of the street-layout, participants saw the eight objects with a number next to
every object. We asked participants to indicate the location of each object by writing

Remapping task

its corresponding number onto the map (paper-pencil format). We scored participants’

The remapping task was similar to the second half of the object-location task. In fact,

performances by calculating the mean placement error (distance) between the recalled

the structure of the tasks and trials was identical to the second half of the object-

location and the actual location of every object.

location task (Figure 8B & C). The key difference was that the location of two out of the
three roadblocks had changed (Figure 1A). Therefore, the shortest route could change

Picture viewing tasks

between the objects/boxes. In order to receive positive feedback, participants had to

In order to measure changes in neural pattern similarity, participants completed three

find these new routes. In total, there were 56 pseudo-randomized trials. Rules for the

(identical) picture viewing tasks (PVTs) in the MRI scanner. During a picture viewing

pseudo-randomization were the same as for the training and object-location task. This

task, pictures of the objects participants encountered in the virtual city appeared on

resulted in seven trials per box/object as starting point and destination. Participants

the screen one at a time (Figure 9). In order to keep participants’ attention on the

navigated from every object/box to every other object/box once during the remapping

objects during the PVTs, participants had to perform an oddball task. The oddball was

task.

the picture of an object (a bathtub) that did not appear in the rest of the experiment.

All participants completed the remapping task in the MRI scanner. On average the task

Participants had to press one of two buttons if the oddball object was presented (catch

took 30 minutes (sd= 3 minutes). Participants took the shortest route on 74% (sd= 9%)

trials) and the other button if any other object was presented (regular trials). Button-

of trials.

contingencies were randomized across participants, but were always done with the
right index and middle finger. This oddball task was orthogonal to later analyses of
the PVTs. Participants performed at ceiling on the cover task in all PVTs (PVT 1: mean=
96.1%, sd= 17.5, PVT 2: mean= 98.7%, sd= 1.8, PVT 3: mean= 98.1, sd= 4.4).
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manner that all ITIs appeared as equally often as possible across all trials (the ITI of a
catch trial was randomly chosen). Furthermore, the average ITI duration within every
20% of the task was not allowed to deviate more than one standard deviation of the
average ITI duration of the whole PVT. The purpose of these pseudo-randomizations

2000 ms

was to ensure that there was no temporal bias of ITI duration between objects or

+

within the PVT.
After every block of 60 non-catch trials, participants had a 20 second break, in which
they received feedback about their performance on the previous block and a reminder

2500-5500 ms

of the button-contingencies.
All PVTs were programmed in and presented with neurobs Presentation (version 16.4,

+

oddball trial

www.neurobs.com/presentation).

Navigation assessment tasks
Santa-Barbara Sense of Direction Scale
The SBSOD is a self-referential questionnaire about navigational abilities (Hegarty,
2002). Participants completed the questionnaire on a computer. The 15 Likert-type
regular trial

questions were presented subsequently at the centre of the screen. Participants could
take as much time as they wanted per question. Under each question was a 7-point

Figure 9 | Trial structure of the picture viewing tasks
The eight objects a participant encountered in the navigation tasks were presented in random
order during the PVT. The order of object presentation was identical across all PVTs of the same
participant. Objects were presented for 2000 ms at the centre of the screen. Between object
presentations a black fixation cross was presented at the centre of the screen. Duration of the
fixation cross was either 2500, 4000, or 5500 ms. Participants had to press one of two buttons
if the presented object was the oddball object (bathtub). They pressed the other button if any
other object was presented. Button contingencies were randomized across participants.

scale reaching from ‘strongly agree’ (1) to ‘strongly disagree’ (7). Each number on the
scale was surrounded by a grey frame. At the start of each trial ‘1’ was within a red
frame. Participants could move this red frame along the scale with the left and right
arrow keys to indicate their answer. By pressing enter, they would confirm that the
currently selected number was their final answer and the next question would appear.
When scoring participants’ answers, we reversed positive items, so that a higher score
translated to higher self-reported navigational abilities. The final score was the mean

The order of the objects was pseudo-randomized for every participant, but held

of all (reversed positive and non-reversed negative) items. On average participants had

constant across picture viewing tasks of the same participant. All eight objects that a

a score of 4.49 (sd= 1.18).

participant encountered in the object-location and remapping task were presented 20

The task was programmed in and presented with neurobs Presentation (version 16.4

times, respectively during a PVT. An object presentation took 2000 ms and the object

www.neurobs.com/presentation).

was presented at the centre of a white screen. The order of the objects was pseudorandomized, so that all objects were presented every mini-block of eight regular trials.

T-Maze task

Furthermore, an object could never repeat back-to-back. We added 32 catch-trials

The T-Maze task was adapted from Astur et al. (2016). The goal of the task was to

in which the oddball was presented. Hence, in total each PVT consisted of 192 trials.

categorize participants into place and response learners. The task took place in a

The oddball probability was constant across the experiment (oddball followed every

virtual room and was developed and programmed with Unreal Development Kit 3

regular object 4 times, probability was therefore 20%). Similarly, catch trials were

(Unreal Engine 3, Epic Games, Inc.).

equally distributed across the PVT with the same probability of appearing within every
20% of the task. We did this to keep attention high throughout the whole PVT.

We placed a T-shaped platform in the room (Figure 10). Around the platform, we placed

After every trial, a black fixation cross appeared at the centre of the screen. The

several objects in the room in order for participants to orientate themselves. We

duration of these ITIs was jittered between one and three scanner pulses (TR was 1.5

placed a multi-coloured box in either arm of the T-Maze, respectively. We instructed

seconds) plus 1 second. The order of the ITI-durations was pseudo-randomized in a

participants that one of the two boxes was rewarded, whereas the other was not. At the
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beginning of a trial, participants were placed at the bottom of the T-Maze. Participants

could not move away from the position they were in, but were able to rotate.

could freely navigate on the platform with the help of the arrow keys (akin to the

Out of the 32 participants 13 were classified as place learners, 17 were classified as

navigation tasks) and additionally rotate with the mouse. Once participants arrived at

response learners and 2 were classified as mix learners (based on inconsistent choices

one of the two boxes, they received either positive or negative feedback for 2000 ms.

across the two probe trials). We excluded the mixed learners from analyses, when

If participants walked to the rewarded box, they were presented with a green happy

comparing place and response learners.

smiley, otherwise they were presented with a red sad smiley. After the feedback,
participants were presented with a black fixation cross on a white screen for 5000 ms

MRI Image acquisition

and the next trial started.

Functional T2*-weighted and anatomical images were acquired on a Magnetom Prisma
or PrismaFit 3 Tesla magnetic resonance tomograph (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with
a 32-channel head coil. Due to the extensive nature of the study and booking load of
the PrismaFit scanner, we decided to collect four out of the 32 data-sets on the Prisma
scanner. Both sessions within each participant were scanned on the same scanner.
Functional images were acquired with a 4D multiband sequence with 84 slices (multislice mode, interleaved), TR= 1500 ms, TE= 28 ms, flip angle= 65 deg, acceleration factor
PE= 2, FOV= 210 x 210 x 168 mm and an isotropic voxel size of 2 mm. An anatomical
image of the brain was acquired, using a T1 sequence (MPRAGE) with TR= 2300 ms,
TE= 3.03 ms, flip angle= 8 deg , FOV= 256 x 256 x 192 mm and an isotropic voxel size
of 1 mm. If time limit of scanning was not reached yet at the end of each scanning
session two separate phase and magnitude images were acquired in order to correct
for distortions with a gradient field map (multiband sequence with TR= 1020 ms, TE=
10 ms, flip angle= 45 deg and a voxel size of 3.5 x 3.5 x 2.0 mm).

fMRI preprocessing
Figure 10 | T-Maze
Participants had to navigate in a virtual room from the bottom of a T-Maze to one of two arms.
In both arms, a coloured box was placed. One box was rewarded, whereas the other was not. In
two probe trials, the T-Maze was rotated 180°. This is indicated in the image by the dashed line
around the new position of the higher arm of the T-Maze. Participants were classified as place
learners if they went to the position in the room of the box that was rewarded in previous trials.
Participants were classified as response learners if they took the same turn (left or right) at the
end of the of the T-Maze as in previously rewarded trials.

Functional images of the three functional runs (one per PVT) were preprocessed with
help of the FSL toolbox (version 5.0.4, http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/). Motion
correction (three rotation and three translation estimations) and a high pass filter (cutoff: 100s) were applied to the images. The anatomical scan of each participant was
downsampled to the voxel size of the functional scans (2 mm isotropic). In order to
have a common reference space for the first-level analysis, all functional scans were
linearly registered to the down-sampled anatomical scan.

In total, there were 10 trials. Two out of the 10 trials were probe trials. During these

After preprocessing, we excluded participants from further analysis of a functional run

probe trials, the T-platform was rotated 180°. The idea here was that participants could

based on the following criteria: 1. No appropriate responses during the PVT (minimum

either walk to the same location in reference to the room (allocentric/place learners)

inclusion criteria was pressing both possible buttons, no participant was excluded). 2.

as in previous rewarded trials or make the same turn as in previous rewarded trials

More than 10% of the volumes of a functional run had movement above 3 mm (two

(egocentric/response learners). As we did not want to reward one strategy over the

participants excluded from analyses of PVT 2 and an additional participant excluded

other, both choices were rewarded in probe trials. Akin to Astur et al. (2016) the first

from PVT 3). Taken together, 30 participants (12 place learners, 16 response learners

probe trial was either after 3, 5, or 7 normal trials (randomly chosen across participants),

and 2 mixed) were included for analysing changes from PVT 1 to PVT 2 and 29

the second probe trial was always the last trial of the task. At the beginning of the

participants (12 place learners, 15 response learners and 2 mixed) were included for

task, participants were placed at the bottom of the T-Maze and were instructed to look

analysing changes from PVT 2 to PVT 3.

around and get familiar with the environment for 20 seconds. In that time, participants
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First-level analyses

Euclidean prediction and the path prediction (so the highest weight for object-pairs

We used representational similarity analysis (RSA) to measure changes in neural

that have a high Euclidean and a high path distance and the lowest weight for object-

similarity between object-pairs as a proxy for a cognitive map (Deuker et al., 2016;

pairs with a low Euclidean and low path distance). As a result, we obtained a beta

Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). To this end, we estimated object-specific activation by

estimate for every predictor per ROI per participant.

modelling the onset and duration for each object in a GLM (one GLM per PVT). To

As a second step, we assessed how changes in similarity from PVT 2 to PVT 3 were

account for the other events during the PVTs, we set up additional regressors. All catch

affected by changes in path distances. We only included object-pairs that experienced

trials (oddball trials) were modelled in a single separate regressor. Additionally, we

a meaningful change in path distance. We defined a meaningful change as a distance

modelled button presses with the index and middle finger in two separate regressors

change higher than 1000 virtual distance points. We chose this cut-off as participants

with a stick function. The beginning of the task was modelled with the duration from

received positive feedback about placing the goal-locations within a radius of 500

start time of scanning until the first object presentation. The end of the task was

virtual distance points during the training (2 object-locations * allowed error of 500

modelled with the duration from the end of the last object presentation until end

virtual distance points). As a result, 15 object-pairs were included into the analyses.

of scanning. Furthermore, all block breaks were modelled in one regressor with the

We performed a median-split on these object-pairs into a (relative) decrease group and

duration from the end of the last object presentation before the break until the first

a (relative) increase group. We then calculated the mean change in neural similarity

object presentation after the break. Lastly, we accounted for movement by adding

across all object-pairs of one group. Subsequently, we subtracted the mean change in

six movement parameters (estimated during preprocessing) and added an additional

neural similarity of decrease object-pairs from increase object-pairs. As a result, we

regressor for each volume that exceeded a movement of 3 mm (on average 1.7 volumes

obtained one value per ROI per participant.

per run sd= 7.6).
Searchlight Analyses
ROI-Analyses

We performed searchlight analyses on the whole-brain level and within the ROIs (for

We performed analyses on anatomical masks of the left and right hippocampus.

voxel-wise output). We included into the searchlight a grey-matter mask, which was

Both hippocampus masks were based on the Harvard-Oxford subcortical structural

based on the participant-specific downsampled anatomical scan. The searchlight had

atlas (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/Atlases). Included voxels had to fulfil two

a radius of 3 voxels and was thresholded to include a minimum of 30 grey-matter

criteria: a minimum probability of 25% to be hippocampus voxels and no higher

voxels. RSA analysis within a searchlight was analogous to the analysis within an ROI.

probability to belong to a region other than the hippocampus. We only included grey-

We correlated the parameter estimates of every object with the parameter estimates

matter voxels into our masks. As these masks were in MNI space, we translated the

of every other object across all voxels within a searchlight. The resulting correlations

object-specific parameter estimates of every PVT into MNI space. To estimate neural

were written back into the centre voxel of the searchlight. The rest of the steps were

similarity between object-pairs, we correlated the parameter estimates of every object

identical to the ROI analyses. Before second-level analyses we spatially normalized the

with the parameter estimates of every other object across all voxels within the ROI

relevant outputs from the searchlight analyses to MNI anatomical space and afterwards

mask (Spearman’s correlation coefficient). Subsequently, we could then subtract these

smoothed them using a 4 mm full-width at half maximum Gaussian kernel.

correlation values of a pre-navigation-task PVT from a post-navigation-task PVT (e.g.
2-1, 3-2) as index for change in neural similarity. As we were interested how these

Second-level analyses

changes in neural similarity were affected by distances in the map, we used multiple

For the ROI analyses, we had one entry per participant per test and used a one-sample

linear regression with different distance models as predictors. Using multiple linear

t-test when testing across all participants and a two-sample t-test when testing for

regression allowed us to account for shared variance between different distance

differences between place and response learners. We also performed correlations with

measurements. Specifically, we first measured the effect of Euclidean and path distance

the ROI betas and the SBSOD-scores across all participants and (where applicable)

on change in neural similarity from PVT 1 to PVT 2. We performed a median split on

across all participants within the same navigation-strategy group (place or response

object-pairs based on their Euclidean and their path distances, respectively. We set

learners).

the weight for low distances to 1 and for high distances to 2. We entered as predictors

For the searchlight analyses we used a one-sample permutation test when testing

the weight for Euclidean distance, the weight for path distance and an interaction term

across all participants and a two-sample permutation test when testing for differences

between the two and added a constant term. The interaction was the product of the

between place and response learners. Output images from the first level analyses were
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Supplementary analyses

voxels where all participants had an entry. 10000 random sign flips were performed
to estimate the null distribution. We used threshold-free cluster enhancement and

Searchlight analyses of map formation in the hippocampus

corrected for multiple comparison with family-wise error rate (p< 0.05).

We found representations of Euclidean and path distances on ROI level in the left
hippocampus (Figure 6B). Here, we performed post-hoc searchlight analyses around

Behavioural analyses

each grey-matter voxel of the left and right hippocampus ROIs, separately to localise the

Behavioural signatures of a cognitive map of distances were assessed using distance

map representations in the hippocampus more precisely. In more detail, we performed

recall tasks. We used one-sample t-tests to test for an effect of the scores of all distance

the same multiple linear regression as on ROI level (see Methods and Results section),

recall tasks after applying Fisher transformation to the correlation coefficients. As

within every searchlight (sphere with a radius of 3 voxels) of the ROI. The searchlight

control analyses we correlated the estimated Euclidean distance with the real path

is a sphere around a centre voxel and moves its centre from grey-matter voxel to grey-

distance and vice versa, the estimated path distance with the real Euclidean distance

matter voxel. The results of every searchlight are read back into the centre voxel. To

after the object-location task and remapping task, respectively. We used a paired-

test for group effects, we used one-sample and two-sample permutation tests and

sample t-test to test whether memory scores were significantly higher than their

corrected for multiple testing in each ROI using FWE.

control counterparts. To visualize the effects of the distance recall tasks, we used

No searchlight effects in the left hippocampus survived correction. However,

multidimensional scaling (MDS). We first applied MDS on the distance estimations for

effects of all three — Euclidean, path and interaction of Euclidean and path distance

Euclidean and path distances for every participant, separately. We then calculated the

categories had the same posterior peak location (see Supplementary Figure 5A for

mean location for every goal-location across all participants. To estimate locations in

non-thresholded effects, peak location at : -22 X -38 Y -4 Z MNI space). No searchlight

path space, we also applied MDS to the objective path distances.

effects for differences between place and response learners in the right hippocampus

We correlated both mean score of the distance recall task (after Fisher transformation)

survived correction (see Supplementary Figure 5B for non-thresholded effects).

and the bird-view placement task with self-reported navigational abilities (SBSODscores) across participants.

Searchlight analyses of remapping in the hippocampus

To test for behavioural differences between place and response learners in representing

We found that response, but not place learners represent changes in path length from

distances, we used two-sample t-tests on all scores of the distance recall task (after

pre to post the remapping task (Figure 7). To visualize and understand the effect of

Fisher transformation) and the bird-view placement task. We also used a two-sample

path distance change better, we performed post-hoc searchlight analyses in the left

t-test to test for differences regarding self-reported navigational abilities (SBSOD-

hippocampus. In more detail, within every searchlight (sphere with a radius of 3

scores).

voxels) of the ROI we subtracted the mean change in similarity from object-pairs in the
decrease group from the mean change in similarity from object-pairs in the increase
group for every participant. Here, the corresponding difference was read back into the
centre voxel of every searchlight. To test for differences between place and response
learners, we used two-sample permutation tests and corrected for multiple testing in
the ROI using FWE.
We found a significant cluster in the anterior left hippocampus (peak at -22 X -12 Y
-20 Z, T(25)= 3.573, pFWE= 0.025, see Supplementary Figure 8 for non-thresholded
effects). We also performed searchlight analyses within the left hippocampus for the
response and place learners, separately. We found a significant cluster in the anterior
left hippocampus for response learners (peak at -20 X -10 Y -20 Z, T(14)= -4.567,
pFWE= 0.008, see Supplementary Figure 8 for non-thresholded effects). We found no
significant effects for place learners (see Supplementary Figure 8 for non-thresholded
effects).
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Supplementary figures
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Supplementary Figure 1 | Objects used in the experiment
Eight out of twelve objects were randomly chosen for each participant. Each object was associated with one of the eight goal-locations in the virtual environment. The objects were: a baby
bed, a coffee maker, a bookshelf, a fridge, a computer, a dart board, a mirror, a terrarium, an
easel, a sink, a TV and a stereo.
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Supplementary Figure 2 | Objective and mean estimated distances between goal-locations for
the object-location task and remapping task
(A) Objective Euclidean and path distance between goal-locations for the object-location task
and the remapping task.
(B) Mean estimated Euclidean and path distance between goal-locations for the objectlocation task and the remapping task. Distance estimations from participants were used
for multidimensional scaling. Across all participants, the mean location for every object was
computed. Here, the distances between these mean estimated locations are displayed.
Distances are in virtual distance points. Location numbers are shown at the top and the left of
every distance matrix. See Figure 1 as reference for the location numbers. The corresponding
objective and estimated distance matrices are next to each other.
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mean distance memory score
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r= 0.56
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Supplementary Figure 4 | Correlation between mean distance memory score and mean SBSOD
score
Mean distance memory score (Fisher transformed) was positively correlated with self-reported
navigational abilities (measured here with the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale – SBSOD).
Correlation coefficient was r= 0.56, p= 0.001. Dots represent single participant values.

Supplementary Figure 3 | Street-layout of the virtual environment for the bird-view placement
task
Participants had to indicate where on the street-layout the objects were located with a paperpencil version of this image. We added a regular grid on top of the image of the street-layout.
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effects survived wholebrain correction.
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Supplementary Figure 5 | Searchlight results for distance categories effects on change in neural
similarity from before to after the object-location task in the left and right hippocampus
(A) Effects of distance categories on change in neural similarity from before (PVT 1) to after (PVT
2) the object-location task, split for Euclidean distance, path distance and interaction between
the two. No effects survived small-volume correction in the left hippocampus. Peak voxel
coordinates are given in MNI space.
(B) Differences between place and response learners for effects of distance categories on change
in neural similarity from before (PVT 1) to after (PVT 2) the object-location task. Effects are
split for Euclidean distance, path distance and interaction between the two. No effects survived
small-volume correction in the right hippocampus. Peak voxel coordinates are given in MNI
space.
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(C) Effects of interaction
distance categories on
change in neural similarity from before (PVT
1) to after (PVT 2) the
object-location task. No
effects survived wholebrain correction.
All images were created
using a dual-coded design (Allen et al., 2012;
Zandbelt, 2017). This allowed showing both, the
mean beta coefficient
(blue-red) and the T
stats (opacity). Y-coordinates are in MNI space.

C)

All images were created using a dual-coded design (Allen et al., 2012; Zandbelt, 2017). This
allowed showing both, the mean beta coefficient (blue-red) and the T stats (opacity).
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Supplementary
Figure 7 | Whole
brain effects for
differences between
response and place
learners in distance
representations
(A) Differences between
response and place
learners for effects
of Euclidean distance
categories on change in
neural similarity from
before (PVT 1) to after
(PVT 2) the objectlocation task. No effects
survived
whole-brain
correction.
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Supplementary Figure 8 | Searchlight results for changes in neural pattern similarity as a
function of change in path distance in the left hippocampus
We estimated on an individual level the effects of object-pairs which path length increased vs.
decreased on changes in neural pattern similarity from pre (PVT 2) to post (PVT 3) the remapping
task. Effects are shown for the difference between place learners and response learners and
separately for both groups. Images are centred to the peak voxel for the difference between
place and response learners (coordinates are in MNI space.). All images were created using a
dual-coded design (Allen et al., 2012; Zandbelt, 2017). This allowed showing both, the mean beta
coefficient (blue-red) and the T stats (opacity).

(C) Differences between
response and place
learners for effects of
interaction
distance
categories on change in
neural similarity from
before (PVT 1) to after
(PVT 2) the objectlocation task. No effects
survived
whole-brain
correction.
All images were created
using
a
dual-coded
design (Allen et al.,
2012; Zandbelt, 2017).
This allowed showing
both, the mean beta
coefficient
(blue-red)
and the T stats (opacity).
Y-coordinates are in
MNI space.
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Supplementary Figure 9 | Whole brain effects for change in path distance on change in neural
similarity from before to after the remapping task
(A) Effects of change in path distance on change in neural similarity from before (PVT 2) to after
(PVT 3) the remapping task. No effects survived whole-brain correction.
(B) Differences between path and response learners for representing change in path distance
(measured as in (A)). No effects survived whole-brain correction.
All images were created using a dual-coded design (Allen et al., 2012; Zandbelt, 2017).
This allowed showing both, the mean beta coefficient (blue-red) and the T stats (opacity).
Y-coordinates are in MNI space.
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Abstract

Introduction

Spatial and episodic memory are two core forms of memory. Spatial memory allows

In order to function in everyday life, we rely on our memories. Two core mnemonic

the formation of a map-like representation of our environment, whereas episodic

systems are episodic and spatial memory. Spatial memory enables us to form a map-

memory allows remembering specific events of our life. Interestingly, these seemingly

like representation of our environment, including the relationships among distinct

different functions rely on the same brain structure: the hippocampus. So far, it

locations, such as the location of our home and workplace and the possible routes

remains unclear what the relationship between these two forms of memory is and

between them (Epstein et al., 2017; Hartley et al., 2014; Tolman, 1948). In contrast,

how the hippocampus can support both of these functions. We tested the opposing

episodic memory allows us to remember what happened where and when during

hypotheses that the hippocampus underlies these two systems either via a common

specific events, for example our last birthday party (Davachi, 2006; Tulving, 2002).

coding mechanism or via a parallel processing mechanism. To this end, we combined

Interestingly, these seemingly different functions both rely on the same brain structure:

virtual reality and a life-simulation game with fMRI. This allowed us to simultaneously

the hippocampus (Burgess, 2014; Buzsáki & Moser, 2013; Ekstrom et al., 2003; Kraus et

manipulate and control spatial and episodic context associations between items.

al., 2013; Ranganath, 2010). To date, it remains elusive what the relationship between

Our results show an integration of spatial and episodic memory in the hippocampus.

these two forms of memory is and how the hippocampus supports both of them at the

Neural adaptation effects in the hippocampus scaled with the overlapping episodic and

same time.

spatial context information between items. At the same time, we found no evidence for

Proposed hypotheses in the literature can be separated into two broad classes: the

differences between spatial and episodic memory in hippocampal subregions (neither

hypothesis of a parallel processing mechanism and the hypothesis of a common coding

across hemispheres, nor along the anterior-posterior axis). This is in line with the idea

mechanism.

of a common coding mechanism and supports the notion that hippocampal processing
mechanisms are not bound to one cognitive domain.

The main idea of a parallel processing mechanism is that neuronal populations
processing episodic and spatial memory are differently distributed within the
hippocampus (Burgess et al., 2002; Ezzati et al., 2016; Kühn & Gallinat, 2014; Poppenk
et al., 2013). There are two prevailing ideas of how exactly representations of
episodic and spatial memory are distributed within the hippocampus. Hemispheric
specialization of spatial and episodic memory is one proposed parallel processing
mechanism (Burgess et al., 2002; Ezzati et al., 2016; Spiers et al., 2001). According to
this idea, spatial memory is related to the right hippocampus and episodic memory
is associated with the left hippocampus. Another hypothesis proposes that episodic
and spatial memory are differentially distributed along the longitudinal axis of the
hippocampus, with processing of episodic memory located anteriorly and processing
of spatial memory located in the posterior hippocampus (Hirshhorn et al., 2012; Nadel
et al., 2013; Persson et al., 2018). Both ideas coincide with an extensive meta-analysis
(Kühn & Gallinat, 2014). On the one hand, encoding of episodic memory is related to
activity in the left hippocampus, whereas retrieval of episodic information is related to
(bilateral) anterior activity. On the other hand, encoding of spatial memory is related
to activity in the right hippocampus and retrieval of spatial information is related to
(bilateral) posterior activity. However, this meta-analysis included experiments with
either only a spatial or an episodic task – never both. Therefore, the interpretation
of the results is limited due to possible systematic differences between spatial and
episodic memory experiments.
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An alternative view posits that the hippocampus supports a common coding mechanism

during (passive or active) navigation (Deuker et al., 2016; Dimsdale-Zucker et al., 2018;

of spatial and episodic memory (Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Eichenbaum, 2014,

Hirshhorn et al., 2012; Kyle et al., 2015; Nielson et al., 2015).

2017; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014; Epstein et al., 2017; Schiller et al., 2015). According
to this idea, spatial and episodic memory are processed in (nearly) identical ways and

Here, we aim to expand these experimental approaches and compare neural processing

hence their representations are distributed equally across the (bilateral) hippocampus.

of episodic and spatial memory in a single experiment. We not only let participants

One prominent theory holds that spatial and episodic memory rely on a map like

navigate in a virtual environment to test spatial memory, but also used a life-simulation

representation (often referred to as cognitive map or memory space) which holds

game to examine episodic memory. This method has been shown to create rich episodic

information about transitions of either places or events/time, respectively (Behrens et

experiences (Collin et al., 2015). Furthermore, by using both of these techniques we

al., 2018; Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014; Olsen et al.,

were able to experimentally manipulate and control both, the episodic and spatial

2012; Stachenfeld et al., 2017). This is supported by experiments in rodents showing

contexts of objects. This design is unique in that we were able to hold spatial aspects

replay in the hippocampus for the sequences of both, recent spatial and temporal

constant across different episodic contexts and vice versa, episodic aspects constant

experiences (Diba & Buzsáki, 2007; Foster & Wilson, 2006). Additionally, rodent

across different spatial contexts. Therefore, we could not only directly compare spatial

studies have demonstrated that the same hippocampal cells might code for specific

and episodic context processing, but also assess their interaction. We used fMRI and

points in time and in space by functioning either as time or as place cells, respectively

adaptation analysis (Barron et al., 2016; Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Krekelberg et al.,

(Eichenbaum, 2014; Kraus et al., 2013; MacDonald et al., 2011). Correspondingly, recent

2006) to investigate the effect of these manipulations on the neural representations

human neuroimaging studies showed similar effects in the hippocampus for spatial and

in the hippocampus and its potential subregions (across the hemispheres and along

temporal aspects of navigation (Deuker et al., 2016; Kyle et al., 2015; Nielson et al.,

the anterior-posterior axis). This in turn made it possible to test different predictions

2015).

of the parallel processing mechanism and common coding mechanism concerning the
adaptation effect for spatial and episodic context associations and the location of these

Determining which of these hypotheses more accurately reflects processing in the

changes in the hippocampus (Figure 1).

hippocampus might broaden our understanding of this brain area. Even though the
hippocampus is one of the central brain areas involved in memory, many questions
about its processing mechanisms remain unsolved. One core question is whether the

Methods

hippocampus is a single working unit with domain-unspecific processing mechanisms
(in line with the common coding hypothesis; Bellmund et al., 2018; Eichenbaum

Participants

& Cohen, 2014; Epstein et al., 2017; Schiller et al., 2015) or whether it can be

38 healthy participants were recruited to participate in the study via the university’s

segregated into functional subunits or modules (in line with the parallel processing

online recruitment platform. Two participants stopped the experiment due to motion

hypothesis; Burgess et al., 2002; Kühn & Gallinat, 2014; Poppenk et al., 2013).

sickness after the spatial task and were not included in any analyses, resulting in a

However, adjudicating between these hypotheses has been previously hindered by

total sample size of 36 (20 women). Participants were between 19 and 32 years

methodological limitations. One the one hand, spatial memory has been —historically—

old (mean age= 23, sd= 3.4). At the beginning of the experiment, participants gave

mainly assessed using electrophysiology in rodents (Burgess, 2014). On the other hand,

written informed consent to participate in the study and filled in a screening form to

episodic memory is almost exclusively investigated at the systems-level in humans,

ensure that they did not meet any exclusion criteria for the MRI and behavioural labs.

for example with hemodynamic neuroimaging techniques and lesion studies (Squire

Participants were compensated at a rate of 8 Euro per hour of behavioural testing and

& Wixted, 2011). Studies investigating spatial memory with comparable methods

10 Euro per hour of MRI testing. The study was approved by the local ethics committee

have only been increasing in recent years with the introduction of virtual reality to

(CMO Regio Arnhem-Nijmegen, The Netherlands, nb. 2014/288).

neuroimaging (Hartley et al., 2014). It is not surprising then, that there is only a small
number of studies investigating spatial and episodic memory at the same time and
with the same methods (Burgess et al., 2001; Deuker et al., 2016; Dimsdale-Zucker et
al., 2018; Hirshhorn et al., 2012; Kyle et al., 2015; Nielson et al., 2015). Furthermore,
most of these experiments test episodic effects via the temporal relationship of events
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General procedure
The aim of this study was to compare neural processing of episodic and spatial memory
in a single experiment (for an overview of the experimental sessions see Figure 2).
We combined virtual reality and a life-simulation game to experimentally manipulate

no

B
shared spatial context
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C

A

E

A

and control both, episodic and spatial context associations. We used fMRI adaptation
analysis to investigate the effect of these manipulations on the neural representation
in the hippocampus and its subregions (across hemispheres and along the anteriorposterior axis). As has been done before, we manipulated the relationships between

C

parallel processing

D

common coding

objects as a proxy for spatial and episodic memory (Deuker et al., 2016). In a 2x2
design, objects were associated with one of two neighbourhoods (spatial contexts in

adaptation

the spatial task) and with one of two stories (episodic contexts in the episodic task;
Figure 1 and Figure 3).

BA GA CA E A

BA GA CA E A

BA GA CA E A

spatial
training

spatial
task

break

PVT 1

episodic
task

+
Figure 1 | Distribution of objects across task contexts and the resulting predictions of the
parallel processing and common coding model
(A) Both, the episodic (represented by movie icon) and spatial task (represented by map icon)
were divided into two contexts, respectively. Each regular object appeared in both tasks, but
only in one episodic and one spatial context (see object A as an example). Half of all objects
appeared in either context of a task.
(B) The distribution of objects across the task contexts resulted in a 2x2 design. For example,
object A can be paired with an object that it shares no context with (object E), an object it shares
only an episodic context with (object C), an object it only shares a spatial context with (object G)
and an object it shares both a spatial and episodic context with (object B).
(C) The parallel processing model predicts a higher adaptation effect in the anterior and/or
left hippocampus for pairs of objects that shared an episodic context (here in the example B-A
and C-A) compared to pairs of objects that shared no episodic context (here in the example
G-A and E-A). Furthermore, it predicts a higher adaptation effect in the posterior and/or right
hippocampus for pairs of objects that shared a spatial context (here in the example B-A and G-A)
compared to pairs of objects that shared no spatial context (here in the example C-A and E-A).
(D) The common coding model makes no predictions about subregions of the hippocampus. It
predicts the highest adaptation effect in the hippocampus for pairs of objects that shared both
an episodic and spatial context (here in the example B-A). Furthermore, it predicts the second
highest adaptation effect for pairs of objects that shared either a spatial context (here in the
example G-A) or an episodic context (here in the example

3 min.

40 min.

10 min.

25 min.

PVT 2

+
40 min.

25 min.

Figure 2 | Overview of experimental sessions
Participants completed one of two association tasks in a behavioural lab (here in the example
the spatial task, order was counterbalanced across participants). Before entering the MRI
scanner, participants were encouraged to take a 10 minute break. In the scanner, participants
completed three tasks: the picture viewing task 1 (PVT 1), the second object association task
(in this example the episodic task) and the picture viewing task 2 (PVT 2). Participants who
completed the spatial task in the behavioural lab did the 3 minute training for the spatial task
directly beforehand (as depicted in this example). Participants who completed the spatial task in
the MRI scanner did the 3 minute training for the spatial task directly after the episodic task in
the behavioural lab.

In total, twelve objects were presented throughout the whole experiment (for an
overview of all objects see Figure 5). Eight regular objects were shown in both tasks
and divided equally across the two spatial and the two episodic contexts, respectively.
This resulted in four different types of pairs of regular objects, sharing either no
context, only a spatial context, only an episodic context, or both a spatial and episodic
context (Figure 1).
We added four control objects to the experiment (two spatial control objects and two
episodic control objects). The spatial control objects appeared in both contexts of the
spatial task and the episodic control objects appeared in both contexts of the episodic
task, respectively. Spatial control objects would not appear in the episodic task and
correspondingly, episodic control objects would not appear in the spatial task. This way
the control pairs had the same number of context associations as regular pairs that
shared both an episodic and spatial context. The purpose of the control objects was to
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test whether any effects of the regular pairs are (purely) driven by association strength

We presented all twelve objects in random order after the completion of the spatial

(Supplementary Figure 1). All twelve objects were randomly assigned to the conditions

and episodic task, respectively (Figure 2 and Figure 3C). With these two picture viewing

for each participant.

tasks (PVT) we were able to measure adaptation effects (Barron et al., 2016; GrillSpector et al., 2006; Krekelberg et al., 2006) of spatial and episodic object associations.

A

2000 ms

self-paced

1000 ms

B
self-paced

Figure 3 | Trials structure of all main
tasks
(A) Trial structure of the spatial task.
Participants saw one of ten objects for
2000 ms at the centre of the screen.
Participants then had to indicate
whether to deliver the object to the
store on the left or the right of the
starting warehouse (there was no
time-out). After giving an answer,
participants received feedback and
instruction of where to deliver the
object to (left or right). Participants
then navigated freely to the correct
location (there was no time-out). Once
they arrived at the target location, the
object was presented for a second time
at the centre of the screen for 2000 ms.

This enabled us to test directly different predictions of the parallel processing

(B) Trial structure of the episodic task.
Participants needed to indicate what
the next object-associated action in
a current story was (there was no
time-out). After giving an answer,
participants received feedback and saw
the correct object-associated action.
The object (one out of ten possible
objects) that was associated with that
action appeared at the centre of the
screen for 2000 ms. Then a video of
the action was presented for 9000
ms. Once the video ended, the object
was presented for a second time at the
centre of the screen for 2000 ms.

For this purpose, participants had to navigate in a virtual city and deliver objects to

What will he do next?
read a book

bring his child to bed

2000 ms
Correct!

self-paced

He will bring his child to bed

1000 ms

2000 ms

C
9000 ms

2000 ms
2000 ms

+

(C) Trial structure of the picture viewing
task.
Twelve different objects were presented in a random order during the PVT.
Objects were presented for 2000 ms
at the centre of the screen. Between
object presentation a black fixation
cross was presented at the centre of
the screen. Duration of the fixation
cross was either 2500, 4000, or 5500
ms. Participants had to press one of two
buttons if the presented object was the
same as the previous one (catch trial).
They pressed the other button if the
object was a different one from the
previously presented object (regular
trial). Button contingencies were randomized across participants.

+

2500-5500 ms

catch trial

+

regular trial
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mechanism and the common coding mechanism (Figure 1).
Participants performed the first association task (spatial or episodic — counterbalanced
across participants) in a behavioural lab. Participants completed all subsequent tasks
inside the MRI scanner and were encouraged to take a 10 minute break between the
behavioural and scanning session. Before entering the scanner, participants received
instructions for the subsequent tasks. Participants performed three tasks in the
scanner: PVT 1, the second association task and PVT 2. For the scope of this report, we
only included PVT 1 and PVT 2 in the functional analyses.

Spatial task
The goal of the spatial task was to associate objects with one of two spatial contexts.
two distinct neighbourhoods (i.e. spatial contexts). To make the neighbourhoods
distinguishable, we created one with mostly skyscrapers and the other using one- and
two-story houses (Figure 4).

X

X

X

X
x warehouses

x stores

Figure 4 | Virtual city of the spatial task
The virtual city was divided into two neighbourhoods. Two identical warehouses were located
between the two neighbourhoods (marked by golden x), facing each other. Participants had to
pick up objects from the two warehouses and deliver them to the correct target store. There
was one target store per neighbourhood (marked by red x). Euclidean distances between both
warehouses and both target stores were identical.
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Importantly though, each neighbourhood had an identical looking store as a target

Delivery trials were divided into four blocks of 24 trials. In each block, all regular

location. Four out of ten objects had to be delivered to the store in neighbourhood

objects (i.e. the eight objects only associated with one of the two neighbourhoods)

A, another four to the store in neighbourhood B. There were two additional control

were presented in two delivery trials. The two control objects were presented in four

objects, which had to be delivered to both neighbourhoods. Object-neighbourhood

delivery trials in each block, with two trials having store A as target location and two

associations were randomized across participants. At the start of a trial, an object had

trials with store B as target location. This allowed for all specific object-neighbourhood

to be picked up from one of two warehouses. These warehouses were located between

associations to be experienced equally often across the whole task. Furthermore, both

the two neighbourhoods and had the same Euclidean distance to both target stores. On

warehouses appeared equally often as starting location in each block and for every

average participants needed 10.1 seconds to navigate from a warehouse to a target

object-neighbourhood association. Other than these restrictions, the order of object

store (the average navigation time between either store/warehouse combination

delivery trials within a block was completely randomized.

differed maximally one second from this average navigation time). Furthermore, the

After every delivery trial, an inter-trial interval (ITI) was presented in the form of a

warehouses were facing each other. With this set up, the neighbourhood/store that

black fixation cross at the centre of a white screen. The duration of these ITIs was

was on the left side of one warehouse was on the right side of the other warehouse

jittered between one and three scanner pulses (TR was 1.5 seconds) plus 1 second. The

(for a bird’s-eye view of the city see Figure 4). This allowed us to prevent associations

order of the ITI-durations was pseudo-randomized in a manner that all ITIs appeared

between objects and specific actions like “going left”/”going right”. Instead, the

as equally often as possible for every object. Furthermore, the average ITI duration of

distinctive feature between objects was their spatial context, i.e. the neighbourhood.

a block was not allowed to deviate more than one standard deviation of the average ITI

At the beginning of the task, participants had no knowledge about the specific object-

duration of all blocks. The purpose of these pseudo-randomizations was to ensure no

neighbourhood associations and had to acquire this knowledge over the course of 96

temporal bias of ITI duration between objects or between task blocks.

delivery trials. A delivery trial consisted of the following steps (see also Figure 3A):
In order to keep participants motivated, we provided them with feedback about
1	Picture of the current object was presented at the centre of a white screen for 2000

their performance after every six trials for 5000 ms. The feedback consisted of the
percentage of correct answers in the last six trials (e.g. “You scored 50% in the last

ms.
2	Participants were placed at one of the two warehouses and had to indicate whether

block. Keep going!”). Additionally, after every block of 24 trials, participants had to

the object had to be delivered to the neighbourhood that was on the left or the right

perform a memory test. For each unique combination of an object and a neighbourhood,

side of the current warehouse. Participants could rotate but not change their location

they had to indicate whether they were associated with each other (Supplementary

until they gave an answer via a button press (there was no time-out).

Figure 2). All twelve objects of the whole experiment (including the two episodic

3 The given answer (“left” or “right”) was highlighted for 500 ms.

control objects) appeared in the memory test, resulting in 24 memory trials. The test

4	Feedback and instructions where to go were shown for 1000 ms (e.g. “Correct! Go

was completely self-paced and participants could indicate their answer by pressing

left” or “False! Go left.”). Positive feedback was shown in green, negative feedback

one of two buttons (“yes” or “no”). Their given answer was highlighted for 500 ms.

was shown in red.

Participants received only feedback about their total score at the end of each memory

5	Participants could freely navigate until they arrived at the correct target location.

test. Feedback was presented for 3000 ms and consisted of the percentage of correct

Participants received warnings in case they navigated away instead of towards

answers and a motivating statement (in case of 100%: “Perfect score!”; in case of 75%

the correct target store. A critical distance to trigger a warning was defined as the

and higher: “Great job! Try to get a perfect score next time.”; in case of less than 75%:

Euclidean distance between the warehouse and the correct target store plus a third

“Stay motivated and you can score even higher next time.”).

of this distance. Two possible scenarios could trigger warnings: participant walking

Before the task started, we let participants navigate freely in the virtual city for 3

towards the wrong target store (warning displayed in red with correct direction, e.g.

minutes. We wanted participants to know all main locations (warehouses and stores)

“Go left!”) or by participant surpassing the target store and walking too far into the

and how to navigate between them before the start of the spatial task. For this purpose,

correct neighbourhood (warning displayed in red: “Too far. Go back.”)

traffic cones marked all main locations during the training task. To save time in the

6	After walking into the target store the object counted as delivered and appeared at
the centre of a white screen for 2000 ms.

scanner, all participants performed the training task in the behavioural lab, regardless
of whether a participant was in the group that performed the main spatial task in the
MRI lab or in the group that performed it in the behavioural lab.
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On average the spatial task took 40.0 minutes (sd= 3.6 min). The task was programmed

Within a story, four actions were unique to the story (actions associated with regular

in Unreal Development Kit 3 (Unreal Engine 3, Epic Games, Inc.).

objects) and two actions also appeared in the other story (actions associated with control
objects). Object-story associations were randomized across participants. Participants

Episodic task

were asked to learn the action sequence of these two stories. At the beginning of a

The goal of the episodic task was to associate objects with one of two episodic contexts.

trial, participants had to predict the following object-associated action in the sequence

Importantly, we tried to make the spatial and episodic tasks as comparable as possible.

of a story. The object-associated actions were presented as short videos. Videos were

The general structure of the two tasks was the same in terms of number of trials &

created using the video game the Sims 3 (www.thesims3.com). Every action was filmed

blocks, duration and pseudo-randomization of ITIs, memory tests, and intermittent

in the same room and from the same angle and distance to the protagonist. The physical

performance feedback. Furthermore, akin to the spatial task, in the episodic task, the

layout (walls and floor) remained constant across all actions. However, the interior of

eight regular objects were divided over two episodic contexts and two control objects

the room was changed for every action (e.g. interior of a living room, when the action

were associated with both episodic contexts. Here, the two episodic contexts were two

was watching a movie vs. interior of a kitchen, when the action was making a meal;

stories in the life of a fictional character. Each story consisted of a sequence of six

for a screenshot of each video see Figure 5). As a cover story, we told the participants

object-associated actions (e.g. the action “watching a movie” associated with the object

that they were watching two plays, taking place on the same stage. Furthermore, we

TV; for each object-action pairing see Figure 5).

made sure that the objects were never displayed in the videos. This was done to match
the episodic task to the spatial task (objects are also never seen during the navigation

play videogames

entertain his turtle

dance

paint a picture

brush his teeth

check his new outfit

phase in the spatial task). To achieve this, we placed all objects at the same location
behind a visible wall and participants were instructed about this location. Furthermore,
all actions of the fictional character were performed at the same location in front of the
objects (meaning videos displayed the fictional character from the side and never from
the front). This allowed us to keep the spatial aspect constant across stories. The aim
was that the distinct feature between objects was the episodic context, i.e. the story.
At the beginning of the task, participants had no knowledge about the specific objectstory associations and had to learn them through the prediction trials. A prediction trial
consisted of the following steps (see also Figure 3B):
1	Participants had to answer what the fictional character will do next (“What will he do
next?”). Two possible answers were displayed on the screen; the correct action and a
foil action. The question was displayed until participants gave an answer (there was
no time-out).
2 The given answer was highlighted for 500 ms.

eat a snack

throw darts

work on
the computer

drink coffee

read a book

bring his
child to bed

3	Feedback and the correct action were shown for 1000 ms (e.g. “Correct! He will read
a book” or “False! He will read a book.”). Positive feedback was shown in green;
negative feedback was shown in red.

Figure 5 | Experimental objects and their associated actions in the episodic task
Twelve objects were presented throughout the experiment. These objects were: a TV, a terrarium,
a stereo, an easel, a sink, a mirror, a fridge, a dart board, a computer, a coffee maker, a bookshelf
and a baby bed. For each object, a video was created showing an action associated with the
object. Depicted here are a screenshot of the corresponding video and the description of the
action below each object. The videos were used in the episodic task.

4	Picture of the object associated with the action (e.g. bookshelf) was presented at the
centre of a white screen for 2000 ms.
5	A video was displayed showing the action for 9000 ms. The duration was chosen to
approximately match the time needed for the navigation phase in the spatial task
(based on pilot data).
6	Picture of the object associated with the action (e.g. bookshelf) was presented for a
second time at the centre of a white screen for 2000 ms.
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Akin to the spatial task, the episodic task was divided into four blocks. In each block,

performed high on the cover task in both PVTs (PVT 1: mean= 87.4%, sd= 17.7, PVT 2:

both stories were presented twice (six trials per story, resulting in 24 trials per block).

mean= 91.9%, sd= 14.9).

The order of stories was pseudo-randomized, so that both stories appeared in the first

The twelve objects from the spatial and episodic association tasks were presented

and second half of a block. Both stories had a label (“Story 1” or “Story 2”), which was

during the PVT at the centre of a white screen. Pictures of the objects had a pixel size of

shown at the beginning of a story for 1500 ms at the centre of the screen.

512 by 512. Each PVT consisted of 208 trials with a trial duration of 2 seconds (Figure

During prediction trials participants had to choose between the correct action in the

3C). The order of the objects was pseudo-randomized across participants. However, the

story sequence and a foil action. The side of the screen on which the correct action

order of objects in PVT 1 and PVT 2 was identical for each participant. Each PVT was

was displayed (i.e. the appropriate button response) was pseudo-randomized, so that

divided into four blocks of 52 trials. After each block, participants had a 20 second

it appeared equally often on either side of the screen within a block. The foil action

break, in which they received feedback about their performance on the previous block

was an action that also appeared in either story. We pseudo-randomized the foil

and a reminder of the button-contingencies. 24 of the 208 trials were catch trials (self-

actions in a manner that all actions appeared as equally often as possible as answers

repetitions, around 11.5% of all trials) and these trials were evenly distributed across

across the whole task. Actions associated with control objects were less likely chosen

the twelve different objects (two per object) and the four blocks (six per block).

as foil answer because they appeared twice as much as correct answers than actions

We pseudo-randomized the order of the object presentation with the purpose to

associated with regular objects. Furthermore, for each action every potential foil

maximize power for the adaptation analysis. Here, the idea was that the higher the

answer occurred as equally often as possible.

overlap of neural code between the preceding object and the current object, the

After every prediction trial a fixation cross was presented at the centre of a white

greater the suppression of the BOLD activity evoked by the current object presentation

screen. The durations of these ITIs and their pseudo-randomization were identical to

(Barron et al., 2016; Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Krekelberg et al., 2006). Hence, we

the ITIs of the spatial task.

ensured that all objects were preceded by all other objects they formed a relevant pair
with. We split each of the four PVT blocks into regular object trials and control object

To keep participants motivated, we provided them with feedback about their

trials (first 33 non-catch trials only showed the eight regular objects, last 13 non-catch

performance after every story for 5000 ms. The feedback consisted of the percentage

trials only showed the four control objects). This allowed us to have the maximum

of correct answers in the last story (e.g. “You scored 50% in the last block. Keep going!”).

number of relevant object transitions, as we were not interested in adaption effects

Furthermore, after every block of four stories, participants had to perform a memory

between regular and control objects. For the regular objects, we had four different

test. The memory test was identical to the spatial memory tests. The only difference

types of object pairs, sharing: no context, only a spatial context, only an episodic

was that participants had to indicate whether an object belonged to a certain story in

context, sharing both a spatial and episodic context. We pseudo-randomized the order

place of a neighbourhood (Supplementary Figure 2).

so that all types of object pairs preceded each other equally often in each block (eight
times per type of object pair). Furthermore, all regular objects appeared four times in

On average the whole task took 40.0 minutes (sd= 1.9 min). The task was programmed

each block. For each type of object pair, each possible combination of objects preceded

in and presented with neurobs Presentation (version 16.4, www.neurobs.com/

each other as equally as possible across the whole task and within a block (maximum

presentation).

differences in combinations within type of object pairs in each block was 1). Lastly,
for each object pair, either object was the preceding one in two out of the four blocks,

Picture viewing task

respectively. There were three different types of object pairs for control objects,

Participants completed two identical PVTs in the MRI scanner, one after each association

sharing: two episodic contexts, two spatial contexts or no contexts. Each type of control

task, respectively. Participants were told that they would see a stream of objects. To

pair preceded each other four times during a block. Each control object appeared three

ensure that participants paid attention to the objects, they had to do a 1-back task,

times during a block. The rest of the pseudo-randomization was analogous to the

comparing the current object to the preceding one (Figure 3C). Participants had to press

pseudo-randomization of the regular objects.

one of two buttons if the current object was the same as the preceding one (catch
trials) and the other button if the objects were not the same. Button contingencies were

After every object presentation, a black fixation cross appeared at the centre of the

randomized across participants, but were always done with the right index and middle

screen (fixation cross was presented as text object with a font size of 20). The duration

finger. This 1-back task was orthogonal to later analyses of the PVTs. Participants

of these ITIs was jittered between one and three scanner pulses (TR was 1.5 seconds)
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plus 1 second. The order of the ITI-durations was pseudo-randomized in a manner that

task. All PVTs after the memory test were excluded (one participant excluded from PVT

all ITIs appeared as equally often as possible across all non-catch trials of an object (the

2). 4. More than 10% of the volumes of a functional run had to be excluded/regressed

ITI of a catch trial was randomly chosen). Furthermore, the average ITI duration of a

out due to movement and/or artefacts (one participant excluded from PVT 1, and four

block was not allowed to deviate more than one standard deviation of the average ITI

participants excluded from PVT 2). Taken together, 35 participants were included for

duration of the whole PVT. The purpose of these pseudo-randomizations was to ensure

PVT 1. Here, 20 participants completed the episodic task first and 15 the spatial task

that there was no temporal bias of ITI duration between objects or within the PVT.

first. For PVT 2, 30 participants were included.

The task was programmed in and presented with neurobs Presentation (version 16.4,

First-level analyses

www.neurobs.com/presentation).

As mentioned earlier, we used adaptation analysis to measure the effect of episodic
and spatial context associations between pairs of objects. Adaptation analysis

MRI Image acquisition

leverages repetition suppression. Repetition suppression refers to the effect that

Functional T2*-weighted and anatomical images were acquired on a Magnetom

the preceding item can alter the univariate activity evoked by the current item. In

Prisma 3 Tesla magnetic resonance tomograph (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a

more detail, activity is suppressed in areas that encode overlapping representations

32-channel head coil. Functional images were acquired with a 4D multiband sequence

between the preceding and the current item (Barron et al., 2016; Grill-Spector et al.,

with 84 slices (multi-slice mode, interleaved), TR= 1500 ms, TE= 28 ms, flip angle= 65

2006; Krekelberg et al., 2006). Expanding on this, during our PVTs we expected that the

deg, acceleration factor PE= 2, FOV= 210 mm and an isotropic voxel size of 2 mm. An

suppression of univariate activity of an object scales with the spatial and/or episodic

anatomical image of the brain was acquired, using a T1 sequence (MPRAGE) with TR=

representation it shares with the preceding object. This allowed us to test different

2300 ms, TE= 3.03 ms, flip angle= 8 deg, FOV= 256 x 256 x 192 mm and an isotropic

predictions from the common coding model and parallel processing model during PVT

voxel size of 1 mm. If a time limit of 2 hours was not reached yet at the end of the

1 and PVT 2 (Figure 1).

scanning session, two separate phase and magnitude images were acquired in order to
correct for distortions with a gradient field map (multiband sequence with TR= 1020

Testing the common coding model

ms, TE= 10 ms, flip angle= 45 deg, and a voxel size of 3.5 x 3.5 x 2.0 mm).

Predictions from the common coding model are most effectively tested in PVT 2. In line
with the model, we would expect the highest adaptation effect (in the hippocampus) for

fMRI preprocessing

pairs of objects that share both a spatial and episodic context. We then would expect

Functional images of the two functional runs (one per PVT) were preprocessed

the second highest adaptation effect for pairs of objects that share one of the contexts

with help of the FSL toolbox (version 5.0.4, http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/).

and the lowest adaptation effect for pairs of objects that share no context (Figure 1).

Motion correction and a high pass filter (cut-off: 100 s) were applied to the images.

We weighted all three categories of pairs of objects accordingly in the first-level GLMs.

The anatomical scan of each participant was downsampled to the voxel size of the

In more detail, the weights before demeaning were set to 2 for pairs of objects that

functional scans (2 mm isotropic). In order to have a common reference space for the

shared no context, to 3 for pairs of objects that shared one context and to 4 for pairs of

first-level analysis, both functional scans were linearly registered to the downsampled

objects that shared both a spatial and episodic context. We used control objects to also

anatomical scan. After preprocessing, the functional output of each run was visually

test for general effects of association strength. Control objects occur as often together

examined for artefacts (e.g. distortions throughout the whole brain). Volumes that had

as pairs of objects that share both, a spatial and episodic context (in either the spatial

artefacts or/and exceeded a movement cut-off of 3 mm were taken into account in later

or the episodic task). In our control model the weight of pairs of control objects of the

first-level GLMs with a volume-specific regressor (on average 6.2 volumes affected per

same task corresponded to the weight of pairs of regular objects sharing both, a spatial

run, sd= 11.7). This was additional to the six movement parameters we included into all

and an episodic context (i.e. regular pairs of objects with the same association strength).

first-level GLMs. After preprocessing, we excluded participants from further analysis

Furthermore, the weight of pairs of control objects that share no context corresponded

of a functional run based on the following criteria: 1. Mistakes during recording or

to the weight of pairs of regular objects sharing no context (i.e. regular pairs of objects

incomplete log files (one participant excluded from PVT 2). 2. No appropriate responses

with the same association strength). To take a closer look at overlapping effects of

during the PVT (minimum inclusion criteria was pressing both possible buttons, no

space and episode in PVT 2, we created functional ROIs based on the effects of pairs of

participant was excluded). 3. A memory score under 60% at the end of an association

objects that shared only an episodic or only a spatial context, respectively. We based
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these ROIs on the pair-wise GLM (see below), in which we contrasted these ‘spatial’ and

for an interaction between subregions of the hippocampus, but this time with all four

‘episodic’ object pairs with pairs of objects that shared no context, respectively. For

object categories.

either ROI, the voxel-wise output in the hippocampus was threshold at puncorr.< 0.01. We
then tested for an effect of the spatial contrast in the episodic ROI and vice versa.

General set up of GLMs and ROI analyses

For PVT 1, we tested the assumption that pairs of objects that share a context have

In general, we used two different types of GLMs to measure the adaptation effect: one

a more similar representation and therefore higher adaptation in the hippocampus

with object-based regressors and one with pair-based regressors. The object-based

than pairs of objects that share no context. Importantly, in this model, we did not

GLMs have the following general set-up: A parametric regressor per object is used

differentiate between the group of participants that completed the spatial task at this

to measure the adaptation effect. This parametric regressor weights the onsets (and

point from the group of participants that completed the episodic task. As a control, we

duration) of all regular trials by the relationship the current object has to the object

also tested whether there is any evidence that either (the spatial or episodic) group

of the preceding trial (weight depending on predicted relationship by either parallel

could drive such an effect, by testing for significant differences between them.

processing model or common coding model, as described above). Furthermore, to
account for general effects of the object presentation, all onsets and duration of regular

Testing the parallel processing model

trials are modelled in a separate regressor for each object. Each parametric regressor

Predictions from the parallel processing model are most effectively tested in PVT 1.

is demeaned, in order to orthogonalize it to its corresponding onset regressor. To

At this point, there are no possible interactions between the spatial and episodic task

estimate the adaptation effect for each participant, all parametric regressors of regular

because participants have only completed one of the two tasks, respectively. The

or control objects are included in a contrast (set to one). The main advantage of the

general model is the same as for the common coding model (higher adaptation for pairs

object-based GLMs is that any general object presentation effects are accounted for by

of objects sharing a context vs. no context). However, here we assume that there is an

the onset regressors and cannot be explained by the parametric regressor.

interaction between the subregions of the hippocampus and the two groups (Figure

However, this type of GLM loses information about the specific effects of different pairs

1). More specifically, here we test for differences between the two groups along the

of objects (e.g. the specific effect of pairs of objects that share an episodic context).

anterior-posterior axis and the hemispheres (left vs. right) of the hippocampus.

Therefore, we also used pair-based GLMs, with the following general setup: Each

For PVT 2, testing differences between spatial and episodic processing is preferably

possible pair of regular objects and of control objects is modelled in a separate onset

done by comparing pairs of objects that only share a spatial context and pairs of

regressor. For example, for pair A-B the regressor models the onset and duration of

objects that only share an episodic context. In contrast, pairs of objects that share both,

every trial that object B is presented under the condition that it was directly preceded

an episodic and spatial context are not ideal to test for pure spatial or pure episodic

by object A. To estimate the adaptation effect for each participant, all onset regressors

effects.

of pairs of interest are included in a contrast and weighted by the relation of the pair

For all our analyses, we set up two different GLMs: object-wise and pair-wise. In short,

(weight depending on the model). The main disadvantage of this type of model is that it

the object-wise GLM models the relationship of each object with every other object

cannot account for any general effects of the object presentations. Therefore, we used

within an object-specific regressor and therefore we can only look at the output of a

the pair-wise GLMs mainly to validate and visualize the results of the object-wise GLMs

main effect of episodic and spatial context association. The pair-wise GLM, on the other

(if otherwise, it will be stated).

hand models each specific object pairs separately and therefore we can categorize
regressors of specific object pairs based on their spatial and episodic association (for

In both types of GLMs, we modelled all other events of the PVT with separate regressors.

more information see below). Because we cannot disentangle different categories of

We added one regressor per object for its catch trials (self-repetition). Both types of

pairs of objects in the object-wise GLMs, we took advantage of the pair-wise GLM. Here,

button presses were modelled separately with a stick duration. The beginning of the

we could directly compare whether there is an interaction between the subregions

task was modelled with the duration from start time of scanning until the first object

of the hippocampus and episodic and spatial object pairs. More specifically, here we

presentation. The end of the task was modelled with the duration from the end of the

tested for differences between pairs of object that share a spatial context and pairs

last object presentation until end of scanning. Lastly, all block breaks were modelled

of objects that share an episodic context along the anterior-posterior axis and the

in one onset regressor with the duration from the end of the last object presentation

hemispheres (left vs. right) of the hippocampus. Next to this main analysis, we wanted

before the break until the first object presentation after the break.

to maximize power and repeated the analysis with all pairs of objects. Again, we tested
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We spatially normalized the relevant outputs from both types of GLMs (contrast

which only included voxels where all participants had an entry. For the permutation

estimates and/or parameter estimates) to MNI anatomical space and afterwards

tests, 10000 random sign flips were performed to estimate the null distribution. We

smoothed them using a 6 mm full-width at half maximum Gaussian kernel.

used threshold-free cluster enhancement and corrected for multiple comparison with
family-wise error rate (pFWE< 0.05).

For the ROI analyses of the object-wise GLMs, we used the spatially normalized voxelwise output of the contrast estimate(s). We then calculated for each participant the

Anatomical regions of interest

mean contrast estimate across all ROI voxels. For the ROI analyses of the pair-wise

We used a bilateral hippocampal mask, provided by the WFU pickatlas (Maldjian et al.,

GLMs, we used the spatially normalized voxel-wise output of the relevant parameter

2003). We created ROIs for the left and right hippocampus separately, as well as the

estimates. We then calculated the mean parameter estimate across all ROI voxels for

anterior and posterior subregion. Following Collin et al. (2015) and Theves et al. (2019),

each participant. To account for any general effects of the presentation of a specific

the posterior portion of the hippocampus ranged from Y= −40 to −30 and the anterior

object, we first sorted all parameter estimates by their specific object successor (so

portion of the hippocampus ranged from Y= −18 to −4 (ROI masks are shown in Figure

every parameter estimate where object A is followed by any other object). Then,

1C and D).

we demeaned each set of parameter estimates. Importantly, we had two parameter
estimates per object pair (A followed by B and B followed by A). We took the average
of these two ROI parameter estimates to have a single estimation of the effect per

Results

pair. To estimate the effect of a model (e.g. pairs of objects that share a context vs. no
context) for every participant, we entered these parameter estimates per pair into a

Evidence for common coding in the hippocampus

linear regression. We also grouped parameter estimates by category (e.g. sharing an

We set out to investigate whether spatial and episodic memory are represented

episodic context) and calculated the mean for visualizing purposes. Both, the output of

similarly in the hippocampus according to a common coding model. To this end, we

the category mean and the output from the linear regression were used in second level

tested in our first main analysis whether adaptation in the hippocampus scaled with

analyses of the ROI.

the spatial and episodic context associations between object pairs (no context shared,
one – spatial or episodic context shared, both – spatial and episodic context shared)

Second-level analyses

after participants performed both, the spatial and episodic task (Figure 1D). In line with

For the ROI analyses of the common coding model, we used a one-sample t-test for

this prediction, we found that neural activity in response to an object decreased in the

the main analyses and a two-sample t-test (episodic vs. spatial group) for the control

(bilateral) hippocampus ROI in relation to its context association with the preceding

analyses of PVT 1 (because the model predicts direction of the effect, we tested

object as predicted by the common coding model (T(29)= -2.5919, p= 0.007; Figure 6A &

one-sided). For the ROI analyses of the parallel processing model, we used a 2x2x2

B). Figure 6A depicts the main effect of the common coding model described here (i.e.

repeated measurement ANOVA. For both PVT 1 and PVT 2 we tested for the within-

the effects of the object-wise regressors modelling the spatial and episodic context

subject factors axis (anterior vs. posterior) and hemisphere (left vs. right). For PVT 1,

associations). Figure 6B depicts the effects split for each type of object pair from our

we added the between-subject factor group (episodic vs. spatial). For PVT 2, we added

secondary control analysis based on the pair-wise regressors (see below).

the within-subject factor shared context (episodic vs. spatial). As mentioned above, we
repeated this analysis for PVT 2 with the within-subject factor object pair category (no
context shared, episodic context shared, spatial context shared, episodic and spatial
context shared).
If we found ROI effects, we performed post-hoc voxel-wise analyses within the ROIs to
visualize possible seed locations of these effects.
For the whole-brain analyses and voxel-wise analyses within the ROIs we used onesample and two-sample permutation tests. Output images from the first level analyses
were entered as input. We also included either a whole-brain mask or a ROI mask,
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Our second main analysis tested whether we could already see supporting evidence
after participants had only completed one (the spatial or episodic) task. Here, we
expected a higher adaptation effect in the hippocampus for pairs of objects that

Picture Viewing Task 2
150
100

0

-100

-200
-250

B
regressor estimate of object pairs

common coding contrast estimate

A

40

shared a context (space or episode) than for pairs of objects that shared no context.

context shared

According to the common coding model, this effect should be irrespective of which task

20

a participant had completed. As expected, we found that neural activity in response
to an object decreased more in the hippocampus when it was preceded by an object it

0

shared a context with compared to an object it shared no context with (T(34)= -2.0623,

-20

p= 0.023; Figure 6C & D). Importantly, we performed a post-hoc control analysis,
showing that there was no significant difference between participants having

-40

completed the episodic task and participants having completed the spatial task (T(33)=
-60

no

one

both

-0.9367, p= 0.36).

Picture Viewing Task 1
150
100

0

-100

-200

D
regressor estimate of object pairs

common coding contrast estimate

C

20

context shared

As the spatial and episodic relationship between objects scaled with the number of
context associations (no, one and two), we controlled whether association strength

10

drives the effect for a common coding model. To this end, we tested the adaption
effects of pairs of control objects. Control objects either share two context association

0

in the same task (space or episode) or no context association. Accordingly, if association
strength drives the effect, control pairs with two context associations should have

-10

a higher adaption effect than control pairs that have no context associations.
However, we found no significant evidence for an effect of association strength in the

-20

no

one

hippocampus, for neither PVT 1 (T(34)= -0.3450, p= 0.37), nor PVT 2 (T(29)= -0.8025, p=
0.21). Furthermore, the mean adaption effect for a common coding mechanism during

Figure 6 | Common coding in the hippocampus
(A) Contrast estimate of common coding effect in the hippocampus during PVT 2 (T(29)= -2.8820,
p= 0.0037). At this point participants had completed both, the spatial and episodic task. The
contrast is based on common coding model which predicts an adaptation effect that scales
with the context associations between object pairs (no context shared, one (spatial or episodic)
context shared, both (episodic and spatial) contexts shared).
(B) Visualization of effect from (A). Depicted are the mean estimates of object pairs regressors,
separately for pairs sharing no context, one (separately for spatial and episodic) context, and
both (spatial and episodic) contexts.
(C) Contrast estimate of common coding effect in the hippocampus during PVT 1 (T(34)= -2.2586,
p= 0.0152). At this point participants had completed either the spatial or the episodic association
task. The contrast is based on common coding model which predicts a higher adaptation effect
for object pairs sharing a context than objects sharing no context (regardless of spatial or
episodic context).
(D) Visualization of effect from (C). Estimates of object pairs regressors, divided by pairs sharing
no context and one (spatial or episodic) context.
Dots represent single participant values. If applicable, red dots on the left side of the error bar
represent participants that completed the episodic task first. If applicable, green dots on the
right side of the error bar represent participants that completed the spatial task first. Error bars
show the standard error of the mean. Asterisk symbolizes a significant effect (p< 0.05).

PVT 2 in the hippocampus was significantly greater than the mean adaption effect for
control objects (T(29)= -2.3420, p= 0.026). The comparison between the mean adaptation
effect for regular objects and control objects during PVT 1 reached trend level (T(34)=
-1.7857, p= 0.083).
To validate our results, we repeated our analyses in a secondary analyses with the
pair-wise GLM (see Methods for details). In short, here we modelled every object pair in
a separate regressor and then contrasted these regressors by scaling their weight with
their spatial and episodic relationship (no context association, one – spatial or episodic
context shared, spatial and episodic context shared). In line with our previous results,
we found a significant effect for the common coding model in the hippocampus during
PVT 2 (T(29)= -1.9612, p= 0.030). For PVT 1, we found a trend effect in the hippocampus
(T(34)= -1.4240, p= 0.082).
The approach of the pair-wise GLM allowed us to specifically take a closer look at the
pairs of objects that share either a spatial or an episodic context. According to the
common coding model, the adaptation effect in the hippocampus should be comparable
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between these two categories of object pairs. Therefore, we performed additional

peak cluster was located in the left hippocampus. While the episodic peak was clearly

post-hoc analyses in which we created functional ROIs in the hippocampus, based

anterior, the spatial peak was bordering between the anterior and middle part of

on the adaptation effect of ‘spatial’ object pairs (contrast of object pairs that share a

the hippocampus (peak spatial group: -29x -19 y -18z MNI space, T(14)= -2.972, peak

spatial context with pairs of objects that share no context) and ‘episodic’ object pairs

episodic group: -32x -9 y -26z MNI space, T(19)= -3.701, Supplementary Figure 3).

(contrast of object pairs that share an episodic context with pairs of objects that share
no context). We included voxels in either ROI that met the threshold of puncorr.< 0.01. We

Taken together, we found evidence for a common coding mechanism after participants

then used the ‘spatial’ ROI to test for an episodic adaptation effect and vice versa. Our

completed both, the spatial and episodic task. Furthermore, we see a general effect of

results indicate that there is at least partial overlap between both effects. We found

context association after participants only completed one of the two tasks. We did not

a significant ‘spatial’ effect in the episodic ROI (T(29)= -3.1938, p= 0.002), whereas the

find any evidence that this effect was driven by participants that completed the spatial

episodic effect in the spatial ROI was approaching trend level (T(29)= -1.2994, p= 0.102).

task or by participants that completed the episodic task at this point.

A

No evidence for parallel processing in the hippocampus

B

To test our alternative account, we set out to investigate whether spatial and episodic
memory are represented differently in hippocampal subregions according to a parallel

-4.4

processing model. To this end, we specifically tested for a difference in processing
T

spatial and episodic context associations between the left and right hippocampus and/
or the anterior and posterior hippocampus. Accordingly, we split the participants into a

-2.8
L

spatial and an episodic group after they completed (only) the corresponding task. Here,

R
-23 X -38 Y -2 Z

26 X -6 Y -18 Z

-31 X -20 Y -20 Z

-24 X -6 Y -20 Z

we expected an interaction of adaptation effects (pairs of objects sharing a context vs.
no context) between group and hippocampal subregions during PVT 1 (Figure 1). We

Figure 7 | Voxel wise effect of common coding in the hippocampus
(A) Negative modulation of activity in the hippocampus by context associations between object
pairs (sharing no context, sharing one (episodic or spatial) context, sharing both, an episodic and
a spatial context) PVT 2. At this point participants had completed both, the spatial and episodic
association task. Clusters depicted are statistically significant after correcting for multiple
comparisons using small volume correction (pFWE< 0.05, left posterior peak T(29)= -4.323, right
anterior peak T(29)= -3.873, left anterior peak T(29)= -3.425), but image is thresholded at puncorr.<
0.001 for visualization. Coordinates for the peak voxels are given in MNI space. Image is masked
for hippocampal voxels.

found no interactions between the groups and hemisphere (p= 0.39), anterior-posterior

(B) Negative modulation of activity in the hippocampus by context associations between object
pairs (sharing no context or sharing one (episodic or spatial) context) during PVT 1. At this point
participants had completed one association task — either the spatial or the episodic association
task. Cluster depicted is thresholded at puncorr.< 0.001, the peak was approaching small volume
corrected significance (left anterior peak pFWE= 0.055, T(29)= -3.579). Coordinates for the peak
voxel are given in MNI space. Image is masked for hippocampal voxels.

pairs of objects that (only) shared an episodic context. Here, we expected an interaction

axis (p= 0.34), or hemisphere and anterior-posterior axis of the hippocampus (p= 0.30,
Supplementary Figure 4).
To further investigate a possible parallel processing mechanism in the hippocampus,
we tested for differences between spatial and episodic context associations after
participants completed both (the spatial and episodic) task. For this purpose, we
contrasted adaption effects for pairs of objects that (only) shared a spatial context with
effect between the type of context association (spatial vs. episodic) and hippocampal
subregions. We found no significant interactions for object pairs that shared (only) a
spatial context vs. object that shared (only) an episodic context with hemisphere (p=
0.53), anterior-posterior axis (p= 0.41) or hemisphere and anterior-posterior axis of

We were mainly interested in hippocampus effects on an ROI level. However, we

the hippocampus (p= 0.59, Supplementary Figure 5). As noted above, we only used two

performed post-hoc voxel-wise analyses within the hippocampus in order to visualize

of the four possible categories of object pairs for this analysis, as it allowed contrasting

(potential) seed locations of the ROI effects. The strongest effects of PVT 2 were located

spatial and episodic effects most clearly. However, to maximize power, we repeated

in the left posterior and bilateral anterior hippocampus (all peak voxels pFWE< 0.05,

our analysis with all four categories of object pairs (Figure 1). Again, we found no

Figure 7A). The strongest effect of PVT 1 was located in the anterior, bordering middle

significant interactions of object category with the hemisphere (p= 0.835), anterior-

left hippocampus (peak voxel pFWE= 0.055, Figure 7B). Furthermore, we checked for

posterior axis (p= 0.21) or hemisphere and anterior-posterior axis of the hippocampus

peak locations for the spatial and episodic group separately. Neither group had a

(p= 0.99). Taken together, we found no supporting evidence for a parallel processing

significant cluster in the hippocampus (pFWE> 0.05); however for both groups the overall

mechanism in the hippocampus.
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Evidence for common coding, but not parallel processing on whole-brain

(B) Same modulation depicted as
in (A), but here data were modeled
with a pair-wise GLM. Effects that
survived whole-brain correction
are marked by black edges.

Clusters surviving correction for multiple comparisons largely overlapped with the

(C) Modulation of activity by
strength of context association between control pairs (no shared context vs. sharing both
task contexts –either spatial or
episodic) during picture viewing
task 2. Data were modeled with
an object-wise GLM. No effects
survived whole-brain correction.

adaptation effect of a common coding mechanism for regular or control objects during

level
Even though our key predictions were based on the hippocampus, we extended our
analyses to the whole-brain level. In other words, we explored the neural differences
and similarities in the processing of spatial and episodic context associations beyond
the hippocampus.
Several clusters showed a significant adaptation effect that scaled with the combined
spatial and episodic context associations during PVT 2, reaching from temporo-parietal
regions to the frontal lobe (for non-thresholded map see Figure 8A). To validate our
results, we repeated our analyses with the pair-wise GLM (for non-thresholded map
see Figure 8B).
initial results (see Supplementary Table 1 for a list of clusters that survived correction in
both types of GLMs). However, we found no significant effect for control objects during
PVT 2 (pFWE> 0.05, for non-thresholded map see Figure 8C). We found no significant
PVT1 (pFWE> 0.05, for non-thresholded map see Supplementary Figure 6).
We found no significant difference between participants that had completed the
spatial task first and participants that had completed the episodic task first during
PVT1, neither for regular nor control objects (pFWE> 0.05, for non-thresholded map see
Supplementary Figure 7A & B). For PVT 2, contrasting pairs of objects that only shared
a spatial context with pairs of objects that only shared an episodic context also yielded
no effect surviving correction (pFWE> 0.05, for non-thresholded map see Supplementary
Figure 7C). Neither did the comparison of spatial control objects with episodic control
objects (pFWE> 0.05, for non-thresholded map see Supplementary Figure 7D).

Participants learned spatial and episodic context associations at ceiling
level

10 mm
L

Figure 8 | Whole-brain results for
common coding of spatial and
episodic context associations
during PVT 2
(A) Modulation of activity by
spatial and episodic context
associations between object pairs
(no context shared, one (episodic
or spatial) context shared, both
episodic and spatial context shared) during picture viewing task
2. Data were modeled with an
object-wise GLM. Effects that
survived whole-brain correction
are marked by black edges.

All images were created using a
dual-coded design
(Allen et al., 2012; Zandbelt,
2017). This allowed showing both,
the mean beta coefficient (bluered) and the T stats (opacity).
Y-coordinates are in MNI space.
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We designed the spatial and episodic task with the goal that participants form strong
object-context associations. This goal was achieved, as participants remembered
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context associations of regular objects at ceiling level, at the end of both the episodic

60 mm
100

(mean= 99.48%, sd= 2.30) and spatial task (mean= 97.50%, sd= 8.99). Participants
150

remembered the context associations of control objects at ceiling after the episodic
task (mean= 99.31%, sd= 2.90) and very well after the spatial task (mean= 88.93%,
sd= 19.83; for all mean memory scores of all blocks see Figure 9A). Nevertheless,
on average participants seemed to reach ceiling performance in the episodic task in
earlier memory blocks than in the spatial task (there was a significant task*memory
block interaction for regular objects F(2.04, 69.40)= 3.919, p= 0.024 and control objects
F(2.27, 77.21)= 13.702, p< 0.001).
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ceiling performance in the episodic task in earlier blocks than in the spatial task (there
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was a significant task*block interaction for regular objects F(1.96, 66.67)= 6.886, p= 0.002).
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Taken together, participants showed strong object-context associations at the end of
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both, the spatial and episodic task.
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Discussion
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3rd block

episodic task
control objects

4th block

spatial task
regular objects

spatial task
control objects

In line with the idea of a common coding mechanism, our results suggest that there
is considerable overlap between episodic and spatial memory representations in the

100

hippocampus. As a key result, we found an interaction between spatial and episodic

90

context associations in the hippocampus during PVT 2. Adaptation scaled with the

80

context associations, from the highest effect for pairs of objects that shared both, a

70

spatial and episodic context, to the lowest effect for pairs of objects that shared no

60
50

context. This is line with the findings from PVT 1, where we found a general higher

40

adaptation effect across the spatial and episodic group in the bilateral hippocampus

30

ROI for objects sharing a context than objects sharing no context. We found no

20

evidence supporting the idea of a parallel processing mechanism. There was no effect
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of spatial vs. episodic context associations, neither along the anterior-posterior axis of
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Figure 9 | Recall of context associations of objects during the episodic and spatial task
(A) Mean percentage of correct memory trials in the memory test after each task block. During
a memory trial, participants had to indicate whether an object belonged to a context. Scores are
split for the episodic and spatial task and for regular and control objects.
(B) Mean percentage of correct prediction trials during each task block. During a prediction trial
in the episodic task, participants had to predict which object-associated action appeared next in
the story. During the spatial task, participants had to predict to which neighbourhood they had
to deliver the current object. Scores are split for the episodic and spatial task and for regular and
control objects. Scores for the spatial control objects are not displayed because both possible
context (neighbourhood) predictions were equally true.
Dots represent single participant values. Error bars show the standard error of the mean. The
line at 50% marks chance level.

the hippocampus nor across the hemispheres of the hippocampus (left vs. right).

Common coding of space and episodes as evidence for cognitive
mapping
The idea of a common coding mechanism for spatial and episodic memory can be
extended into the much broader idea of cognitive mapping. Cognitive mapping has
become an umbrella term for the idea that the hippocampus forms a map or model of our
world that goes beyond the spatial domain (Behrens et al., 2018; Bellmund, Gärdenfors,
et al., 2018; Buzsáki & Moser, 2013; Epstein et al., 2017; Olsen et al., 2012; Schiller et
al., 2015; Stachenfeld et al., 2017; Tolman, 1948). More specifically, a cognitive map is
a relational or transitional map between different states. These states can theoretically
be any meaningful entity, from concrete positions in space or time to abstract concepts.
So called spatially tuned cells (e.g. hippocampal place cells or entorhinal grid cells) are

Additional evidence for strong object-context associations came from participants’

thought to be the underlying neural mechanism of these cognitive maps (Behrens et al.,

performance during the spatial and episodic task. Participants performed at ceiling

2018; Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Buzsáki & Moser, 2013; Epstein et al., 2017;

during the prediction trials in the final block of both the episodic (regular objects:

Schiller et al., 2015; Stachenfeld et al., 2017). In recent years, a number of exciting

mean= 98.61%, sd= 3.03; control objects: mean= 98.96%, sd= 3.50) and spatial task

studies in both humans and in rodents demonstrated hippocampal and entorhinal

(regular objects: mean= 94.11%, sd= 11.34). Note, that we did not score prediction trials

coding of cognitive maps akin to spatial navigation (Aronov et al., 2017; Constantinescu

for spatial control objects because either answer was correct. For all mean prediction

et al., 2016; Deuker et al., 2016; Garvert et al., 2017; Nau et al., 2018; Tavares et al.,

scores of all blocks see Figure 9B. Again, results indicate that participants reached

2015; Theves et al., 2019). For example, one fMRI study found grid-like coding while
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participants were transitioning through concept space — paralleling the grid-like

Nevertheless, we decided to further explore these bilateral hippocampus ROI effects

signal found in another fMRI study where participants were navigating a virtual arena

and describe voxel-wise peak effects within this ROI. For the interaction between space

(Constantinescu et al., 2016; Doeller et al., 2010). Likewise, other fMRI studies have

and episodes, we found peaks in the left posterior and bilateral anterior hippocampus

demonstrated that the hippocampus does not only code for distances in space, but also

(Figure 7). Especially the effects in anterior hippocampus make sense in the light of

in the temporal domain and even combines the two types of information (Deuker et

other findings, showing a general memory integration effect in this region (Collin et al.,

al., 2016; Kyle et al., 2015; Nielson et al., 2015). Although, we did not test for coding

2015, 2017; Schlichting et al., 2015). Here, the anterior hippocampus formed a joined

akin to spatially tuned cells in our experiment, our results dovetail with these findings.

representation for events that were only indirectly linked.

The evidence for a common coding mechanism combined with the lack of evidence for
parallel processing of spatial and episodic memory suggest that the hippocampus has

Furthermore, our results somewhat overlap with other studies testing temporal and

mechanisms that are not bound to one cognitive domain.

spatial interactions in the hippocampus (Deuker et al., 2016; Kyle et al., 2015; Nielson et
al., 2015). In two of these fMRI studies, participants learned spatio-temporal distances

The combination of spatial and episodic information is more than the

between locations in a virtual city (Deuker et al., 2016; Kyle et al., 2015). Results

sum of their associations

showed that multivariate pattern similarity scaled with both spatial and temporal

We interpret our results in line with a common coding mechanism and more broadly as

distances in the right anterior hippocampus. In an fMRI study based on real-life events,

consistent with the idea of cognitive mapping. Nevertheless, one might argue that our

participants’ movement pattern through a city was recorded over several days. In a

common coding effect reflects the amount of combinations or association strength an

subsequent fMRI session, participants were presented with pictures from the recorded

object pair experiences, more so than an interaction between space and episode. This

events. Results showed that the left anterior hippocampus coded for distances in

is because space-episode pairs (pairs of objects that share both — a spatial and episodic

time and space between these events. Our results suggest that the bilateral anterior

context) share more context associations than any other regular object pair (Figure 1).

hippocampus’ role in combining space and time (or episodic information) expands

However, we directly address this criticism by comparing our common coding effect

beyond spatial-temporal distance coding of events in space. Here, we demonstrate

with our control pairs. Control pairs share the same number of context associations

that episodic context information is integrated with spatial context information in the

as the space-episode pairs, but only in one domain (space or episode; Supplementary

hippocampus, even with no navigational aspects in the episodic task. Furthermore,

Figure 1). Not only was there no significant evidence for an adaptation effect for control

because we kept spatial information constant across episodic contexts, our results

objects, the common coding effect was significantly stronger in PVT 2 (and at trend

reflect episodic context processing that goes beyond the spatial domain (i.e. where

level in PVT 1). We believe that control objects might have been processed differently

something happens). In another fMRI study, participants learned episodic and spatial

because a control object in itself does not carry information about a context. During

relationships between objects by watching videos of trajectories through a virtual

the association tasks, a control object does not tell you which context you are in right

environment (Dimsdale-Zucker et al., 2018). Each unique video was defined as an

now (because both contexts are equally likely), whereas a regular object does. What

episodic context and it took place in one of two houses (spatial contexts). In each video,

is more, the hippocampus is known to be involved in contextual learning (Davachi,

different objects appeared along the path. With this design, all objects that shared an

2006; Frankland et al., 1998; Kennedy & Shapiro, 2004; Rugg et al., 2012). We therefore

episodic context also shared automatically a spatial context (that was not constant

argue that the common coding effect for regular objects is more than a pure effect

across all other episodes as in our design). The authors found that the left CA1 (a region

of association strength. Instead, it truly reflects the processing of spatial and episodic

that traverses along the longitudinal axis of the hippocampus) showed higher pattern

context information.

similarity for pairs of objects that shared an episodic context than pairs of objects that
did not share an episodic context. However, it cannot be excluded that these results

Peaks in the hippocampus for the interaction of space and episode

are due to an interaction of spatial and episodic information. Although we did not

Generally speaking, the idea of a common coding mechanism (and in a broader

specifically look at CA1 as a hippocampal subfield, the fact that we found peaks along

sense the idea of cognitive mapping) makes no predictions about peak regions in the

the longitudinal axis of the left hippocampus facilitates this interpretation.

hippocampus for the combination of space and episode. Accordingly, we tested for
common coding effects with an ROI approach across the entire hippocampus.

It is important to note that our main goal (and analyses) was to establish whether a
common coding mechanism exists in the hippocampus and not its location. We also
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did not directly test whether some regions are more involved in a common coding

last visit or passing of a landmark, they probably also recalled spatial aspects of this

mechanism than others. Nevertheless, our voxel-wise results in combination with other

event — especially since these events are anchored to a spatial location. The spatial

fMRI studies open up the possibility that there are subregions of the hippocampus like

condition might not be a perfect control for these aspects since participants were asked

the bilateral anterior hippocampus that play a special role in the combination of space

to compare locations of landmarks in an allocentric, knowledge-based fashion (e.g.

and episode.

which landmark is further north). This is very different to the egocentric experience of
an episode. Taken together, although both studies showed episodic specific activations

No evidence for parallel processing

in subregions of the hippocampus, their designs do not allow excluding spatial and

We did not find evidence that there are systematic differences between hippocampal

episodic interactions.

subregions in processing spatial and episodic memory. This absence of evidence neither
allows us to conclude that there are no such differences, nor can it be understood as

The most convincing argument for a parallel processing mechanism however comes

direct evidence for common coding or cognitive mapping. Nevertheless, at the very

from the accumulative evidence from experiments that study either spatial memory/

least it is consistent with the idea of cognitive mapping and does not strengthen any

navigation or episodic memory. There seem to be systematic differences between

alternative ideas on hippocampal mechanisms like parallel processing. What is more,

subregions in the hippocampus that are found to be involved between the two sets

a number of studies that test for spatial and temporal distance coding in humans, find

of studies. This was established (as already discussed in the introduction) by a meta-

evidence that is concurrent with the idea that both types of information are combined

analysis that tested these effects across a number of human neuroimaging studies

in the hippocampus rather than processed separately (Deuker et al., 2016; Kyle et al.,

that either involved spatial or episodic memory (Kühn & Gallinat, 2014). However, this

2015; Nielson et al., 2015). Additionally, the majority of studies that directly compared

type of evidence does not allow concluding that there are actual statistical differences

spatial and episodic/temporal processing statistically did not find differences between

between subregions of the hippocampus in processing spatial and episodic memory.

the two in the hippocampus (Burgess et al., 2001; Kyle et al., 2015; Nielson et al.,

Detecting these differences might require more power than studies directly comparing

2015). Nevertheless, there is some evidence for parallel processing from neuroimaging

spatial and episodic processes have provided in the past. We cannot exclude the

studies that include both spatial and episodic memory in their design (Dimsdale-Zucker

possibility that our results point more towards a common coding mechanism than a

et al., 2018; Hirshhorn et al., 2012). As mentioned above, Dimsdale-Zucker et al. (2018)

parallel processing mechanism because the former might require less power to detect

let participants learn episodic and spatial relationships between objects by watching

than the latter. Another important limitation of comparing studies that test effects

videos of trajectories through a virtual environment. They did find that episodic

of either episodic memory or spatial memory is that there might be systematic

relationships between objects were coded in CA1 of the left hippocampus. However,

differences in methods and materials, even when restricting the literature to human

as discussed earlier, all objects that shared an episodic context also shared a spatial

neuroimaging. Indeed, when taking a closer look, episodic memory is most commonly

context in this study. Therefore, it is hard to interpret whether this effect truly reflects

tested with the encoding/retrieval of words or pictures and spatial memory with

a purely episodic processing in this subfield of the hippocampus or an interaction

mental or virtual navigation (Kühn & Gallinat, 2014). One could argue that these studies

between the spatial and episodic information.

are very different from each other in terms of how active/passive the participant
experiences the stimulus material, the richness of the stimulus material, the level of

In another fMRI study, participants were presented with landmarks from their city

engagement etc. This points towards the ongoing need of well-controlled studies that

of residence (Hirshhorn et al., 2012). More specifically, participants had to either

directly compare both processes.

compare landmarks based on either their spatial location (spatial condition) or

Taken together, the results of our study do not allow concluding that there is no parallel

based on how long ago the participant had passed/visited these landmarks (episodic

processing mechanism in the hippocampus. However, the lack of evidence in our study

condition). Results showed overlapping clusters between these conditions in the left

is in line with other studies directly comparing spatial and episodic memory. At the very

and right hippocampus. However, the authors also found uniquely activated regions

least, detecting differences between spatial and episodic processes in the hippocampus

in the hippocampus for the episodic condition (along the axis of the left hippocampus

requires more power than we and other studies have provided in the past.

and right anterior) and spatial condition (right posterior hippocampus), respectively.
Importantly, with this design, the authors could not control for spatial aspects in the
episodic recall. When participants were asked to remember the time point of their
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Common coding in the temporo-parietal regions and frontal lobe

Conclusions

Our main goal was to contribute to the question whether the hippocampus combines

Even though our whole-brain results point toward interactions of spatial and episodic

space and episode or whether it can be divided into functional subregions.

memory beyond the hippocampus, we specifically focused on the question how the

Nevertheless, we added whole-brain analyses to explore effects outside of the

hippocampus processes these two types of memory. Our results are consistent with

hippocampus. We only found effects for an interaction of space and episode in PVT

an interaction between spatial and episodic memory in the hippocampus. At the same

2 (Figure 8A & B; see Supplementary Figure 6 and Supplementary Figure 7 for whole-

time, we found no evidence for differences between spatial and episodic memory in

brain analyses that did not reach significance). Akin to our hippocampal results, we

hippocampal subregions. This pattern of results is in line with the idea of a common

did not find significant whole-brain effects for control objects. We cannot exclude the

coding mechanism. Furthermore, the notion that spatial and episodic memory are

possibility that the whole-brain effects are due to the number of associations pairs of

processed similarly feeds into the broader idea of cognitive mapping. Accordingly, our

objects experience (see the non-thresholded effects in Figure 8). However, we suspect

results support the idea that the hippocampus forms a map of relationships/transitions

that the whole-brain effect reflects a true processing of spatial and episodic context

we encounter in the world across domains.

information. We found effects across a variety of brain areas, especially in temporoparietal regions and the left frontal lobe (Figure 8A & B and Supplementary Table 1).
This is somewhat overlapping with a previous study that looked at the retrieval of
spatial context of episodic events (Burgess et al., 2001). In this study, participants were
placed in a virtual environment and received different set of objects from two different
people in two different spatial contexts. During the recall of the spatial context of these
episodic events, the authors found a network in temporo-parietal regions and the
prefrontal cortex. They found a similar (but smaller) network for the retrieval of the
information about the person of these episodic events. These results in combination
with ours indicate that there might be a bigger network reaching from more posterior
temporo-parietal regions to more anterior frontal regions, which processes both spatial
and episodic context information. Furthermore, a lot of the regions included in this
network, have been associated with spatial or episodic functions in other studies,
with amongst other the parahippocampus, temporal cortex, precentral gyrus, inferior
& superior frontal gyrus, precuneus, and insula (Bellmund et al., 2016; Cavanna &
Trimble, 2006; Doeller et al., 2010; Ghaem et al., 1997; Greenberg et al., 2005; Hayes et
al., 2007; Maguire et al., 1998; Nyberg et al., 1996).
We also suspect, that the effects in the frontal and striatal regions might be related to
their role in concept/category processing (Lie et al., 2006; Seger & Cincotta, 2002; Seger
& Miller, 2010). This might have been due to the nature of our association tasks. Here,
participants had to repeatedly give responses to objects (or associated actions) that were
based on the context the object belonged to. Furthermore, we directly asked participants
throughout the memory tasks whether an object belonged to a context. This might have
led to a categorization of objects based on their associated task context. Manipulating
the spatial and temporal/episodic relationship between objects in a continuous manner
instead of a discrete (like contexts) might circumvent possible categorization effects.
Unfortunately, studies who have used this sort of design in the past, did not report
whole-brain results (Deuker et al., 2016; Kyle et al., 2015; Nielson et al., 2015).
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Supplementary Figure 2 | Memory trials of the spatial and episodic task
Both, the spatial and episodic task were divided into four blocks. After each block, participants
had to complete 24 memory trials. Each trial consisted of a unique combination of one of the
twelve objects and one of the two task contexts (neighbourhood in the spatial task and story in
the episodic task). In each trial, participants had to indicate whether the object belonged to the
task context with a button press.
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Supplementary Figure 1 | Control predictions for association strength
(A) A set of two control objects appeared only in either the spatial or the episodic task,
respectively. Episodic control objects appeared in both episodic contexts (here J-I), spatial
control objects appeared in both spatial contexts (here L-K). You can also see the distribution of
regular objects across the task contexts (information for regular objects is shown here in paler
colours, for more information see Figure 1).
(B) The purpose of the control objects was to test effects of association strength (i.e. number of
context associations). Pairs of control objects from the same task share two context associations
(here, L-K and J-I). This is the same number of context associations as regular pairs that share
both, a spatial and episodic context (here B-A). Pairs of control objects from different tasks
(mixed control pair, here I-K) share no context associations (same as regular pair E-A).
(C) The parallel processing model predicts a higher adaptation effect in the anterior and/or left
hippocampus for episodic control objects (here in the example J-I) compared to spatial control
pairs and mixed control pairs (here in the example L-K and I-K). Furthermore, it predicts a higher
adaptation effect in the posterior and/or right hippocampus for spatial control objects (here
in the example L-K) compared to episodic control pairs and mixed control pairs (here in the
example J-I and I-K). Importantly, if a parallel processing effect is driven by association strength,
then the adaption effect for control pairs from the same task should be higher than pairs of
regular objects that share only one specific context (e.g. J-I vs C-A in the episodic condition and
L-K and G-A in the spatial condition).
(D) The common coding model makes no predictions about subregions of the hippocampus. It
predicts a higher adaptation effect for control pairs form the same task than mixed control
pairs (here in the example J-I & L-K vs. I-K). Importantly, if a common coding effect is driven by
association strength, then control pairs of the same task should have the same adaption effect
than regular pairs of objects that share both, an episodic and spatial context (all of these pairs
share two context associations, here in the example J-I, L-K & B-A).
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Supplementary Figure 3 | Voxel-wise effect of context associations for the episodic and spatial
group
Negative modulation of activity in the hippocampus by context associations between object
pairs after participants performed either the episodic or the spatial task (shared context vs. no
shared context). Analyses were on PVT 1. No effects survived correction (pFWE> 0.05), the image
is thresholded at puncorr.< 0.001 for visualization. T-stats in blue are from the episodic group,
T-stats in green are from the spatial group.
(A) depicts the peak for the episodic group (T(19)= -3.701).
(B) depicts the peak for the spatial group (T(14)= -2.972).
Coordinates for the peak voxels are given in MNI space. Image is masked for hippocampal voxels.
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Supplementary Figure 4 | Parallel processing during PVT 1 in hippocampal subregions
Depicted are the mean contrast estimates of the contrast shared context vs non-shared
context, divided by group (spatial vs. episodic group) and hippocampal subregions. There was
no significant interaction between group and hemisphere (p= 0.39), anterior-posterior axis (p=
0.34) or hemisphere and anterior-posterior axis (p= 0.30). Dots represent single participant
values. Error bars show the standard error of the mean.

Supplementary Figure 5 | Parallel processing during PVT 2 in hippocampal subregions
Depicted are the mean regressor estimates of object pair regressors, divided by shared context
(spatial vs. episodic) and hippocampal subregions. There was no significant interaction between
context mode and either hemisphere (p= 0.53), anterior-posterior axis (p= 0.41) or hemisphere
and anterior-posterior axis (p= 0.59). Dots represent single participant values. Error bars show
the standard error of the mean.
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Supplementary Figure 7 | Whole brain results for parallel processing of spatial and episodic
context associations during PVT 1 and PVT 2
(A) Group contrast during PVT 1 between participants that have completed the spatial task
first and participants that have completed the episodic task first. Negative betas mean higher
adaptation effect of strength of context association (shared one context vs. shared no context)
for the episodic group than the spatial group (vice versa for positive betas). No effects survived
whole-brain correction.
(B) Group contrast during PVT 1 between participants that have completed the spatial task
first and participants that have completed the episodic task first. Negative betas mean higher
adaptation effect of strength context association of control objects (shared both task contexts
vs. shared no context) for the episodic group than the spatial group (vice versa for positive
betas). No effects survived whole-brain correction.

Supplementary Figure 6 | Whole-brain results for common coding of spatial and episodic
context associations during PVT 1
(A) Modulation of activity by spatial and episodic context associations between object pairs (no
context shared vs. one (episodic or spatial) context shared) during PVT 1. No effects survived
whole-brain correction.

(C) Contrast during PVT 2 of pairs of objects that share (solely) an episodic context with pairs
of object that share (solely) a spatial context. Negative betas mean higher adaptation effect for
pairs of objects sharing an episodic context than pairs of objects sharing a spatial context (vice
versa for positive betas). No effects survived whole-brain correction.

(B) Modulation of activity by context associations between control pairs (no context shared
vs. both task contexts shared — either both spatial or both episodic contexts, depending which
task the participant completed at this point) during PVT 1. No effects survived whole-brain
correction.

(D) Contrast during PVT 2 of pairs of control objects that share both episodic contexts with pairs
of control objects that share both spatial contexts. Negative betas mean higher adaptation effect
for episodic control pairs than spatial control pairs context (vice versa for positive betas). No
effects survived whole-brain correction.

All images were created using a dual-coded design (Allen et al., 2012; Zandbelt, 2017).
This allowed showing both, the mean beta coefficient (blue-red) and the T stats (opacity).
Y-coordinates are in MNI space.

All images were created using a dual-coded design (Allen et al., 2012; Zandbelt, 2017).
This allowed showing both, the mean beta coefficient (blue-red) and the T stats (opacity).
Y-coordinates are in MNI space.
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Supplementary Table 1 | Significant clusters for common coding effect during PVT 2
Voxels within the clusters survived FWE wholebrain correction in both the object-wise and
pair-wise GLM. Results are based on common coding adaptation effect during PVT 2. The peak
position (MNI space) and the T-value refer to the local maxima within the cluster (only local
maxima reported with a minimum distance of 50 mm between them). Local maxima for the
object-wise GLM are highlighted in red. Cluster size is the number of voxels within the cluster
(only clusters listed here with a size bigger than 5). Brain regions listed are based on labels from
the Harvard Oxford Cortical and Subcortical Brain Atlas.
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Insular Cortex
Middle Frontal Gyrus
Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularis
Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularis
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Temporal Pole
Superior Temporal Gyrus, anterior division
Superior Temporal Gyrus, posterior division
Middle Temporal Gyrus, anterior division
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Frontal Orbital Cortex
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Mapping context-dependent value
structures in the hippocampalorbitofrontal system

This chapter is in preparation as:
A. N. de Haas, M. Garvert, A. Nitsch, R. Cools, N. W. Schuck, C. F. Doeller. Mapping
context-dependent value structures in the hippocampal-orbitofrontal system.

Mapping context-dependent value structures in the hippocampal-orbitofrontal system

Abstract

Introduction

The hippocampus plays a crucial role (among other things) in navigation and spatial

The hippocampus and adjacent entorhinal cortex are known to be highly involved in

cognition. One core claim of the idea of cognitive mapping is that hippocampal

geometric computations during spatial navigation. Spatially tuned cells are thought to

mechanisms supporting navigation are also used in other domains. In recent years,

be the driving force behind these computations (Moser et al., 2008; O’Keefe & Nadel,

first proof-of-principle studies have demonstrated hippocampal coding of abstract

1978; Schiller et al., 2015). Prominent examples of these types of cells are hippocampal

spaces along physical feature dimensions. Here, we wanted to extend these findings,

place cells and entorhinal grid cells (Hafting et al., 2005; O’Keefe & Burgess, 1996).

by testing whether the hippocampus processes distances in a non-physical, conceptual

These cells show firing patterns that are driven by the location of the navigator in the

2-dimensional (2D) abstract space akin to distances in real space. We argue that

2D plane. A place cell only fires at one specific location in a closed environment, with

numerical values are of particular interest for studying non-physical, conceptual

different place cells firing at different locations (O’Keefe & Burgess, 1996; O’Keefe &

abstract spaces. Numerical values are not only a constant reappearing concept in our

Nadel, 1978). In the same environment, a grid cell has periodical firing fields, which

everyday lives; they also inherently form a continuous axis. To this end, we tested

form a hexagonal grid (Doeller et al., 2010; Hafting et al., 2005). Grid cells differ in

whether a value map emerged after a binary decision making task. Participants had

their orientation, phase and spacing of their firing fields. These and other properties

to learn associations between everyday objects and two independent values (value

of place and grid cells are thought to enable geometric computations underlying goal-

A and value B) in order to make optimal choices. The two values span a 2D value

orientated navigation. For instance distance coding, path integration and coding of

space, but can also be mapped onto a 1-dimensional (1D) space reflecting the global

relevant locations (Bush et al., 2015; Deuker et al., 2016; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Spiers

expected value. We hypothesised that the hippocampus may form a map of the objects

& Barry, 2015).

according to their value differences and its activity may accordingly reflect distances

Historically, these properties of the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex have been

in the 2D value space. Yet, we found no evidence for the emergence of a hippocampal

rigorously studied and discussed for navigating our environment. However, according

representation of distances in a 2D value space. However, as is expected based on its

to the idea of cognitive mapping, computations supporting navigation are also utilized

known role in value-based decision making, distance representations in a global 1D

by other cognitive domains (Behrens et al., 2018; Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et al., 2018;

value space emerged in the OFC. Furthermore, during the decision making task we

Epstein et al., 2017; Schiller et al., 2015; Stachenfeld et al., 2017; Tolman, 1948). A

found complementary roles of the hippocampus and OFC. Both areas coded — albeit

cognitive map is in its essence a relational map between different states. These states

in different directions, for the difference between the chosen and unchosen value

can theoretically be any meaningful entity, from concrete positions in space or time

during decision making. These results suggest that not all abstract feature dimensions

to abstract concepts. It is no surprise then, that the coding mechanisms underlying

may be represented in a hippocampal cognitive map and raises questions about the

navigating physical space are thought to also allow geometric computations in abstract

preconditions for hippocampal mapping.

cognitive maps (Behrens et al., 2018; Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Epstein et al.,
2017; Schiller et al., 2015; Stachenfeld et al., 2017).
Even though the behavioural basis of the idea of a cognitive map has been already
proposed and demonstrated in the late 1940s (Tolman, 1948), the first proof-ofprinciple studies of hippocampal coding of abstract spaces have only been published in
recent years. These studies showed involvement of the hippocampus and/or entorhinal
cortex in mapping of e.g. time, concepts, social hierarchies and sound frequency
(Aronov et al., 2017; Constantinescu et al., 2016; Garvert et al., 2017; Tavares et al.,
2015; Theves et al., 2019). Furthermore, both evidence for coding mechanisms akin
to grid cells and place cells has been found in the representation of these abstract
cognitive maps (Aronov et al., 2017; Constantinescu et al., 2016).
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Strikingly, many of these experiments used cognitive maps that mimic physical space

Akin to a previous study of physical feature space, we ask the question whether the

in the sense that they can be described along continuous feature dimensions in 2D.

hippocampus can code distances in non-physical value space (Theves et al., 2019).

These features (e.g. length of the leg of a bird) are based in the physical world. If any

To this end, we combined fMRI with a behavioural value-based decision making task.

physical feature dimension can be organized with a hippocampal map, this principle

Participants performed a binary decision making task in which they had to make a

might also apply to more abstract concepts. We argue that numeric values are a good

choice between the same two options in every trial. Each choice was rewarded with a

candidate for examining hippocampal coding of these more abstract (non-physical)

numeric value. The choice-reward contingency was 100% predicted by a context object

maps. Values are not a sensory/physical feature, but a constant appearing concept in

shown before each decision (in total five different context objects, each predicting a

our everyday lives. At the same time values also form inherently a continuous axis.

unique combination of choice-reward contingencies across both choices). With this task

These two features facilitate an experimental design of a meaningful value map.

design, each context object was associated with two different types of values. These
associations can be represented in a 2D value space, where one axis represents value of

Importantly, values are known to be coded in more frontal areas, such as the OFC,

choice A and the other axis value of choice B (Figure 2). Additionally, both of these axes

especially during value-based decision making (FitzGerald et al., 2009; Pelletier

can be incorporated into a 1D representation. The one dimension here is the expected

& Fellows, 2019). The OFC seems to be especially involved in tracking values of

value of the context object (defined as probability of choice A * the expected value

predictive cues or states (FitzGerald et al., 2009; Gottfried et al., 2003; Kaplan et

of choice A + probability of choice B * the expected value of choice B under the given

al., 2017). These cue values or state values incorporate and summarize experienced

context object). Importantly, before and after the decision making task, we presented

reward contingencies. Such a summarizing value is important for flexible and adaptive

all context objects in a randomized order. This allowed us to detect changes of across-

behaviour. However, these value representations lose information about underlying

voxel pattern similarity for all pairs of context objects as a function of distances in

complex reward structures. Often a cue or state is not only associated with one, but

2D and 1D value space, respectively (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). We hypothesized that

several rewards. In that case, it might be beneficial to have an additional representation

distances in 2D value space are represented in the hippocampus and distances in 1D

such as a value map, which can incorporate all possible reward outcomes. Furthermore,

expected value space in the OFC.

a hippocampal value map of reward contingencies could allow geometric computations
like distance coding between cues or states. These neural geometric computations
might facilitate value-based decision making. Importantly, we propose that such a

Methods

multidimensional value map representation in the hippocampus would exist next to and
perhaps interact with the known unidimensional value representations in frontal areas.

Participants

Interestingly, this proposition also dovetails with the already known involvement of

34 (20 women) healthy participants completed the experiment. Participants were

the hippocampus in model-based decision making (Bornstein & Daw, 2013; Johnson

between 18 and 33 years old (mean age= 23, sd= 2.9). At the beginning of the

et al., 2007; Shohamy & Daw, 2015; Vikbladh et al., 2019; Wikenheiser & Schoenbaum,

experiment, participants gave written consent to participate in the study and filled

2016; Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). Previous studies indicate that the hippocampus

in a screening form to ensure that they did not meet any exclusion criteria for the

might play a substantial role in representing task contingencies (Bornstein & Daw,

MRI and behavioural labs. Participants were compensated for their time and could

2013; Duncan et al., 2018; Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). These representations are

earn extra money (up to 5 Euros) based on their performance in the experiment. The

thought to be necessary to form a flexible model (or map) that allows to plan and

study was approved by the local ethics committee (CMO Regio Arnhem-Nijmegen, The

execute decisions that involve multiple steps (Bornstein & Daw, 2013; Doll, Shohamy,

Netherlands, nr. 2014/288).

et al., 2015; Duncan et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2007; Shohamy & Daw, 2015; Vikbladh
et al., 2019; Wikenheiser & Schoenbaum, 2016; Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012).

General procedure
Participants performed three tasks in the MRI scanner (Figure 1). During a pre- and

Here, we aim to extend these findings by exploring complementary roles of the

post-block participants performed a picture viewing task (PVT) in order to measure

OFC and hippocampus in value representations. In the present study, we want to

the change in neural similarity between object pairs and to test whether this change

test the idea that the hippocampus can represent complex value structures via an

scales as a function of distance in 1D and 2D value space. Between these pre- and

abstract space, while the OFC incorporates these structures into a global value.

post-blocks, participants performed a binary decision making task, which introduced
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them indirectly to the position of objects in both types of abstract value spaces

choice for 1 second, followed by a white fixation cross which was shown randomized

(Figure 2).

for either 1.5, 3, or 4.5 seconds (size of fixation cross was 52 by 52 pixels). During the
feedback, they saw a reward in the form of a numerical value on the screen for the

After scanning, participants’ memory about the previous binary decision making task

choice they made (text in stimuli was created with a font size of 150). Simultaneously

was tested in two different ways. First, participants completed a recognition memory

they were presented with the reward for the non-chosen option. The reward for each

task about context dependent reward contingencies. The second memory test was

choice was presented at the location that the choice object (lamp/chair) was presented

the first and only direct presentation of the 2D value space to the participants. Here,

at during the second phase of that trial (see also Figure 2B for all possible reward

participants had to place context objects in the 2D value space. Lastly, participants’

combinations).

navigational abilities were tested with the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale
(SBSOD) and an object-location task. For an illustration of the general procedure, see

A

B

Figure 1.

PVT 1

binary
decision task

recognition
test

PVT 2

2D
placement
test

object
location
task

SBSOD
8
1500 ms
5

25 min.

45 min.

25 min.

self-paced

self-paced

20 min.

self-paced
2

max 1500 ms

Figure 1 | General procedure of experiment
Participants performed three tasks in the MRI scanner: a pre picture viewing task (PVT 1), a
binary decision making task and a post-PVT (PVT 2). Afterwards, participants finished four
behavioural tasks: a recall test about the binary decision making task, a placement task in 2D
value space, an object-location task, and the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale (SBSOD). If
tasks were not self-paced their duration is indicated in minutes underneath their icon.

Binary decision making task
Between the pre- and post-blocks of the PVT, participants performed a binary decision
making task in the scanner. The task consisted of 400 choice trials, divided into 320
free-choice trials and 80 forced-choice trials. Each free-choice trial consisted of
three phases (Figure 2A). In the first phase, participants saw one of the five possible
context objects at the centre of a black screen for 1.5 seconds (all objects are shown

1000 ms

+

1

7

13

1500-4500 ms

Figure 2 | Free-choice trials of the binary decision making task and context object placement in
2D value space
(A) Free-choice trials of the binary decision making task were divided into three phases. In the
first phase one of five different context objects were shown (here the bed) for 1500 ms. In the
second phase the two choice objects (chair and lamp) were presented until the participant made
a choice or 1500 ms elapsed. In the third phase, the participant was presented with a feedback
about the reward they received for their choice and the reward they would have gotten for the
alternative choice. The received reward was indicated with a green box and the feedback was
shown for 1000 ms. After each trial a white fixation cross was presented with a duration of
either 1500, 3000, or 4500 ms.

in Supplementary Figure 1). In the second phase, participants always had to make
a decision between a chair and lamp by pressing one of two buttons with the right
index and middle finger, respectively. Index finger button presses indicated choice of
the object presented on the left side of the screen and middle finger button presses
indicated choice of the object presented on the right side of the screen. Chair and
lamp positions were counterbalanced across all trials of the task, so that there was no

(B) Representation of reward contingencies of context objects in a 2D value space. In the
example in (A), the context object bed is associated with a certain reward for the choice of lamp
and with the choice of chair, respectively. These two types of rewards can be represented as
two independent dimensions of a 2D value space. The position of the bed is determined by the
reward contingencies it predicts for either choice (here 7 for the choice of lamp and 5 for the
choice of chair). All other possible positions in the 2D value space are marked with the golden
circles (1|2, 1|8, 7|5, 13|2, 13|8).

action bias. Images of the chair and the lamp had a size of 246 by 246 pixels and edges
of the options presented on either side were approximal 50 pixels form the centre,

The chosen reward was marked in a green box with a size of 238 by 224 pixels. Thus,

respectively. The chair and lamp were presented until the participant responded or 1.5

throughout the experiment, participants learned reward contingencies for both, choice

seconds elapsed. If the participant did not respond within 1.5 seconds, they received

of lamp and choice of chair. Importantly, the reward contingency for either choice was

no reward for this trial. In the third phase, participants received feedback about their

100% predicted by the context object in the first phase. Each context object predicted
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a unique combination of choice-reward contingencies across both choices. This allowed

feedback about whether their answer was correct for 1 second. If they did not respond

each context object to be associated with two types of values (value for choice of lamp

within 7 seconds, they received negative feedback. Positive feedback showed a green

and value for choice of chair). These associations can be represented in a 2D value

positive smiley, while negative feedback showed a red negative smiley (size 243 by

space, where one dimension represents the value for choice of lamp and the other

249 pixels). Underneath the feedback smiley, participants either saw the message

dimension the value for choice of chair (Figure 2). Hence, positions of context objects

“Correct Answer. Keep paying attention to all possible rewards” or “Wrong answer.

in this 2D value space are a direct translation of the choice-reward contingencies they

Pay more attention to all possible rewards” (font size in image was 32). Each possible

predict. Additionally, the task allows for both of these dimensions to be incorporated

combination of pairs of context objects and choice was presented twice during the

into a 1D representation. The one dimension here is the expected value of the context

experiment, resulting in 40 learning trials.

object (defined as probability of choice of lamp * the expected value of choice of lamp

Due to the length of the task, the scanner was paused after half of the trials. Participants

+ probability of choice of chair * the expected value of choice of chair under the given

were allowed to take a small break in the scanner and then continued with the second

context object). Combination of choice-reward contingencies were constant across

half of the task.

participant, however which context object predicted which choice-reward contingency

The task was programmed in and presented with neurobs Presentation (version 16.4,

(i.e. their position in 2D value space) was randomized across participants.

www.neurobs.com/presentation).

Forced-choice trials were included in the task, to ensure that participants did not only

Picture viewing tasks

associate context objects with their respective higher rewarded choice (Supplementary

Participants completed the identical picture viewing task (PVT, Figure 3) before (pre-

Figure 2). These trials differed from free-choice trials in that participants could not

block) and after (post-block) the binary decision making task. Participants were told

choose between the chair and the lamp, but were only given the option of the lower

that they would see a stream of objects (i.e. the context objects from the binary

rewarded choice. Given the example shown in Figure 2 during a forced-choice trial for

decision making task). Furthermore, participants were instructed to press one of two

the context object bed, only the chair would have been given as an option.

buttons every time they saw an object appear on the screen. Participants had to press

All context objects appeared equally often across free and forced-choice trials. This

one button if the object was different to the previously shown object (regular trial) and

equal distribution was pseudo-randomized so that the first and second half of the

had to press the other button if the object was the same as the previously shown object

task had the same amount of free and forced-choice trials for all context objects.

(catch trial, Figure 3). Button-contingencies were randomized across participants, but

Furthermore, the order was pseudo-randomized so that all context objects appeared

always done with the right index and middle finger. This one-back task was orthogonal

twice within a block of ten trials. Within each of these blocks of ten trials, the side on

to later analyses of the PVTs and ensured that participants paid attention to the objects.

which the lamp and chair appeared on the screen was counterbalanced so that each

Participants reached ceiling performance on the cover tasks in both PVTs (pre-PVT:

configuration appeared once per context object. Exceptions were forced-choice trials in

mean= 93.8%, sd= 13.9, post-PVT: mean= 98.5%, sd= 1.3).

which only one option appeared on one side of the screen.

The five objects were presented during the PVT at the centre of the white screen

Additionally, to facilitate knowledge about choice-reward contingencies, participants

(Supplementary Figure 1). Pictures of the objects had a pixel size of 512 by 512. Each

had to complete a learning trial after every block of ten choice trials. During a learning

object was presented 40 times in each PVT (total of 200 trials per PVT). Each trial had a

trial, participants were asked to compare the outcome of a choice (e.g. chair) between

duration of 2 seconds. Ten percent of trials were catch trials (self-repetitions) and these

two context objects (Supplementary Figure 3). They had to indicate via button press

trials were evenly distributed across the five different objects. Each PVT was divided

which of the two context objects predicted a higher reward for the given choice or

into four blocks. After each block, participants had a 20 second break, in which they

whether they predicted the same outcome. The given choice (e.g. chair) was presented

received feedback about their performance in the previous block and a reminder of the

with an image of the object at the middle, upper part of the screen. Options were

button-contingencies.

distributed on the screen, so that one context object was presented on the left side
(answer with index finger), the other at the centre (answer with middle finger) and the

The order of object presentation was pseudo-randomized across participants, but was

option that both predict the same outcome on the right side of the screen (answer with

the same for the pre- and post-PVT of the same participant. To be more specific, in

ring finger). All images of objects had a size of 118 by 118 pixels. Participants had a

every mini-block of five trials every object would appear once. Exception to this rule

maximum of 7 seconds to give an answer. After their response, participants received

were catch trials (self-repetitions). Catch trials were pseudo-randomized in a manner
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that they would appear twice within a block of 20 non-catch trials. Within these catch

different to the average ITI duration of the whole PVT. These pseudo-randomizations

trial blocks an object could only appear maximally once as a catch trial. Additionally,

were introduced to make sure that there was no temporal bias of ITI duration between

for every participant the second trial of the PVT was always a catch trial. These pseudo-

objects or within the PVT.

randomizations made sure that there was no temporal bias within the PVT, neither for

The task was programmed in and presented with neurobs Presentation (version 16.4,

catch trials, nor between objects.

www.neurobs.com/presentation).

Memory tasks
Participants performed two memory tasks after completing the fMRI session (Figure
1). The first memory task contained ten trials, one for each possible combination of a
context object and a choice object (Supplementary Figure 4). In each trial, participants
saw an image of a context object at the middle upper part of the screen and the image of
a choice object in middle lower part of the screen (each image size 256 by 256 pixels).
2000 ms

+

Additionally, an instruction text was displayed above the context object, stating “If this
object would be presented in the first phase:” and continuing above the choice object
“How much money would you receive if you would choose this object in the second
phase?” (text font size was 30). Below this instruction, participants saw a number array

2500-5500 ms

from 0 to 15, with each number being surrounded by a grey frame (frame with number
in it had a size of 29 by 23 pixels). At the start of each trial the number 0 was placed
in a red frame. Participants could move the red frame to the left and right by using

+

catch trial

the arrow keys. If the red frame was around the number they wanted to indicate as
an answer, they could press enter and the next trial started. Each trial was completely
self-paced and the participants did not receive any feedback about their performance.
The score for this memory task was the percentage of trials in which participants
remembered the correct answer.
The task was programmed in and presented with neurobs Presentation (version 16.4,
regular trial

Figure 3 | Picture viewing task
The five different context objects of the binary decision making task were presented in random
order during the PVT. Objects were presented for 2000 ms at the centre of the screen. Between
object presentation a black fixation cross was presented at the centre of the screen. Duration
of the fixation cross was either 2500, 4000 or 5500 ms. Participants had to press one of two
buttons if the presented object was the same as the previous one (catch trial). They pressed the
other button if the object was a different one from the previously presented object (regular
trial). Button contingencies were randomized across participants.

www.neurobs.com/presentation).
For the second memory task, participants were asked to place the context objects in
the 2D value space. To do this, they received a piece of paper on which the 2D value
space was drawn on (Supplementary Figure 5). Underneath the 2D value space, they
could see all context objects. Each context object had a number and participants were
instructed to use this number to indicate its location in the 2D value space. Participants
received no feedback on their performance. Before this memory task, participants

After every object presentation, a black fixation cross appeared at the centre of

never received any information about the 2D value space or how the choice-reward

the screen (fixation cross was presented as text object with a font size of 20). The

contingencies of the context objects could be represented in this manner. The score

duration of these inter-trial intervals (ITIs) was jittered between one and three scanner

for the task was calculated by taking the average Euclidean distance between the

pulses (TR was 1.5 seconds) plus 1 second. The order of the ITI-durations was pseudo-

remembered and actual locations of all context objects.

randomized in a manner that all ITIs appeared equally often across all non-catch trials
of an object (the ITI of a catch trial was randomly chosen). Furthermore, the average ITI
duration of a block of 20 non-catch trials was not allowed to be more than half a second
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Spatial tasks

In the first phase of the task, participants were instructed to learn the locations of

Object-location task

the objects. To do so, an object appeared at its location and participants had to

To measure participants’ navigational skills, we asked them to do an object-location

collect it by walking over it. As soon as an object was collected, the next object would

task (paradigm was adapted from the version used in Kunz et al. (2015), using Unreal

appear. Participants had to collect every object once. In the second phase of the task

Engine 2 Runtime software, Epic Games; Figure 4). They were instructed to learn the

participants had to place an object at its location. At the beginning of a trial, one of the

locations of six objects in a virtual arena. None of these objects appeared in the rest of

six objects would appear at the most upper and central part of the screen for 2 seconds.

the experiment. Participants could navigate in the virtual arena, either using the mouse

Participants were instructed to navigate to the location, they thought the object

(virtual head direction) and the W, A, S, and D keys (walking direction: W — walking

belongs to and drop it there by pressing space. After dropping the object, participants

forwards, S — walking backwards, A — striving to the left, D — striving to the right) or the

received feedback in the form of a smiley at the most upper and central part of the

arrow keys (virtual head direction — left and right arrows; walking direction — forward

screen for 2 seconds (Figure 4). Based on the distance between the correct location

and backward arrows). The arena had a diameter of 8000 virtual distance points.

and the remembered location of the object, the smiley would change from green and
happy, to yellow and neutral, and finally to red and sad. Participants received the most
positive feedback for a distance error under 700 virtual distance points (less than 9%
of arena diameter) and the most negative for distance error over 4500 virtual distance
points (more than 56% of arena diameter). While participants received feedback in
the form of the smiley, the object appeared at its correct location. To end the trial,
participants had to collect the object by walking over it (as in the first phase of the
task). After collection, the next trial would start. The task was completely self-paced
and was ended by the experimenter after approximately 20 minutes. The score of the

2000 ms

participants was calculated by taking the average of the Euclidean distance between
the remembered and actual location of every object. The score is given in the virtual
distance points of the software.

self-paced
Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale
In the last part of the experiment, we asked participants to fill out the Santa Barbara
Sense of Direction Scale (Hegarty, 2002). The SBSOD is a self-referential questionnaire

2000 ms

about navigational abilities. Participants completed the questionnaire on a computer.
The 15 Likert-type questions were subsequently presented at the centre of the screen
(questions were text objects with font size 30). Participants could take as much time

self-paced

as they wanted per question. Under each question was a 7-point scale reaching from
‘strongly agree’ (1) to ‘strongly disagree’ (7). Each number on the scale was surrounded

Figure 4 | Object-location task
After collecting every object at its correct location once, participants entered the second phase
of the object-location task (shown here). In each trial, participants were first shown an image
of the object they had to remember. The object was shown at the top of the screen for 2000
ms. Afterwards participants could freely navigate through the arena until they were at the
location they remembered the object to be in. Once the participants indicated the location, they
received feedback in the form of a smiley for 2000 ms. Depending on the distance between the
remembered location and the actual location of the object, the smiley went from happy and
green to sad and red. Here, the example shows a feedback for a neutral performance (yellow and
neutral smiley). While the smiley was presented at the top of the screen, the object appeared
at its actual location. The trial ended, when the participant collected the object from its actual
location by walking over it.

by a grey frame (frame with number in it had a size of 29 by 23 pixels). At the start of
each trial ‘1’ was within a red frame. Participants could move this red frame along the
scale with the left and right arrow keys to indicate their answer. By pressing enter, they
would confirm that the currently selected number was their final answer and the next
question would appear. When scoring participants’ answers, we reversed positive items,
so that that a higher score translated to higher self-reported navigational abilities. The
final score was the mean of all (reversed positive and non-reversed negative) items.
The task was programmed in and presented with neurobs Presentation (version 16.4,
www.neurobs.com/presentation).
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MRI Image acquisition

First-level analyses

Functional T2*-weighted and anatomical images were acquired on a Magnetom

Pre and post PVT – Representational Similarity Analysis

Prisma 3 Tesla magnetic resonance tomograph (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a

We used representational similarity analysis to measure whether the similarity

32-channel head coil. Functional images were acquired with a 4D multiband sequence

between two context objects changed as a function of distance in either 1D or 2D value

with 84 slices (multi-slice mode, interleaved), TR= 1500 ms, TE= 28 ms, flip angle= 65

space (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). To this end, we set up a GLM in which we estimated

deg, acceleration factor PE= 2, FOV= 210 mm and an isotropic voxel size of 2 mm. An

context object-specific activation by modelling the onset and duration for each

anatomical image of the brain was acquired, using a T1 sequence (MPRAGE) with TR=

context object in a separate regressor (one GLM per PVT). We only included regular

2300 ms, TE= 3.03 ms, flip angle= 8 deg , FOV= 256 x 256 x 192 mm and an isotropic

trials into these object-specific onset regressors. All catch trials were modelled in a

voxel size of 1 mm. If a time limit of 2 hours was not reached yet at the end of the

single separate regressor. Additionally, we modelled button presses with the index and

scanning session two separate phase and magnitude images were acquired in order to

middle finger in two separate regressors.

correct for distortions with a gradient field map (multiband sequence with TR= 1020

For whole-brain analyses, we used the voxel-wise output of every object-specific onset

ms, TE= 10 ms, flip angle= 45 deg and a voxel size of 3.5 x 3.5 x 2.0 mm).

regressor as input for a searchlight analysis. We included a grey-matter mask into the
searchlight, which was based on the participant-specific (downsampled) anatomical

fMRI preprocessing

scan. The searchlight had a radius of 3 voxels and was thresholded to include a minimum

Functional images of the four functional runs (one per PVT and two for the binary

of 30 grey-matter voxels. Parameter regressor estimates of every context object were

decision making task) were preprocessed with help of the FSL toolbox (version 5.0.4,

correlated with parameter regressor estimates of every other context object across

http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/). Motion correction and a high pass filter (cut-

all grey-matter voxels within a searchlight (Spearman’s correlation coefficient). The

off: 100 s) were applied to the images. The anatomical scan of each participant was

resulting correlation matrix was written back into the centre voxel of the searchlight.

downsampled to the voxel size of the functional scans (2 mm isotropic). In order to

The idea here is that the correlation matrix reflects neural similarity between the

have a common reference space for the first-level analyses, all four functional scans

context objects. We then subtracted the neural similarity of the pre-PVT from the post-

were linearly registered to the downsampled anatomical scan. After preprocessing,

PVT to calculate the change in neural similarity between context objects. Finally, we

the functional output of each run was visually examined for artefacts (e.g. distortions

could then estimate to what degree neural similarity of context objects changes as a

throughout the whole brain). Participants were automatically excluded from any

function of their distance in either 1D or 2D value space. Hence, we created similarity

further analyses of the decision making task and/or the PVTs if the number of volumes

matrices based on either distance. For the 1D distance, we calculated the difference

that had to be excluded (i.e. regressed out in the later GLM) due to artefacts or too

in expected value for each pair of context object. The expected value for each context

much movement (cut-off was 3 mm) exceeded 5% of the minimum number of volumes

object was participant-specific, in the sense that we based it on the last trial of each

of a run. As a result, two participants had to be excluded from the further analyses

context object in the binary decision making task. In more detail, we multiplied the

of the PVT and one participant had to be excluded from all analyses. One additional

probability of taking either choice (chair or lamp) with the expected value of either

participant was excluded from the analyses of the binary decision making task due to

choice and took the sum across both weighted choices. The distance in 2D value space

technical malfunctions during the recording of the logfiles. Another participant was

was calculated as the Euclidean distance between a pair of context objects. The position

excluded from further analyses of the PVTs due to not giving appropriate responses

of a context object in the 2D value space was given by the rewards it predicted for

during the cover task (no correct responses to catch trials). This led us to doubt that

either choice. To estimate the effect of either 1D and 2D distances, we correlated either

this participant paid sufficient attention during the PVT. Taken together, 30 participants

prediction matrix with the data matrix of each searchlight.

were included for further analyses of the PVTs and 32 participants were included for

For the ROI-analyses, we used each ROI as one searchlight. ROIs were based on MNI

further analyses of the binary decision making task. For all participants we included the

anatomical space. Therefore, the parameter regressor estimates of each context

movement parameters into all first-level GLMs and if necessary additional regressors

object (for both the pre- and post-PVT) were translated into MNI space. Subsequently,

for each volume that had clear visual artefacts (on average 2.5 volumes with artefacts

parameter regressor estimates of each context object were correlated with the

per run sd= 5.5).

parameter regressor estimates of every other context object across all voxels within
an ROI. The rest of steps were in line with whole-brain analyses. However, additionally
we introduced a multiple linear regression which included as predictors as constant
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term, distances in 1D value space, distances in 2D value space and an interaction term

expected value of the chosen option and the unchosen option given the current

between the two. This allowed us to control for shared variance between the two types

alpha (expected valueContext X,n+1 = expected valueContext X,n +α*(OutcomeContext X,n) - expected

of predictors.

valueContext

)) and the context-dependent probability of the choice (pChosen,Context

X,n

(

expected valueChosen,Context X

)

X

=

To further establish the neural effects of distance coding in 1D and 2D value space, we

exp
b
		
expected valueChosen,Context X
exp
+exp
		
b

complemented the RSA analysis with a univariate analysis that leveraged repetition

highest probability for every participant and took the group average of these winning

suppression (fMRI adaptation analysis). To this end, we set up a GLM for each PVT in

temperatures (mean beta= 2.6667). Fixing the temperature for all participants was a

which we set up a regressor for each possible pairing of context objects. In more detail,

compromise between taking the temperature into account and reducing the number

a regressor that for example models the pairing context object X – context object Y

of parameters for later analyses. Subsequently, we run our model again for every

would contain the onset and duration of every presentation of context object Y under

participant with 50 binned learning rates between 0 and 1 and a set temperature of

the condition that it was directly preceded by context object X. The idea here was that

the winning group average from the first round of modelling. For every participant, we

the univariate activity changes from pre-to post as a function of distance in either 1D or

chose the learning rate with the highest probability given the participant-specific data.

2D value space. If an object is preceded by an object it has a low distance to, the activity

This allowed us to estimate for every participant on a trial-by-trial basis the context-

should be lower than when preceded by an object with a high distance. This is based

dependent expected value of the chosen and unchosen option and their probability.

on the idea of fMRI repetition suppression, in which activity should be suppressed the

We used the estimated context-dependent expected value of the chosen and unchosen

greater the representational overlap between the current item and its predecessor

option to model our fMRI data. In detail, we included the difference between the

(Barron et al., 2016; Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Kjelstrup et al., 2008). Additionally,

context-dependent expected value of the chosen and unchosen option as a parametric

we added regressors for catch trials of every context object and a regressor each

regressor on a trial-by-trial basis into our first-level GLM. This value regressor was

for responses with the index and middle finger. For the subsequent ROI analyses, we

modelled at the time point and with the duration of the presentation of each context

transformed the whole-brain output of the parameter regressor estimates of each

object during free-choice trials. The value regressor was demeaned so that it was

pair regressor into MNI space. We then calculated the mean response across all ROI

orthogonal to an onset regressor that we added for all context object presentations

voxels per parameter regressor estimates. To control for general different univariate

during free-choice trials. We also included into the GLM an onset regressor for context

responses of each context object we grouped all ROI regressor estimates where a

object presentation during forced-choice trials, an expected value regressor for the

context-object was the successor and subtracted the mean response. For all following

forced-choice, two separate regressors for both possible button presses, two separate

analyses steps, we looked at the effects of both the demeaned and non-demeaned

regressors for the feedback of free-choice and forced-choice trials and two regressors

ROI regressor estimates. Importantly, we had one parameter regressor estimates per

for the learning trials and the feedback of the learning trials. We estimated the effect

direction of each pair of context objects (X followed by Y and Y followed by X). We took

for every participant for the context-dependent chosen minus unchosen values by

the average of these two ROI regressor estimates to have a single estimation of the

creating a contrast where the free-choice value regressor was set to 1 and all other

effect per pair. We then subtracted these averaged ROI parameter regressor estimates

regressors to 0. We set up a GLM for each functional run of the binary decision making

of the pre-PVT from the post-PVT. As a final step, we could then correlate this post-pre

task. We calculated the final effect per participant as the mean of the outputs of the

ROI data matrix with both distances in 1D and 2D value space, akin to the RSA analysis.

two GLMs.

Binary decision making task

Second-level analyses

To model the fMRI data, we first estimated participant-specific behavioural parameters

For whole-brain analyses, we used a one-sample permutation test. Output images

from the binary decision making task. For this purpose, we used a Rescorla-Wagner

from the first level analyses were entered as input, as well a whole-brain mask which

Model and a soft-max equation on the free-choice trials of the binary decision making

only included voxels where all participants had an entry. 10000 random sign flips

task. We first did a grid search for every participant with every possible combination

were performed to estimate the null distribution. We used threshold-free cluster

of 20 binned learning rates (alpha) between 0 and 1 and 15 binned temperatures

enhancement and corrected for multiple comparison with family-wise error rate

(beta) between 0 and 15. We estimated on a trial-by-trial basis the context-dependent

(pFWE< 0.05).

Pre and post PVT – Adaptation Analysis
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covariates. Therefore, we used a non-permuted one sample t-test to test for effects
of covariates (e.g. memory scores). We entered the output images from the first-level
and the covariate as input for this analysis. We corrected for multiple comparison with
family-wise error rate (pFWE< 0.05).
For the ROI analyses we had one entry per participant per test and used a simple one
sample t-test.

100

% mean optimal choices

This method for whole-brain analyses did not allow us to enter between-subject

Mapping context-dependent value structures in the hippocampal-orbitofrontal system

Regions of interest

Participants’

90

dependent value differences between
70

chosen and unchosen options. We
performed

60

40

atlas

linear

which we included the trial-wise
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31

n bin of 10 free choice trials

expected value for both the chosen
and unchosen option as regressors,
separately. We found a speeding

Figure 5 | Optimal choice behaviour rapidly
increases over the course of the binary decision
making task
Mean optimal choice behaviour was averaged
for every bin of 10 free-choice trials across all
participants. A trial was counted as optimal choice
behaviour if a participant chose the option that
led to the higher reward under the given context
object of that trial. Mean optimal choice behaviour
in the first bin was 48% and above 80% for every
bin after the 4th bin (around 1/8th of the task).

hippocampus and OFC, respectively. Our hippocampus mask was based on the
structural

participant-wise

regressions for reaction times in

50

the binary decision making task and the PVT blocks. We selected one mask for the
subcortical

during

positively influenced by the context-

80

Based on our hypotheses, we used a-priori defined ROIs for the analyses of both

Harvard-Oxford

performance

the binary decision making task was

(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/

Atlases). Included voxels had to fulfil two criteria: a minimum probability of 25% to
be hippocampus voxels and no higher probability to belong to a region other than the
hippocampus. Our OFC mask was based on the mask created by Kahnt et al. (2012) with
unsupervised clustering techniques in fMRI.
We also created functional ROIs for the PVTs based on the results from the binary
decision making task. The idea here was, to directly link areas within the hippocampus

effect for increasing chosen values
(T(29)= -6.5065, p< 0.0001, Figure 6A)
and a slowing effect for the size of
the unchosen value (T(29)= 9.2575, p<
0.0001, Figure 6A). Furthermore, the
speeding effect of the chosen value
was significantly different from the
slowing effect of the unchosen value

and OFC that code for value structures during decision making with potential uni- and

chosen minus unchosen values effect (small volume corrected, pFWE< 0.05). For some
exploratory analyses we also defined clusters as ROIs that were modulated by the
same effect and survived whole-brain correction (see Results section).

Results
Reaction times and optimal choice behaviour are modulated by context-dependent value differences of chosen and unchosen options
Participants performed the binary decision making task successfully. On average
84.30% (sd= 10.10) of participants chose the higher rewarded option per trial.
Participants showed a rapid increase in performance. When evaluating average
performance of participants every bin of 10 free-choice trials, we saw an average
optimal choice behaviour of 48.13% in the first bin and a minimum optimal choice
behaviour of 80% after the fourth bin – around 1/8 of all free-choice trials (Figure 5).
th
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multi-dimensional value map coding. We defined functional ROIs in the hippocampus
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Figure 6 | Influence of chosen value and unchosen value on reaction time and optimal choice
behaviour
(A) A participant-wise linear regression for reaction time was performed, with expected value
of chosen and unchosen as separate regressors. Expected value of chosen option had a negative
(i.e. speeding) effect on reaction times (T(29)= -6.5065, p< 0.0001), whereas expected value of the
unchosen option had a positive (i.e. slowing) effect on reaction times (T(29)= 9.2575, p< 0.0001).
The difference between the effect of expected value of chosen and unchosen was significant
(T(29)= -9.8011, p< 0.0001).
(B) A participant-wise multinomial linear regression for optimal choice behaviour was performed,
with expected value of chosen and unchosen as separate regressors. Participants likelihood to
choose the higher rewarded option over the lower rewarded option increased with the chosen
value (T(29)= 2.8070, p= 0.0086) and decreased with the unchosen value (T(29)= -2.9721, p=
0.0057). The difference between the effect of chosen and unchosen value on optimal choice
behaviour was significant (T(29)= 2.9019, p< 0.0068).
Dots represent single participant values. Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
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A

(T(29)= -9.8011, p< 0.0001, Figure 6A). We additionally performed participant-wise
multinomial linear regressions for optimal choice behaviour in which we included
the trial-wise expected value for both the chosen and unchosen option as regressors,
separately. Participants likelihood to choose the higher rewarded option over the lower
rewarded option increased with the chosen value (T(29)= 2.8070, p= 0.0086, Figure 6B)
and decreased with the unchosen value (T(29)= -2.9721, p= 0.0057, Figure 6B). The
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increase in optimal choice behaviour caused by the chosen value was significantly
different to the decrease in optimal choice behaviour caused by the unchosen value

B

(T(29)= 2.9019, p< 0.0068, Figure 6B).

Context-dependent choice-reward contingencies are tracked in the hippocampus and OFC
As a first step in our fMRI analyses, we wanted to test whether activity in the hippoduring the binary decision making task. We modelled fMRI data during the presentation
of the context objects on a trial-by-trial basis with participant-specific expected value
differences between chosen and unchosen values. According to our hypothesis, we
found that activity in both the OFC and hippocampus was modulated by the difference
between chosen and unchosen values (both small volume corrected pFWE< 0.05, Figure
7 and Supplementary Table 1).
We tested whether peak voxel activity in either ROI correlated with navigational
abilities of the participants. We assessed navigational abilities with the help of an
object-location task and the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale (SBSOD), which
participants completed after their scanning session. We included a constant term,
the mean placement error of the object-location task and the score of the SBSOD,
as well as an interaction term of the two into a multiple linear regression. Only the
hippocampal peak voxel showed a significant effect (R2= 0.2781, F(2,29)= 3.5950
p= 0.0258), which seemed to be mainly driven by the mean placement error in the
object-location task. We subsequently did two post-hoc correlations with only the
SBSOD score and the mean placement error of the object-location task, respectively.
Only the mean placement error of the object-location task was significantly related
to peak voxel activity in the hippocampus (r= 0.4290, p= 0.0143, Figure 7C).
Additionally, we ran a whole-brain analysis for an effect of context-dependent chosen
minus unchosen values. We found two clusters, which extended the previously
found bilateral OFC clusters into the insular cortex (among other areas, Figure 8 and
Supplementary Table 1). An additional cluster was found, overlapping with several
medial frontal areas, including the superior frontal gyrus and the anterior cingulate
gyrus (Figure 8 and for a full list see Supplementary Table 1 )
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campus and the OFC is modulated by context-dependent choice-reward contingencies
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Figure 7 | Context-dependent chosen minus unchosen values modulation in the OFC and
hippocampus
(A) Modulation of activity in the OFC by context-dependent chosen minus unchosen values.
Bilateral clusters depicted survived small volume correction (pFWE< 0.05, left cluster peak
T(31)= -6.586, right cluster peak T(31)= -5.870). Both clusters showed a negative effect, meaning
higher activity for a smaller difference between chosen and unchosen values. Coordinates for
the peak voxels are given in MNI space. Image is masked for OFC voxels; see lighter area for
outline of ROI. For more information, see Supplementary Table 1.
(B) Modulation of activity in the hippocampus by context-dependent chosen minus unchosen
values. Bilateral clusters depicted survived small volume correction (pFWE< 0.05, left cluster
peak T(31)= 6.402, right cluster peak T(31)= 4.244). Both showed a positive effect, meaning higher
activity for a bigger difference between chosen and unchosen values. Coordinates for the peak
voxels are given in MNI space. Image is masked for hippocampal voxels; see lighter area for
outline of ROI. For more information, see Supplementary Table 1.
(C) Hippocampal peak voxel (see B) correlation with mean placement error in the objectlocation task. Parameter estimates contrast effect was extracted for every participant from
the hippocampal peak voxel of the context-dependent chosen minus unchosen values effect.
The participant-specific peak voxel effect correlated positively with the participant-specific
mean placement error in the object-location task (r= 0.4290, p= 0.0143). This means, the worse
participants’ average performance in the object-location task the higher the modulation of
hippocampal peak voxel activity by context-dependent chosen minus unchosen values during
the binary decision making task. Placement errors in the object-location task were measured
with the Euclidean distance between the actual location of an object in the virtual arena and its
remembered location (units are in virtual distance points).
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1.4236, p= 0.1652), when exploring the data a bit further. Again, this effect vanished
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orbitofrontal cortex
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left insular cortex/
orbitofrontal cortex
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superior frontal gyrus/ anterior cingulate gyrus
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Figure 8 | Context-dependent chosen minus unchosen values modulation on whole-brain level
Clusters modulated by context-dependent chosen minus unchosen values. All clusters depicted
survived whole-brain correction (pFWE< 0.05, left insular/OFC cluster peak T(31)= -7.091, right
insular/OFC cluster peak T(31)= -6.401, superior frontal gyrus/ACC cluster peak T(31)= -6.728). All
clusters showed a negative effect, meaning higher activity for a smaller difference between
chosen and unchosen values. Coordinates of peak voxels are given in MNI space. Image is
thresholded for whole-brain pFWE< 0.05. For more information, see Supplementary Table 1.

No significant effects for distances in 2D value space in the hippocampus
We asked whether the neural pattern similarity of pairs of context objects in the
hippocampus changes as a function of either distances in 1D or 2D value space. To
bridge task-relevant activity and pre-post PVT representational similarity analysis
(RSA) effects, we included voxels that were already significantly modulated (pFWE< 0.05
svc in the hippocampus) by context-dependent chosen minus unchosen values during

correlation with distances in 2D value space

when controlling for the baseline pre-PVT block.
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Figure 9 | Correlation of distances in 2D value space with neural pattern activity in the
hippocampus
Correlation of distances in 2D value space with neural pattern similarity of anatomically defined
hippocampus voxels. The ROI was used as one searchlight for the pre- and post-PVT. Within the
searchlight, neural activity of each context object was correlated with the neural activity of
every other context object. Pairwise neural similarity in the post-block showed a trend effect for
a positive correlation with 2D distances in value space (T= 1.7656, p= 0.0880). For illustration
purposes, the mean correlation is also shown for the pre-block and the change in similarity from
pre- to post-block. Dots represent single participant values. Error bars show the standard error
of the mean.

the binary decision making task into a functional ROI. We found neither an effect for

As an additional control, we tested a 2D value effect in the hippocampus with an

distances in 2D value space (T(29)= 0.5862, p= 0.5623), nor distances in 1D value space

adaptation analysis. Accordingly, univariate activity of an object should become lower

(T(29)= 0.1121, p= 0.9115).

the more of a neural representation it shares with the preceding object (Barron et al.,
2016; Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Kjelstrup et al., 2008). It is important to note that we

We also tested whether neural pattern similarity between context objects in the whole

added this control analysis post-hoc, thus the randomization of the PVT blocks was not

hippocampus was modulated by either distances in 1D or 2D value space. Therefore, we

optimized for this type of analysis. In more detail, not every object preceded every

repeated the analyses from the functionally defined ROI for an anatomically defined

other object equally amount of times, as would be ideal for adaptation analysis (as

ROI. Again we found no significant effect, neither for distances in 1D value space (T(29)=

you measure the effect of the preceding object presentation on the current object

1.3417, p= 0.1901) nor in 2D value space (T(29)= 1.3545, p= 0.1860). However it is worth

presentation). A 2D value effect could also not be found with an adaptation analysis in

noting, that we found a trend effect in the post-PVT block for distances in 2D value

the anatomically defined hippocampus, neither for post (T(29)= 0.9817, p= 0.3343) nor

space (T(29)= 1.7656, p= 0.0880, Figure 9) but not for distances in 1D value space (T(29)=

for post minus pre (T(29)= 0.4198, p= 0.6778). The same was true when correcting for
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mean activation of every context object for both post (T(29)= 0.9284, p= 0.3609) and

a different change in neural similarity than pairs of objects with different optimal

post minus pre (T(29)= 0.5503, p= 0.5863).

choices. We found neither an effect in the anatomically (T(29)= 1.0078, p= 0.6238), nor

Lastly, we controlled whether pairs of objects that share the same optimal choice have

functionally defined OFC (T(29)= 0.4958, p= 0.156).

a different change in neural similarity than pairs of objects with different optimal

of context objects in the OFC changes as a function of either distances in 1D or 2D
value space. We were particularly interested in whether voxels show an effect that
are already significantly modulated (pFWE< 0.05 svc in the OFC) by context-dependent
chosen minus unchosen values. Therefore, we repeated the same analysis logic we
applied for the hippocampus for the functional defined ROI in the OFC. We found a
significant effect for distances in 1D value space (T(29)= 2.9803, p= 0.0058, Figure 10),
but not for 2D value space (T(29)= -0.4161, p= 0.6804). The effect for distances in 1D
value space was positive, meaning the greater the distance between pairs of context
objects the greater their increase in neural similarity. To control for shared variance
between both models, we included a constant term, the distances in 1D and 2D value

1
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space and an additional interaction term between the two as predictors in a multiple
linear regression. This control analysis showed that the effect for distances in 1D value

A

distances in 2D value space.
We repeated this analysis for an anatomically defined OFC ROI to test whether the
effect extends beyond the previously functionally defined ROI in the OFC. We found
the same pattern of results in the anatomically defined ROI, with a significant effect for
distances in 1D value space (T(29)= 2.5057, p= 0.0181, Figure 10), but not in 2D value
space (T(29)= -0.4740, p= 0.6391). However, the effect for distances in 1D value space
did not survive when controlling for shared variance with distances in 2D value space
as described above (T(29)= 1.3676, p= 0.1819).
As an additional control, we tested whether we could replicate the effect with an
adaptation analysis (see details above). Based on the previous RSA effect of 1D value
space, univariate activity of an object should be lower if it was preceded by an object
that is far away in 1D value space compared to close by. We could replicate the finding

correlation with distances in 1D value space

space survived (T(29)= 2.2032, p= 0.0357) when controlling for shared variance with
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of an effect for distances in 1D value space in the functional ROI in the OFC (T(29)=
-2.1525, p= 0.0398), but not in the anatomically defined OFC (T(29)= -0.8348, p= 0.3603).
However, when correcting for the overall mean activation of each context object, there
was neither an effect in the functional ROI in the OFC (T(29)= -1.4267, p= 0.3219), nor in

0.8

(B) Correlation of distances in0.6
1D value space with
changes
in neural pattern ac0.4
tivity in the anatomically de0.2
fined OFC
ROI. The ROI was
used as one searchlight for
the pre-0 and post-PVT. Within the-0.2
searchlight, neural activity of each context object
-0.4
was correlated
with the neural activity of every other
-0.6
context object. This change
in pairwise
neural similar-0.8
pre was post
ity from pre to post
positively correlated with
1D distances in value space
(T(29)= 2.5057, p= 0.0181).

For illustration purposes, the mean correlation is also shown for the pre- and post-block,
respectively. Dots represent single participant values. Error bars show the standard error of the
mean.

the anatomically defined OFC (T(29)= -0.4732, p= 0.6396).
Lastly, we controlled whether pairs of objects that share the same optimal choice have
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Next to the hippocampus, we tested whether the neural pattern similarity of pairs

Figure 10 | Correlation of
distances
in 1D value space
B
with changes in neural
pattern activity in the OFC
(A) Correlation of distances in 1D value space with
0.8
changes in neural pattern
similarity
0.6 in the functionally
defined OFC ROI. The ROI included0.4
OFC voxels that were
significantly modulated by
0.2
context-dependent chosen
minus 0 unchosen
values
during the binary decision
-0.2
making
task (pFWE< 0.05).
The ROI
was used as one
-0.4
searchlight for the pre- and
-0.6 Within the searchpost-PVT.
light, neural activity of each
-0.8
context
object waspre
correlat- post
ed with the neural activity
of every other context object. This change in pairwise
neural similarity from pre
B post was positively corto
related with 1D distances in
value space (T(29)= 2.9803, p=
0.0058).

correlation with distances in 1D value space

Orbitofrontal cortex represents a one-dimensional value map

A

correlation with distances in 1D value space

choices. We found neither an effect in the anatomically (T(29)= -0.1306, p= 0.8970), nor
functionally defined hippocampus (T(29)= 0.0319, p= 0.9748).
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in the hippocampus. Although we report T and p stats in this section, we will not discuss

Whole-brain analyses for distance coding in 2D and 1D value space yielded no effects

significance since it is not informative in exploratory analyses. We added confidence

that survived correction, respectively (pFWE< 0.05, see Supplementary Figure 6 and

intervals (CI) and standard deviation to give a clearer picture about effect sizes of the

Supplementary Figure 7 for unthresholded whole-brain maps).

tests.

mean placement error in 2D value space

Effects for distance in 1D and 2D value space on whole-brain level

4

3

2

Relationship

Contrasting high and low distances of 1D and 2D value space

between naviga-

We originally tested for parametric coding of distances in 1D and 2D value space in the

tional abilities

hippocampus and OFC. We wanted to extend these analyses by exploring the effects

and remembering

of contrasting high and low distances in 1D and 2D value space. For this purpose, we

locations in 2D

performed a median-split for either type of distances. The idea was to test whether the

value space

change in similarity from pre- to post-PVT would be different for pairs of objects with

We
1
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Figure 11 | Correlation of mean placement error in 2D value
space with mean placement error in the object-location task
Mean placement error of context objects in 2D value space
was positively correlated with mean placement error in an
independent object-location task (r= 0.3679, p= 0.0352)
across participants. Placement errors in 2D value space were
measured with the Euclidean distance between the actual
location of an object and its remembered location. Placement
errors in the object-location task were measured with the
Euclidean distance between the actual location of an object
in the virtual arena and its remembered location (units are in
virtual distance points).

tested

whether

high distances vs. pairs of objects with low distances between them.

there is a relationship

The strongest, but still weak evidence for an effect of distances in 2D value space was in

between

navigational

the anatomically defined ROI in the hippocampus (T(29)= 1.4171, sd= 0.0158, p= 0.1671,

abilities and recall ac-

CI= [-0.0018 0.0100], Supplementary Figure 8B). This effect was extensively weaker in

curacy of locations in 2D

the functionally defined ROI in the hippocampus (T(29)= 0.1495, sd= 0.0312, p= 0.8822,

value space. This was

CI= [-0.0108 0.0125], Supplementary Figure 8D). The effect in the anatomically defined

motivated by the hy-

hippocampus seems to be driven by a greater increase in similarity for pairs of objects

pothesis, that the neural

with a high distance compared to pairs of objects with a low distance.

mechanisms underlying

There was neither strong evidence for an effect of distances in 1D value space

spatial navigation and

in the anatomically (T(29)= 0. 1812, sd= 0.0111, p= 0.8575, CI= [-0. 0038 0.0045],

the representation of an

Supplementary Figure 8A), nor in the functionally defined ROI in the hippocampus

abstract 2D value space

(T(29)= -0.2709, sd= 0.0216, p= 0.7884, CI= [-0.0091 0.0070], Supplementary Figure 8C).

are at least similar, if

Exploratory analyses suggest a strong effect of distances in 1D value space in the

not shared. To this end,

anatomically defined ROI in the OFC (T(29)= 2.1839, sd= 0.0123, p= 0.0372, CI=

we used a multiple lin-

[0.0003 0.0095], Supplementary Figure 9A) and to a weaker extent in the functionally

ear regression with a constant term, the scores from the SBSOD, mean placement error

defined ROI in the OFC (T(29)= 1.5855, sd= 0.0173 , p= 0.1237, CI= [-0.0015 0.0115],

in the object-location task and an interaction term between the two as predictors for

Supplementary Figure 9C). The effect seems to be driven by a greater increase in

the mean placement error in 2D value space (R2= 0.1862, F= 2.2113, p= 0.1081). We

similarity for pairs of objects with a high distance compared to pairs of objects with a

performed two post-hoc tests, correlating the mean placement error in 2D value space

low distance. We found no strong evidence for an effect of distances in 2D value space

with both, the SBSOD scores (r= -0.1507, p= 0.4025) and mean placement error in the

in either the anatomically (T(29)= -1.1329, sd= 0.0129 p= 0.2665, CI= [-0.0075, 0.0022],

object-location task (r= 0.3679, p= 0.0352, Figure 11). This suggests that if there is

Supplementary Figure 9B) or functionally defined ROI in the OFC (T(29)= 0.1325, sd=

a relationship between navigational abilities and recall accuracy of locations in 2D

0.174, p= 0.8955, CI= [-0.0061 0.0069], Supplementary Figure 9D).

value space, it is stronger for objective measurements, than self-reported navigational

These results are in line with the originally planned parametric analyses of distance

abilities.

effects in 1D and 2D value space (see above). Overall effects for distances in 1D value
space in the OFC are most convincing. There was no strong evidence for distance coding

Exploratory Analyses

in 2D value space in the hippocampus.

We wanted to expand our analyses by exploring the dataset beyond our a-priori
hypotheses. This gave us the opportunity to create new theories and to discuss possible

Inter-individual differences in representing distances in 1D and 2D value space

explanations for lacking evidence for a robust distance coding effect in 2D value space

Since we did not find any strong evidence for a neural representation of distances in
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2D value space, we wanted to explore whether this might be due to inter-individual

Coding of distances in 1D and 2D value space in binary decision making task related

differences. In detail, we were interested whether data suggest that inter-individual

regions

differences in representing distances in 2D value space is related to inter-individual

For our original analyses of distance coding in 1D and 2D value space we defined

differences in other parameters. A high variability in representing distances in 2D

functional ROIs in the hippocampus and OFC. The functional ROIs were defined

value space could be an explanation for the lack of strong evidence thereof. Based

by voxels that were significantly (small volume corrected) modulated by context-

on this idea, we explored whether representation of distances in 2D value space

dependent chosen minus unchosen values during the binary decision making task.

correlated with mean placement error in 2D value space. In a nutshell, we explored,

Here, we extended the analyses into ROIs that were defined by the same contrast and

whether being able to place objects at their correct location in 2D value space could be

survived whole-brain correction (Figure 8 and Supplementary Table 1). We combined

related to the accuracy of how well distances are represented in the neural code. We

the two lateral clusters into one exploratory ROI. This ROI extended from the OFC

did so in both, functionally and anatomically defined ROIs in the hippocampus and OFC.

into (amongst others) the insular cortex. As a second exploratory ROI, we used the

Additionally, we also correlated distances in 1D value space with the mean placement

more medial frontal cluster, covering among others the ACC and paracingulate gyrus.

error in 2D value space as a control. Finally, we performed a whole-brain analyses in

We repeated the pre-post RSA analyses for effects of 1D and 2D distances in value

which we tested the effect of mean placement error in 2D value space by adding it as

space in these two separate ROIs. The analysis steps were the same as described for

a covariate. We tested the effect of this covariate for both, correlation with distances

the functionally and anatomically defined ROIs in the hippocampus and OFC. Results

in 1D and 2D value space with changes in neural similarity from pre to post. None of

show a strong effect for coding of distances in 1D (T(29)= 2.6153, sd= 0.3000, p= 0.0140,

the ROI analyses showed a strong effect of mean placement error in 2D value space

CI= [0.0312 0.2552] ) but not 2D (T(29)= 1.4606, sd= 0.2859, p= 0.1551, CI= [-0.0305

(Supplementary Table 2, Supplementary Figure 10 and Supplementary Figure 11).

0.1830]) value space in the medial frontal ROI (Supplementary Figure 18A & B). There

Neither were there particularly strong effects on whole-brain level (Supplementary

was no convincing evidence for coding of distances in either 1D (T(29)= 1.1738, sd=

Figure 12 and Supplementary Figure 13).

0.3562, p= 0.2500, CI= [-0.0567 0.2093]) nor 2D (T(29)= 0.2693, sd= 0.3207, p= 0.7896,

We further explored the data by repeating all of the analyses described above, but

CI= [-0.1040 0.1355] ) value space in the bi-lateral frontal ROI (Supplementary Figure

replacing mean placement error in 2D value space with optimal choice behaviour

18C & D).

(the percentage of choices for the higher rewarded option; Supplementary Table
2, Supplementary Figure 14 and Supplementary Figure 15). The idea here was, that

Relationship between decision making and other behavioural parameters

the representation of a 2D value space is based on differences between the context

We explored whether navigational abilities were related to performances during the

objects of the binary decision making task. Differences in context-based decision

binary decision making task. To this end we set up two multilinear regressions with a

making might lead to different representation of the distances between these context

constant term, the scores from the SBSOD, scores from the object-location task and an

objects. We found the strongest indication for such an effect in the functionally

interaction term between the two as predictors for either learning rate (R2= 0.0723,

defined hippocampus (Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Figure 14D).

F= 0.7536, p= 0.5293) or percentage of choices for the higher rewarded option (R2=

Supplementary Figure 14D shows that participants who chose less often the higher

0.0289, F= 0.2880, p= 0.8336). Neither test shows any strong indication that there

rewarded option tended to have a negative effect of distance coding in 2D value space

is a relationship between navigational abilities and performance during the binary

in the hippocampus. The effect for participants who chose the higher rewarded option

decision making task.

more frequently tended to show the opposite effect, in that the pairs of objects seem

Furthermore, we explored whether remembering accurately context-dependent

to become more similar, the higher the distance in 2D value space was. There were

reward contingencies was related to performance during the binary decision making

no particularly strong effects of optimal choice behaviour on distance coding in 1D

task. We used a constant term, learning rate, percentage of trials in which the higher

value space or 2D value space on whole-brain level (Supplementary Figure 16 and

rewarded option was chosen and an interaction term between the two as predictor

Supplementary Figure 17).

in two multilinear regressions for the performance in the recognition memory task
(R2= 0.0666, F= 0.6900, p= 0.5655) and the mean placement error in 2D value space
rate (R2= 0.1190, F= 1.3053, p= 0.2916), respectively. Neither test shows any strong
indication that there is a relationship between performance during the binary decision
making task and remembering accurately context-dependent reward contingencies.
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average placement error in an object-location task as a proxy for navigational abilities.
Previous studies have demonstrated a high involvement of the hippocampus in these

We set out to test complementary roles of the OFC and hippocampus in representing

types of virtual navigation tasks (Doeller et al., 2010; Guderian et al., 2015; Kaplan

values. During the decision making task, hippocampal activity was positively modu-

et al., 2012). Surprisingly, we found a negative relationship between navigational

lated by context-dependent differences between chosen and unchosen values.

abilities and the size of the context-dependent value effect in the hippocampus. A

Interestingly, this contextual value modulation in the hippocampus was negatively

recent patient study has found a positive relationship between model-based decision

related to navigational abilities across participants. We found no evidence for a 2D

making and navigational abilities that seemed to be only present in controls that have

value map representation in the hippocampus from before (pre session) to after (post

an intact hippocampus (Vikbladh et al., 2019). Interestingly, we also found a positive

session) the decision making task.

relationship between navigational abilities and memory for context-dependent

The OFC showed the opposite activity pattern of the hippocampus during the

reward contingencies (Figure 11). It is important to note however, that we did not test

decision making task. Activity in the OFC was negatively modulated by context-

for model-based decision making and have no direct measurement of hippocampal

dependent differences between chosen and unchosen values. Furthermore, we found

activity during the navigation test in our participants. Nevertheless, our results

a multivariate value effect after (post session) compared to before (pre session) the

indicate that the relationship between hippocampal mechanisms in navigation and in

decision making task. Neural pattern similarity in the OFC changed with the difference

value-based decision making might be more complex than previously thought. One

in the global expected value between context objects. However, this effect was in the

interesting speculation is that hippocampal recruitment in context-dependent value

opposite direction than we expected, with context objects becoming more similar the

representation is negatively related to hippocampal recruitment in map forming

higher the difference in global expected values.

of environments or even model-based decision making. To further speculate, such
a finding might speak to important inter-individual difference in the recruitment of

The hippocampus tracks context-dependent values during, but not after

hippocampal mechanisms like functional specialization across participants. This idea

decision making

is also exciting in the light of our exploratory analysis that indicated inter-individual

We found evidence for a positive modulation of the context-dependent difference

differences of a 2D value map representation in the functional hippocampal ROI.

between chosen and unchosen values in the bilateral hippocampus. We suspect that

Optimal decision making was positively related with 2D value map representations.

the hippocampus might signal here context-dependent value gains of the chosen over

When looking closer, it seems that participants with less optimal choice behaviour

the unchosen choice. We know from contextual fear conditioning paradigms, that

represented a 2D value map via pattern completion (smaller distance in 2D value map

the hippocampus can perform context evaluation in the sense that it shows higher

results in higher neural similarity); whereas participants with more optimal decision

activity to negative contexts (i.e. associated with a negative outcome) than neutral or

behaviour represented a 2D value map via pattern separation (smaller distance in 2D

safe contexts (Alvarez et al., 2008; Maren et al., 2013; Marschner et al., 2008; Phillips

value map results in lower neural similarity). Importantly, this exploratory analysis

& LeDoux, 1992). Our results extend these findings by demonstrating a much more

was based on a non-significant hippocampal value map effect and we did not have

fine-grained context-dependent value modulation in the hippocampus that is based

any prior hypothesis about this relationship. Nevertheless, these patterns of results

on active decision making and not passive fear conditioning. Furthermore, our results

accentuate the possibility that inter-individual differences might play a critical role in

expand on previous findings that show a critical role of the hippocampus during model-

cognitive mapping, especially how and for what functions a cognitive map might be

based decision making (Bornstein & Daw, 2013; Shohamy & Daw, 2015; Vikbladh et

formed and utilized.

al., 2019). The idea here is, that the hippocampus represents task contingencies and
successor representations that are used to enable flexible decision making, especially

As mentioned above, our experiment resulted in a lack of clear evidence for a 2D value

in multi-step decision making tasks (Stachenfeld et al., 2017). Our results show that

map in the hippocampus (or anywhere else in the brain). To explore the possibility of

the hippocampus might also code for context-dependent differences in expected value

power issues, we performed a median split of object pairs based on their distances in

between possible options or successors.

2D value space and compared the change in neural similarity between high and low

Based on our main goal to test for a transfer of hippocampal navigational mechanisms

distance object pairs. Here, we also found no indication of distance coding of a 2D

to value representation, we correlated the context-dependent value effect in the

value space in the hippocampus. One simple explanation for this lack of evidence might

hippocampal peak voxel with navigational abilities across participants. We used

be that the hippocampus does not represent complex value structures in a map like
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form. This line of thinking would support the idea that the previously demonstrated

OFC is functionally connected to the ACC and insular cortex, especially during the

hippocampal coding of abstract maps is based on the continuous sensory features of

processing of reward (Zald et al., 2014). Surprisingly and incongruent with a vast

the axes of these maps (e.g. change in tone frequency or change of leg length of a

amount of literature, we did not find any significant value effect during the decision

visual bird stimuli). However, we still think this explanation is less likely given that the

making task in the medial OFC (FitzGerald et al., 2009; Hare et al., 2008; Noonan et

hippocampus has been shown to also represent abstract maps that e.g. are based on

al., 2010; Rangel et al., 2008; Rushworth et al., 2011; Rushworth & Behrens, 2008).

discrete transition probabilities between stimuli (Garvert et al., 2017). What is unique

We speculate that this absence of evidence might be (at least partially) due to

to our study, however, is that there is no need for navigation or transitions between

participant’s fast acquisition of optimal choice behaviour. As can be seen in Figure

stimuli. In previous studies participants either navigated the abstract map actively by

5, participants’ optimal choice behaviour was above 80% after already 1/8th of all

changing the configuration of sensory stimuli or passively by being presented with a

free-choice trials. Given that the medial OFC is especially known in coding expected

transition structure between stimuli (Constantinescu et al., 2016; Garvert et al., 2017;

values of a stimulus, the difference between chosen and unchosen values might not

Theves et al., 2019). In our study, however, there was no form of experienced transition

be a good predictor for such a modulation if choice behaviour is extremely biased

structures (neither continuous nor discrete) between stimuli. If an experienced (active

towards one option (Rushworth et al., 2011).

or passive) transition structure of an abstract map is a precondition for hippocampal
involvement, this might be an important restriction as to what type of functions

We did however specifically test for coding of a global expected value in our pre-

cognitive mapping can be applied to. Lastly, this would be in line with the recently

and post-blocks of the picture viewing task. We modelled the expected value of a

proposed idea that the main function of the hippocampus is to form a predictive map

context by incorporating both choice values, but weighted by the bias or probability

that allows to make judgements about transition probabilities to future states from the

to take one option over the other. We found that multivariate pattern similarity in

current state (Stachenfeld et al., 2017).

both an anatomical and functional ROI of the OFC changed between context objects as
a function of the difference of global expected values. In both ROIs, the neural code of

The OFC tracks context values during and after decision making

context objects became less similar (from pre- to post-PVT) the lower the difference

The fact that we found evidence for value coding of contexts in the OFC during

between global expected values. Importantly, the functional ROI we defined within

and after our binary decision making task dovetails with its known role in value-

the OFC could also be extended into a bigger cluster that extends into other areas,

based decision making (FitzGerald et al., 2009; Gottfried et al., 2003; Jocham et

especially the insular cortex. Exploratory analysis shows a much weaker effect in this

al., 2011; Padoa-Schioppa & Assad, 2006; Pelletier & Fellows, 2019; Rangel et al.,

extended cluster. This suggests that the effect within the OFC is local. We did extend

2008). During the binary decision making task the lateral OFC was negatively

this exploratory analysis to a third ROI that covers medial frontal areas like the ACC

modulated by the context-dependent difference between the chosen and unchosen

and is also based on the univariate value effect during decision making. Here, results

values (opposed to the positive modulation in the hippocampus). This effect

suggest a similar multivariate coding of context values as in the OFC.

extended into other areas known to be involved in value coding like the insular

In general, this multivariate pattern effect of expected value in the OFC nicely extends

cortex and the ACC (Doll, Duncan, et al., 2015; Preuschoff et al., 2008; Rushworth

the previously established univariate effects of global expected value in the OFC

& Behrens, 2008). Importantly, we found behavioural modulation by the context-

(FitzGerald et al., 2009). Here, we found that the OFC integrates values of multiple

dependent difference between chosen and unchosen values as well. Participants

reward contingencies within a context. This coincides with the crucial role the OFC

had a higher likelihood to respond faster and more accurate the higher the expected

has in integrating values from multi-attribute stimuli (J. D. Howard & Kahnt, 2017;

value difference between chosen and unchosen objects. These behavioural patterns

Pelletier & Fellows, 2019). Additionally, our results show that these integrative value

support our interpretation that the lateral OFC (and other areas such as the insular

representations can be found without any active decision making or evaluating task

and ACC) does not merely code for values of different options under a context, but

component. During the PVT blocks, participants performed a visual comparison task

translate them into a context-dependent choice-difficulty signal. This is congruent

that was orthogonal to our analyses and was unrelated to value-based decision

with previous findings demonstrating that the lateral OFC (Doll, Duncan, et al.,

making. We therefore argue that information about the global expected value of a

2015; Tobler et al., 2007), ACC (Behrens et al., 2007; Rushworth & Behrens, 2008)

context is reinstated automatically in the OFC and potentially other areas such as the

and insular cortex (Preuschoff et al., 2008) are involved in coding for value-based

ACC.

uncertainty or choice probability. Furthermore, it has been shown that the lateral
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Supplementary Behavioural Control Analyses

global expected value was. This surprising pattern of results opens up the possibility
that the OFC actively tries to separate contexts that have similar value information.

We tested participant’s performance in three different domains: decision making,

If the OFC would only care about reward magnitude, we would have expected the

memory about context-dependent reward contingencies and navigational abilities. For

opposite results. A recent fMRI study however has shown compelling evidence that one

each domain, we collected two parameters. To control for inner validity, we correlated

main function of the OFC might be to represent task states (Schuck et al., 2016). In the

the parameters within each domain.

experiment, participants had to make judgements about the age (young vs. old) of two
different categories (house or face) that were visually laid on top of each other. During

Decision making

a run participants had to evaluate the age of one category until the age of the previous

We obtained two parameters from the binary decision making task to evaluate

trial did not match the current trial. In that case, participants had to start evaluating the

participants’ performance. The first parameter was percentage of free-choice trials

age of the other category. This design resulted in 16 different states that could not be

in which a participant chose the higher reward option. On average participants chose

distinguished by sensory input, but had to be inferred through the task contingencies

the higher option in 84.15% of free-choice trials (sd= 0.1034). As a second parameter

of category and value (in that case age). The authors could successfully decode these

we estimated participant’s learning rate with the help of a Rescorla-Wagner Model.

states from OFC activity during the task. We speculate that if the OFC distinguishes

Average learning rate was 0.2915 (sd= 0.2642).

between states or contexts, this might have led to something like a pattern separation

These two parameters are not independent from each other, but we performed a

effect in our pre- to post-PVT comparison. Furthermore, this idea ties back to our

correlation test as a sanity check to verify that the output from the Rescolar-Wagner

univariate finding of (what we interpret as) a context-dependent value-based difficulty

model reflected choice behaviour. As expected, the correlation was significantly

signal in the OFC during decision making. As a whole, our results suggest that the OFC

positive (r= 0.5889, p= 0.0003, Supplementary Figure 19).

signals for and distinguishes between context-dependent value similarities.

Memory performance
Conclusions

Participants completed two memory tasks about the context-dependent reward

Our aim was to test complementary roles of the hippocampus and OFC in representing

contingencies. In a first recognition test, participants had to choose a value between

values. We were particularly interested, whether the hippocampus can represents

1 and 15 for every possible context–choice combination (5 context objects and two

distances in a 2D value space, akin to real space. For this, we found no supporting

possible choices). Participants remembered on average 80% (sd= 22.6385) of trials

evidence. However, our results support the idea that the OFC and hippocampus have

the correct value. In a second memory test, participants were shown the abstract 2D

supporting roles during value-based decision making. While the hippocampus seems

value space with the axes ‘value for choice of lamp’ and ‘value for choice of chair’.

to signal the size of context-dependent gains between chosen and unchosen options,

Participants were asked to indicate were in the 2D value space, a context object is

the OFC seems to signal for context-dependent choice difficulty. Furthermore, the OFC

located based on their reward contingencies. Participants were scored on the mean

seems to represent global expected values of contexts after decision making and might

Euclidean distance between the correct and remembered location of a context object.

differentiate contexts based on that value information.

Average mean placement error was 0.7581 (sd= 1.1709). Importantly, a higher score
indicated lower memory.
As a sanity check, we correlated the score from the recognition memory test with the
mean placement error in 2D value space. As expected, the correlation was significantly
negative (r= -0.8027, p< 0.0001, Supplementary Figure 20). The same relationship
between the memory scores was conserved when we scored the recognition task with
the average difference between the real value and remembered value (r= 0.7050,
p< 0.0001). Overall, these high memory scores indicate that participants learned the
context-dependent reward contingencies.
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Supplementary figures

Navigational abilities
Participants completed two tasks to estimate navigational abilities. The first task was
the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale (SBSOD), which allowed participants to
score their own navigational abilities on 15 different questions. Possible score range
was 1 to 7, with a higher number indicating higher self-reported navigational abilities.
On average, participants had a score of 4.2848 (sd= 0.9901). The second task was an
object-location task, which tested how accurately participants learned the location of
different objects in a virtual arena. During probe trials, participants could navigate
during the arena and indicate with a button press when they thought they were at
the location of the current object. After each probe trial, they received feedback
about the actual location of an object. Participants’ performance was scored by the
mean Euclidean distance between the remembered location and the correct location
of an object, with a higher score indicating lower navigational abilities. On average,

Supplementary Figure 1 | Context objects
Five different objects were presented during the (pre and post) picture viewing task. These
objects were used as context objects during the binary decision making task. The idea was to
measure the change in neural pattern similarity between the context objects from pre to post as
a function of their distance in 1D and 2D value space. The objects were a bed, a desk, a bathtub,
a trash can and a bookshelf. The location of context objects in the different kinds of value spaces
was randomized across participants. The gray frame around the object images is used here for
illustration purposes and was not part of the object images during the experiment.

participants had a mean placement error of 1437.8 (distance given in virtual distance
points, sd= 665.5389).
As a sanity check, we correlated SBSOD scores with object-location task scores.
As expected, the correlation was significantly negative (r= -0.4094, p= 0.0180,
Supplementary Figure 21). This indicates that subjective and objective navigational
abilities were related across these two tasks.

1500 ms

max 1500 ms

1000 ms

+

1500-4500 ms

Supplementary Figure 2 | Forced-choice trial of binary decision making task
Forced-choice trials of the binary decision making task were structured in three phases. In the
first phase one of five different context objects was shown (here the bed) for 1500 ms. In the
second phase only the choice object that was lower rewarded was presented until the participant
made a forced-choice or 1500 ms elapsed. In the third phase, the participant was presented with
a feedback about the reward they received for their forced-choice and the reward they could not
receive in this trial. The received reward was indicated with a green box and the feedback was
shown for 1000 ms. After the trial ended a white fixation cross was presented with a duration of
either 1500, 3000, or 4500 ms.
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max 7000 ms

1000 ms

1000 ms

1000 ms

Supplementary Figure 4 | Recognition test of context dependent reward contingencies
Participants were shown each possible combination of context objects and choice objects
separately in 10 trials (5 context objects paired with 2 choice objects). Participants were asked
how much reward they would receive for each context and choice combination. Participants
could choose a value between 0 and 15 by moving the red box along the value scale shown
below the instruction. Participants used the left and right arrow key to navigate along the value
scale and could indicate their final answer by pressing enter. The task was completely self-paced
and participants received no feedback.

Supplementary Figure 3 | Learning trial of the binary decision making task
Learning trials of the binary decision making task were structured in two phases. In the first
phase, participants were asked to compare the outcome of two context objects for a given choice.
In the example shown, the participant would give an answer of whether they would receive
more reward for the choice of chair under the context object bed or the context object desk. As a
third option, participants could answer that both context objects predict the same reward for the
option chair. The question was presented until the participant responded or 7000 ms elapsed.
In the second phase, participants were presented with a feedback about their answer for 1000
ms. If the answer was incorrect or a participant did not give an answer during phase one, they
received a negative feedback (red smiley). If the answer was correct, participants received a
position feedback (green smiley).
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Supplementary Figure 6 | Change in neural pattern similarity as a function of distances in 2D
value space
The change in neural pattern similarity between context objects from pre-PVT to post-PVT was
correlated with their distances in 2D value space. No effect survived whole-brain correction. The
image was created using a dual-coded design (Allen et al., 2012; Zandbelt, 2017). This allowed
showing both, the correlation value (blue-red) and the T stats (opacity). Y-coordinates are in MNI
space.
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Supplementary Figure 5 | Placement task in 2D value space
Participants were given a sheet of paper with the 2D value space drawn on. The dimension for
either choice (lamp and chair) ranged from 0 to 15. Underneath, participants saw all five context
objects, which were numbered 1 to 5. Participants were instructed to use this number to indicate
the location of a context object in the 2D value space.
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Supplementary Figure 7 | Change in neural pattern similarity as a function of distances in 1D
value space
The change in neural pattern similarity between context objects from pre-PVT to post-PVT was
correlated with their distances in 1D value space. No effect survived whole-brain correction. The
image was created using a dual-coded design (Allen et al., 2012; Zandbelt, 2017). This allowed
showing both, the mean correlation coefficient (blue-red) and the T stats (opacity). Y-coordinates
are in MNI space.
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Supplementary Figure 8 | Effects of high and low distances in the anatomically and functionally
defined hippocampus
(A) Pairs of objects were grouped into high distance and low distance by a median split along the
distances in 1D value space. Anatomically defined voxels in the hippocampus were included into
one searchlight for the pre- and post-PVT.
(B) Pairs of objects were grouped into high distance and low distance by a median split along the
distances in 2D value space. Anatomically defined voxels in the hippocampus were included into
one searchlight for the pre- and post-PVT.
(C) Pairs of objects were grouped into high distance and low distance by a median split along
distances in 1D value space. Functionally defined voxels in the hippocampus were included into
one searchlight for the pre- and post-PVT. The ROI was defined by hippocampal voxels that were
significantly modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus unchosen values
during the binary decision making task.
(D) Pairs of objects were grouped into high distance and low distance by a median split along
distances in 2D value space. Functionally defined voxels in the hippocampus were included into
one searchlight for the pre- and post-PVT. The ROI was defined by hippocampal voxels that were
significantly modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus unchosen values
during the binary decision making task.
Mean change of neural similarity from pre to post is shown for both, pairs of objects with high
and with low distances, respectively.
Dots represent single participant values. Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
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Supplementary Figure 9 | Effects of high and low distances in the anatomically and functionally
defined OFC
(A) Pairs of objects were grouped into high distance and low distance by a median split along
the distances in 1D value space. Anatomically defined voxels in the OFC were included into one
searchlight for the pre- and post-PVT.
(B) Pairs of objects were grouped into high distance and low distance by a median split along
the distances in 2D value space. Anatomically defined voxels in the OFC were included into one
searchlight for the pre- and post-PVT.
(C) Pairs of objects were grouped into high distance and low distance by a median split along
the distances in 1D value space. Functionally defined voxels in the OFC were included into one
searchlight for the pre- and post-PVT. The ROI was defined by OFC voxels that were significantly
modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus unchosen values during the
binary decision making task.
(D) Pairs of objects were grouped into high distance and low distance by a median split along
the distances in 2D value space. Functionally defined voxels in the OFC were included into one
searchlight for the pre- and post-PVT. ROI was defined by OFC voxels that were significantly
modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus unchosen values during the
binary decision making task.
Mean change of neural similarity from pre to post is shown for both, pairs of objects with high
and with low distances, respectively.

Supplementary Figure 10 | Correlation of (1D and 2D) distance effects in the anatomical and
functional hippocampus ROI with mean placement error in 2D value space
(A) Correlation of 1D distance effect in the anatomical hippocampus ROI with mean placement
error in 2D value space (r= -0.0329, p= 0.8630).
(B) Correlation of 2D distance effect in the anatomical hippocampus ROI with mean placement
error in 2D value space (r= 0.1451, p= 0.6053).
(C) Correlation of 1D distance effect in the functional hippocampus ROI with mean placement
error in 2D value space (r= 0.0938, p= 0.6218). The ROI was defined by hippocampal voxels
that were significantly modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus unchosen
values during the binary decision making task.
(D) Correlation of 2D distance effect in the functional hippocampus ROI with mean placement
error in 2D value space (r= 0.0983, p= 0.6053). The ROI was defined by hippocampal voxels
that were significantly modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus unchosen
values during the binary decision making task.
1D and 2D distance effects are estimated by the correlation of changes in neural pattern
similarity between context object from pre- to post-PVT with distances in 1D and 2D value
space, respectively.
Placement errors in 2D value space were measured with the Euclidean distance between the
actual location of an object and its remembered location. A low score reflects better memory.

Dots represent single participant values. Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
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Supplementary Figure 11 | Correlation of (1D and 2D) distance effects in the anatomical and
functional OFC ROI with mean placement error in 2D value space
(A) Correlation of 1D distance effect in the anatomical OFC ROI with mean placement error in 2D
value space (r= 0.0749, p= 0.6939).
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Supplementary Figure 12 | Change in neural pattern similarity as a function of distances in 1D
value space weighted by mean placement error in 2D value space
The change in neural pattern similarity between context objects from pre-PVT to post-PVT was
correlated with their distances in 1D value space. Participants’ correlation coefficients were
weighted with their mean distance error in 2D value space. Placement errors in 2D value space
were measured with the Euclidean distance between the actual location of an object and its
remembered location. A low score reflects better memory. The image was created using a dualcoded design (Allen et al., 2012; Zandbelt, 2017). This allowed showing both, the beta value/
weighted mean correlation coefficient (blue-red) and the T stats (opacity). Y-coordinates are in
MNI space.

(B) Correlation of 2D distance effect in the anatomical OFC ROI with mean placement error in 2D
value space (r= 0.0796, p= 0.6759).
(C) Correlation of 1D distance effect in the functional OFC ROI with mean placement error in
2D value space (0.2186, p= 0.2458). The ROI was defined by OFC voxels that were significantly
modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus unchosen values during the
binary decision making task.
(D) Correlation of 2D distance effect in the functional OFC ROI with mean placement error in 2D
value space (r= 0.0861, p= 0.6511). The ROI was defined by OFC voxels that were significantly
modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus unchosen values during the
binary decision making task.
1D and 2D distance effects are estimated by the correlation of changes in neural pattern
similarity between context object from pre- to post-PVT with distances in 1D and 2D value
space, respectively.
Placement errors in 2D value space were measured with the Euclidean distance between the
actual location of an object and its remembered location. A low score reflects better memory.
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Supplementary Figure 13 | Change in neural pattern similarity as a function of distances in 2D
value space weighted by mean placement error in 2D value space
The change in neural pattern similarity between context objects from pre-PVT to post-PVT was
correlated with their distances in 2D value space. Participants’ correlation coefficients were
weighted with their mean distance error in 2D value space. Placement errors in 2D value space
were measured with the Euclidean distance between the actual location of an object and its
remembered location. A low score reflects better memory. The image was created using a dualcoded design (Allen et al., 2012; Zandbelt, 2017). This allowed showing both, the beta value/
weighted mean correlation coefficient (blue-red) and the T stats (opacity). Y-coordinates are in
MNI space.
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Supplementary Figure 14 | Correlation of (1D and 2D) distance effects in the anatomical and
functional hippocampus ROI with percentage of choices for higher rewarded option
(A) Correlation of 1D distance effect in the anatomical hippocampus ROI with percentage of
choices for higher rewarded option (r= 0.1536, p= 0.4178).
(B) Correlation of 2D distance effect in the anatomical hippocampus ROI with percentage of
choices for higher rewarded option (r = 0.2401, p= 0.2013).
(C) Correlation of 1D distance effect in the functional hippocampus ROI percentage of choices
for higher rewarded option (r= 0.2360 p= 0.2092). The ROI was defined by hippocampal voxels
that were significantly modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus unchosen
values during the binary decision making task.
(D) Correlation of 2D distance effect in the functional hippocampus ROI with percentage of
choices for higher rewarded option (r= 0.3455, p= 0.0615). The ROI was defined by hippocampal
voxels that were significantly modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus
unchosen values during the binary decision making task.
1D and 2D distance effects are estimated by the correlation of changes in neural pattern
similarity between context object from pre- to post-PVT with distances in 1D and 2D value
space, respectively.
Percentage of choices for the higher reward options was calculated from all free-choice trials
during the binary decision making task.
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Supplementary Figure 15 | Correlation of (1D and 2D) distance effects in the anatomical and
functional OFC ROI with percentage of choices for higher rewarded option
(A) Correlation of 1D distance effect in the anatomical OFC ROI with percentage of choices for
higher rewarded option (r= 0.1599, p= 0.3986).

Supplementary Figure 16 | Change in neural pattern similarity as a function of distances in 1D
value space weighted percentage of choices for the higher rewarded option
The change in neural pattern similarity between context objects from pre-PVT to post-PVT
was correlated with their distances in 1D value space. Participants’ correlation coefficients
were weighted with their percentage of choices for the higher rewarded option. Percentage
of choices for the higher reward options was calculated from all free-choice trials during the
binary decision making task. The image was created using a dual-coded design (Allen et al.,
2012; Zandbelt, 2017). This allowed showing both, the beta value/weighted mean correlation
coefficient (blue-red) and the T stats (opacity). Y-coordinates are in MNI space.

(B) Correlation of 2D distance effect in the anatomical OFC ROI with percentage of choices for
higher rewarded option (r= 0.2096, p= 0.2662).
(C) Correlation of 1D distance effect in the functional OFC ROI percentage of choices for
higher rewarded option (r= 0.1321, p= 0.4866). The ROI was defined by OFC voxels that were
significantly modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus unchosen values
during the binary decision making task.
(D) Correlation of 2D distance effect in the functional OFC ROI with percentage of choices for
higher rewarded option (r= 0.2959, p= 0.1124). The ROI was defined by OFC voxels that were
significantly modulated by context-dependent differences in chosen minus unchosen values
during the binary decision making task.
1D and 2D distance effects are estimated by the correlation of changes in neural pattern
similarity between context object from pre- to post-PVT with distances in 1D and 2D value
space, respectively.
Percentage of choices for the higher reward options was calculated from all free-choice trials
during the binary decision making task.
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Supplementary Figure 17 | Change in neural pattern similarity as a function of distances in 2D
value space weighted percentage of choices for the higher rewarded option
The change in neural pattern similarity between context objects from pre-PVT to post-PVT
was correlated with their distances in 2D value space. Participants’ correlation coefficients
were weighted with their percentage of choices for the higher rewarded option. Percentage
of choices for the higher reward options was calculated from all free-choice trials during the
binary decision making task. The image was created using a dual-coded design (Allen et al.,
2012; Zandbelt, 2017). This allowed showing both, the beta value/weighted mean correlation
coefficient (blue-red) and the T stats (opacity). Y-coordinates are in MNI space.
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Supplementary Figure 18 | Correlation of distances in 1D and 2D value space with neural
pattern activity in the medial frontal and lateral frontal ROI
(A) Correlation of distances in 1D value space with changes in neural pattern similarity in the
medial frontal voxels related to the binary decision making task. The ROI included a medial
frontal cluster that was significantly modulated by context-dependent chosen minus unchosen
values during the binary decision making task.
(B) Correlation of distances in 2D value space with changes in neural pattern similarity in the
medial frontal voxels related to the binary decision making task. The ROI included a medial
frontal cluster that was significantly modulated by context-dependent chosen minus unchosen
values during the binary decision making task.
(C) Correlation of distances in 1D value space with changes in neural pattern similarity in the
lateral frontal voxels related to the binary decision making task. The ROI included a lateral
frontal cluster that was significantly modulated by context-dependent chosen minus unchosen
values during the binary decision making task.
(D) Correlation of distances in 2D value space with changes in neural pattern similarity in the
lateral frontal voxels related to the binary decision making task. The ROI included a lateral
frontal cluster that was significantly modulated by context-dependent chosen minus unchosen
values during the binary decision making task.
The ROIs were used as one searchlight for the pre- and post-PVT. Within the searchlight, neural
activity of each context object was correlated with the neural activity of every other context
object. This change in pairwise neural similarity from pre to post was then correlated with
distances in 1D and 2D value space, respectively. For illustration purposes, the mean correlation
is also shown for the pre- and post-block, separately. Dots represent single participant values.
Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
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Supplementary Figure 19 | Correlation of learning rate with percentage of choices for the
higher rewarded option
Learning rate correlated positively with the percentage of choices for the higher reward option
across participants. (r= 0.5889, p= 0.0003). Learning rate was estimated from choice behaviour
during free-choice trials of the binary decision making task with the help of a Rescolar-Wagner
model. Percentage of choices for the higher reward options was calculated from all free-choice
trials during the binary decision making task. Both measurements are inherently related and the
correlation test was therefore a sanity check.
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Supplementary Figure 21 | Correlation of SBSOD score with mean placement error in the
object-location task
Scores from the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale (SBSOD) were negatively correlated
with mean placement error in an independent object-location task across participants
(r= -0.4094, p= 0.0180). SBSOD score reflects mean self-reported navigational abilities ranging
from 1 (lowest) to 7(highest). Placement errors in the object-location task were measured with
the Euclidean distance between the actual location of an object in the virtual arena and its
remembered location (units are in virtual distance points). Both tests measure navigational
abilities and their correlation was a sanity check to verify that self-reported navigational
abilities relate to objectively measured ones.
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Supplementary Figure 20 | Correlation of mean placement error in 2D value space with
recognition memory score
Mean placement error in 2D value space was negatively correlated with recognition memory
score across participants (r= -0.8027, p< 0.0001). Placement errors in 2D value space
were measured with the Euclidean distance between the actual location of an object and its
remembered location. Therefore, a low score reflects better memory. The recognition memory
score is the percentage of correct remembered rewards for each possible context-choice
combination. Therefore, a high score reflects better memory. Both tasks rely on accurate recall of
context-choice contingencies and the correlation test was therefore a sanity check.
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Supplementary Table 1 | Significant cluster for context-dependent chosen minus unchosen
values effect
Voxels within the clusters survived family-wise error correction for the mask their listed under.
Results are based on univariate modulation of activity by context-dependent chosen minus
unchosen values during the binary decision making task. The peak position in MNI space and the
T- and the p-value all refer to the voxel within the cluster with the highest T-value. Cluster size
is the number of voxels within a cluster. Brain regions listed for the whole-brain mask are based
on labels from the Harvard Oxford Cortical and Subcortical Brain Atlas.

mask

peak in MNI
X

Y

Z

T value and
pFWE value

cluster
size

brain regions

Supplementary Table 2 | Correlation of behavioural parameters with distance effects of 1D and
2D value space in hippocampus and OFC ROIs
Parameters from two behavioural tasks were correlated with individual effects of distance
coding of 1D and 2D value space in four different ROIs, respectively. Next to anatomical defined
ROIs in the hippocampus and OFC, two functional ROIs were used for each region. Functional
ROIs are based on voxels that are significantly modulated by context-dependent chosen minus
unchosen values during the binary decision making task. In each ROI the distance in 1D and 2D
value space was correlated with the change in neural similarity between context objects (from
pre- to post-PVT). Presented here are the correlation coefficients and p-values of the correlation
between each distance effect with mean placement error in 2D value space and percentage of
choices for the higher rewarded option, respectively.
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General discussion

Summary
At the core of this thesis, I asked the question how the hippocampus can support
a multitude of functions, especially episodic memory and spatial navigation. I
approached this question in the light of a cognitive mapping framework. The term
cognitive mapping has been around for decades and its scope and meaning has been
continuously shaped and shifted (Behrens et al., 2018; Bellmund, Gärdenfors, et al.,
2018; Epstein et al., 2017; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Schiller et al., 2015; Stachenfeld et
al., 2017; Tolman, 1948). For the purpose of this thesis, I broadly summarize cognitive
mapping as the idea that the hippocampus uses general, domain-unspecific coding
mechanisms to form integrative and flexible cognitive models/maps of our world.
In chapter 2, I expanded on previous studies showing hippocampal coding of spatial
distances (Deuker et al., 2016; L. R. Howard et al., 2014; Morgan et al., 2011). More
concretely, I wanted to test the idea that the hippocampus can map and integrate
directly and indirectly experienced distances between goal locations. Furthermore,
I tested whether it can update such a cognitive map flexibly, after changes in the
environment occurred (Burgess et al., 2002; Deuker et al., 2016; L. R. Howard et al.,
2014; McNaughton et al., 2006; Morgan et al., 2011; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Spiers &
Barry, 2015; Tolman, 1948). To this end, I let participants explore a large-scale virtual
environment and trained them to walk the shortest possible routes between objectlocations. The aim was to test the representation of the shortest path distance and the
Euclidean distance between objects in the hippocampus. Behavioural results confirm
that participants could recall (and distinguish between) path and Euclidean distances of
object-pairs. To test the neural representations of these distances, I recorded fMRI data
while presenting pictures of all objects before and after participants completed the
object-location task. Leveraging representational similarity analysis (RSA) allowed me
to measure the change in representational overlap between objects in the hippocampus
(Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). As would be predicted by the idea of a cognitive map, results
suggest that the (left) hippocampus forms an integrative map of path and Euclidean
distances.
In order to investigate the flexibility of this map, participants completed a second
object-location task in the same environment. However, here some (but not all) paths
changed between object locations. As a result, shortest path distances could increase
or decrease in comparison to the previous object-location task. The goal was to test
the notion that the hippocampus cannot only form maps of our environment, but also
update them flexibly when meaningful changes occur. Behavioural results show that
the participants could update these new path distances successfully and distinguish
them from the Euclidean distances. To test the effects of changed path distances on
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neural representations, I again recorded fMRI data while presenting pictures of all

measured after the spatial task and the episodic task, respectively (order of tasks was

objects and analysed the data with RSA (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). Because the role

counterbalanced across participants). Leveraging fMRI adaptation analysis (Barron et

of the hippocampus in detour problems is not well established, I also explored how

al., 2016; Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Krekelberg et al., 2006), I assessed representational

navigational strategies might influence hippocampal remapping (Astur et al., 2016;

overlap in the hippocampus between objects as a proxy for memory integration.

L. R. Howard et al., 2014; Iglói et al., 2010, 2015; Spiers & Barry, 2015). Participants

There was no evidence supporting the idea of a parallel processing mechanism in

were therefore classified as response learners or place learners in an independent task

the hippocampus for spatial and episodic memory. However, the results of chapter

(adapted from Astur et al., 2016). Interestingly, navigational strategies did have an

3 concur with an integration of spatial and episodic memory in the hippocampus. In

effect on remapping. Response learners were more strongly affected by the changes

more detail, adaptation effects scaled with the amount of spatial and episodic context

in the environment than place learners. For them (but not for place learners), neural

overlap (no context shared, episodic or spatial context shared, episodic and spatial

similarity between object-pairs adapted as a function of changed path distance in

context shared). This is in line with the idea of a common coding mechanism of episodic

the (left) hippocampus. Response learners’ navigation is largely based on egocentric

and spatial memory and supports the claim that hippocampal processing mechanisms

responses (e.g. left and right turns) and therefore their hippocampal representations

are not bound to one cognitive domain.

might be more sensitive to egocentric (i.e. path) changes in the environment. Taken
together the results of chapter 2 support the idea that the hippocampus can form

In chapter 4, the aim was to test the question how hippocampal mechanisms supporting

integrative and flexible maps of our environment.

navigation are also used in other cognitive domains (Behrens et al., 2018; Bellmund,
Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Epstein et al., 2017; Schiller et al., 2015; Stachenfeld et al.,

In chapter 3, I expanded on the findings of chapter 2 and investigated across-domain

2017). There is growing evidence, showing that the hippocampus can map abstract

mechanisms of the hippocampus. Two domains of central interest for this aim are

spaces that are defined along e.g. physical feature dimensions, like the length of a

episodic memory and spatial cognition/navigation. Both research fields show decades

bird’s leg and neck (Aronov et al., 2017; Constantinescu et al., 2016; Garvert et al.,

of evidence of hippocampal involvement (Buzsáki & Moser, 2013; Eichenbaum et

2017; Tavares et al., 2015; Theves et al., 2019). The work of chapter 4 builds on these

al., 1992; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Scoville & Milner, 1957). I classified theories about

important proof-of-principle studies and tested whether the same principles can be

how the hippocampus can play a major role in both domains into two broader ideas.

applied to maps that are based on more conceptual, non-physical dimensions. Values

I summarized the first idea under the term common coding mechanism. This idea

in the form of numerical rewards were the concept of choice in chapter 4. I opted for

proposes that the hippocampus integrates spatial and episodic information (Bellmund,

values for two reasons: First, numerical values are a constantly appearing concept in

Gärdenfors, et al., 2018; Eichenbaum, 2017; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014; Epstein et al.,

our everyday lives and second, these values form by their own nature a continuous

2017; Schiller et al., 2015). The second idea I explored here is a parallel processing

axis. As I was interested in a potential hippocampal representation of an abstract value

mechanism according to which the hippocampus can be segregated into functional

space, participants first needed to learn relevant numerical value/reward associations.

subregions which specialize in either episodic memory or spatial memory (Burgess et

To this end, participants completed a binary decision task, in which context objects were

al., 2002; Kühn & Gallinat, 2014; Poppenk et al., 2013). Based on previous literature, I

associated with two independent numerical rewards (reward for option A and reward

assessed differences between hemispheres (left vs. right hippocampus) and along the

for option B). These two reward associations defined the axes of a two-dimensional

longitudinal axis (anterior vs. posterior) of the hippocampus (for an overview see Kühn

value space (axis A represents the reward for option A, axis B represents the reward for

& Gallinat, 2014).

option B). Akin to chapter 2, I tested for hippocampal mapping of (Euclidean) distances
between these objects. Accordingly, all objects were presented before and after the

Participants had to complete two tasks, in which objects were associated with one of

binary decision task and fMRI data were recorded. Leveraging both RSA (Kriegeskorte

two episodic contexts (episodic task) and one of two spatial contexts (spatial task),

et al., 2008) and adaptation analysis (Barron et al., 2016; Grill-Spector et al., 2006;

respectively. These task manipulations resulted in a 2x2 design, with pairs of objects

Krekelberg et al., 2006), I tested whether representational overlap between objects

either sharing no context at all, only a spatial context, only an episodic context or

changed in the hippocampus as a function of their distance in a value space. There was

both an episodic and a spatial context. In order to test the effects of these spatial

no evidence for hippocampal distance coding in such an abstract (non-physical) value

and episodic relationships between objects on their representational overlap, fMRI

space.

data were recorded while all objects were presented. Representational overlap was
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Taken together, chapter 2 and chapter 3 provide evidence that the hippocampus is able

presentations will be biased by spatial distance (i.e. it takes longer to walk greater

to form integrative and flexible cognitive maps within and between the domains of

distances). This might have biased the results, because representational overlap might

spatial navigation and episodic memory. Results of chapter 4 do not support the notion

have been affected by a higher temporal overlap of the BOLD responses of objects that

that these principles can be applied to value maps.

are closer together in space. The problem of temporal bias is amplified in the episodic
task of chapter 3. One feature of stories/events is that they have a temporal order of
events. Adaptation analysis however requires (maybe even more so than RSA) that

Hippocampal maps for spatial and episodic memory

the temporal duration and order between different object presentations not to be
biased. This is due to the fact that adaptation analysis (as implemented here) is based

Although the results of chapter 2 and chapter 3 support the idea of flexible mapping

on the effect of one object presentation on the univariate BOLD response elicited by its

mechanisms that are shared across spatial and episodic memory, it is important to

successor.

take the limitations of these studies into account. In the following, I will first discuss

All of the aforementioned advantages are reasons for using such a task-offline design

common design features across these chapters and how they can (and cannot) inform

as described here. However, such a design also comes at the cost of ambiguity regarding

us about hippocampal mechanisms. Afterwards, I will review how either chapter adds

what cognitive aspects of spatial and episodic memory are captured in the neural data.

into the bigger understanding of hippocampal mechanisms and debate potential open

Participants were not asked to specifically think about the (spatial or episodic) task

questions.

aspects they encountered before a picture viewing task. In order to sustain attention,
participants had to do a cover task (e.g. an oddball detection task) during the picture

Measuring (passive) representations with a task-offline design

viewing tasks. Therefore, probably no active, conscious components of spatial and

One main feature of the work of chapter 2 and chapter 3 is the use of vivid, life-

episodic memory were measured, but rather passive representational signatures

simulating techniques like virtual reality and ‘the Sims’. The goal was to create tasks

of spatial and episodic associations. I argue that chapter 2 and chapter 3 provide

mimicking the naturalistic experiences underlying episodic memory and navigation.

evidence for integrative and flexible representations in the hippocampus across space

However, hippocampal representations were not measured while participants were

and episodes. However, this comes with the important limitation that these chapters

performing these tasks. Rather, fMRI data were collected ‘offline’ from episodic and

do not allow to make direct statements about hippocampal mechanisms of e.g. active

spatial experiences during picture viewing tasks. This type of design has been used

retrieval or encoding of spatial and episodic memory. The endeavour to understand

before and has several advantages (e.g. Collin et al., 2015; Deuker et al., 2016;

domain-general mechanisms of the hippocampus will depend on the comparison of

Milivojevic et al., 2015; Schapiro et al., 2012; Schlichting et al., 2015). Most importantly,

all stages (from encoding to recall or even forgetting) of episodic and spatial memory.

representational changes are measured using an independent data set and therefore
the identical stimulus material can be used to measure effects of different tasks or task

The hippocampus as focus area — does the rest of the brain matter?

conditions. This was essential for the multi-task designs of chapter 2 and chapter 3. In

As mentioned numerous times, the aim of this thesis was to understand how the

both chapters, relationships between objects changed across multiple association tasks.

hippocampus can support a multitude of functions, such as episodic and spatial

By measuring neural effects on identical picture viewing tasks after each association

memory. The hippocampus (and potential subregions) was therefore defined

task, results are easily comparable. Another benefit of using picture viewing tasks

as region of interest (ROI) in the studies of this thesis. Even though I also included

is that the stimulus material (pictures of objects) does not inherently contain spatial

whole-brain analyses, it is important to recognize that this approach focuses less

or episodic information, at least arguably not to the extent that walking in a virtual

on the involvement of other brain areas in episodic memory and spatial cognition

environment or watching a virtual character does. Therefore, neural effects cannot

& navigation. For instance, in chapter 2 and chapter 3 the entorhinal cortex and PFC

be explained by general perceptual attributes of the association tasks. Furthermore,

might have played an important role. The entorhinal cortex has been shown to code

this type of design is ideally suited for RSA and adaptation analysis. Because the

for space and time and the PFC is known to be involved in solving detour problems

fMRI signal is sluggish and slow it is important to exclude temporal biases between

and monitoring episodic memory retrieval (Bellmund et al., 2019; Doeller et al., 2010;

conditions (Deuker et al., 2016). Imagine, for example, I would have performed RSA

Henson et al., 1999; Spiers & Gilbert, 2015; for an overview see Eichenbaum, 2017).

on the navigation tasks of chapter 2 instead of the picture viewing tasks. Obviously,

Coming from the specific question of hippocampal mechanisms supporting memory

when navigating from one object to another, the temporal duration between object

and spatial cognition one might thus ask the broader question how the brain as a
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whole achieves these functions. This more general question surely will involve all of

face of changes has been postulated as a core feature of cognitive maps (Tolman,

the above regions (and potential further ones) and their interplay. Understanding the

1948). Finding neural representations that reflect or signal changes in the environment

neural mechanisms of these cognitive functions will therefore require both studies

is therefore a key element in understanding how the brain enables this flexible

such as the ones presented here — maximising power for a detailed understanding of

behaviour. A previous study found that the hippocampus signals changes in path

a focus area — and studies specifically investigating the functional connectivity across

distance during active navigation (L. R. Howard et al., 2014; Spiers & Barry, 2015). The

these areas (e.g. Ranganath et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2014). Given that no brain area

results of chapter 2 dovetail with this finding, showing that task-offline hippocampal

works in isolation, to fully understand the hippocampus will necessarily include such a

representations adapt as a function of changes in path distance. However, this adaptive

network perspective (Rubin et al., 2017).

effect was only present in response learners and not in place learners. Response
learners base their navigation on remembered egocentric sequences of left and right

Path distance: time or space?

turns, whereas place learners base their navigation on allocentric relationships between

As has been described above, the results of chapter 2 seem to indicate that the

locations (Burgess, 2006). It might be that, therefore, hippocampal representations of

hippocampus forms an integrative distance map — containing information about

response learners are more sensitive to path changes, i.e. egocentric changes in the

both, the Euclidean distance and path distance between goal locations. Both types of

environment. I speculate that hippocampal representations of place learners might be

distances represent a form of spatial relationship in our environment. However, path

more sensitive to allocentric changes in their environment. This leads to the question

distance can also be understood as a temporal relationship between two locations

what role navigational strategies might play in cognitive mapping and if their influence

(Deuker et al., 2016; Morgan et al., 2011). As the speed was constant in the navigation

is limited to spatial representations and behaviour. Interestingly, there is evidence that

tasks of chapter 2, travelled distance was naturally highly related to the travel

allocentric behaviour is related to model-based planning and that this relationship

duration. One could argue, that therefore the results of chapter 2 might point towards

might be mediated by the hippocampus (Vikbladh et al., 2019). This emphasizes that

an integrative map across space and time (Eichenbaum, 2017; Eichenbaum & Cohen,

our understanding of hippocampal mapping mechanisms might benefit from studies

2014; Epstein et al., 2017; Schiller et al., 2015).

that explore further how navigational strategies (e.g. through pre-selecting extreme
groups; de Haas, 2018) might affect hippocampal representations beyond the spatial

It might be beneficial to address the spatial and temporal aspects of path distance more

domain.

directly in future studies. Inspiration for study designs can be drawn from real life. For
example, I can break down my bicycle commute to the office into two parts. The first

The search of functional hippocampal subregions for spatial and

part is from my house to the train station and the second from the train station to the

episodic information

university. The travelled distance from my house to the train station is much shorter

The results of chapter 3 support the notion that the hippocampus forms integrative

than the residual trip from the train station to the office. However, because there are

representations of spatial and episodic memory (Eichenbaum, 2017; Eichenbaum &

numerous big intersections between my home and the train station, both parts of the

Cohen, 2014). There was no evidence for functional subregions in the hippocampus that

commute take about the same time. I propose that incorporating waiting times, through

support one function more than the other. This is in line with previous studies showing

e.g. traffic lights into a navigation task (akin to the one in chapter 2) might enable

spatio-temporal integration in the hippocampus, rather than subfield specialisation for

us to understand hippocampal coding of path distances in more depth. Such a design

spatial or episodic information (Deuker et al., 2016; Kyle et al., 2015; Nielson et al.,

can create routes with comparable spatial distances, but different durations and vice

2015).

versa. With this, one could test whether the hippocampus can code and integrate both
the spatial and temporal aspects of routes in such a design. Evidence for such spatio-

Even though we found no evidence for a parallel processing mechanism, there is a

temporal integration already comes from rodent studies, showing hippocampal coding

general pattern that studies from the episodic literature find activation in the left and

for waiting times along running tracks (Kraus et al., 2013; Salz et al., 2016).

anterior hippocampus while studies from the spatial literature report rather right and
posterior activation (Burgess et al., 2002; Kühn & Gallinat, 2014). I argue that there are

The influence of navigational strategies on hippocampal mapping

two important factors that need to be taken into account when comparing the pattern

The results of chapter 2 not only demonstrated that hippocampal mapping is integrative,

of results from these different sets of literature.

but also that it is adaptive to changes in the environment. Adaptive behaviour in the
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First, let’s imagine an example in which a study found significant activity in the

simulating techniques like ‘the Sims’ or virtual reality might be helpful tools to create

left hippocampus while participants completed an episodic task, but not in the

such tasks. These techniques mimic the richness of spatial and episodic experiences,

right hippocampus. This simply means that activity in the left hippocampus met a

while at the same time offering experimental control of spatial environments and

(somewhat arbitrary) threshold, while activity in the right hippocampus did not. It is

temporal events (Bohil et al., 2011). Furthermore, both of these techniques have

however neither evidence for no involvement of the right hippocampus in the task, nor

successfully been used for studying other functional gradients in the hippocampus

evidence for a (significantly) higher involvement of the left than the right hippocampus

(Brunec et al., 2018; Collin et al., 2015).

in the task. What is necessary to make definitive statements about differences between
hippocampal subregions is the direct (and statistical) comparison between them.
Such a direct comparison was done in chapter 3. As the present study looked at four

Transition structure as precondition for hippocampal mapping

subregions (split by the hemisphere and by the anterior-posterior axis) and compared
two types of memory (spatial vs. episodic), it might be that the lack of evidence (and

The idea of cognitive mapping in the hippocampus goes (nowadays) beyond the spatial

lack of evidence from the aforementioned studies) is due to a lack of power. Moving

and episodic domain (Behrens et al., 2018; Deuker et al., 2016; Epstein et al., 2017;

forward, it might be beneficial to use larger sample sizes (here n= 36) or use fewer

Schiller et al., 2015; Stachenfeld et al., 2017). As discussed above, the coarse idea is

subregions within one study, e.g. just compare the left and the right hippocampus.

that spatial codes underlying navigation are general domain-unspecific mechanisms

Furthermore, the example described above demonstrates why visualization techniques

and first proof-of-principle studies support this claim. These studies show spatial

like dual-coding (as was employed in the presented work) might be beneficial to

coding, like hexadirectional signalling or distance representation within abstract

the fMRI field as a whole (Allen et al., 2012). This method simultaneously presents

physical feature spaces (e.g. Aronov et al., 2017; Constantinescu et al., 2016; Theves et

sub-thresholded fMRI data, while still clearly marking voxels that met the statistical

al., 2019). The aim of chapter 4 was to expand these findings by exploring hippocampal

significance threshold.

distance coding in a non-physical abstract value space. However, the results provide
no evidence for any form of value space representation in the hippocampus. I can only

Second, comparing spatial and episodic processing will require well-matched tasks

speculate what the reasons for such an absence of evidence might be. The study might

or well-matched spatial and temporal/episodic features of the same task. This is

have been underpowered or the design of the binary decision task was suboptimal to

important, as the spatial and episodic literature vary largely in their methodological

elicit a value space representation. Furthermore, it might be that the hippocampus only

approaches and techniques. Studies of spatial memory or navigation often leverage

codes abstract spaces that are based on physical feature dimensions (e.g. the length

virtual reality or capture real-world environments that the participants are highly

of a bird’s neck and leg). I hypothesize that one likely explanation is that there was

familiar with (Bohil et al., 2011; Kühn & Gallinat, 2014; Spiers & Barry, 2015). In

no navigation or experience of transition structures in the task. Such a navigation or

comparison, episodic memory is often assessed through learned associations between

transition aspect is present in the other experiments studying abstract spaces. For

items, e.g. words or pictures (Davachi, 2006). Another important challenge is the fact

example, the task structure of studies using abstract physical feature spaces are all

that episodic memory has a spatial component – namely ‘where’ an event has taken

similar in the sense that they require participants (or rodents) to gradually change

place (Tulving, 2002). Therefore, controlling for spatial effects of episodic memory

the physical features of a stimulus, i.e. navigate along the feature dimensions of

is crucial when comparing hippocampal (subfield) involvement between spatial and

that stimulus space (e.g. Aronov et al., 2017; Constantinescu et al., 2016; Theves et

episodic memory. I approached this challenge in chapter 3 by keeping spatial (dis)

al., 2019). At the same time, another study showed hippocampal coding of discrete

similarities constant across episodic contexts, meaning an object had a comparable

stimulus transition structures (Garvert et al., 2017).

spatial relationship to all other objects, regardless of whether it shared an episodic
context with another object or not.

Although one could argue that numerical values have an inherent transition structure
(3 follows 2 follows 1), participants only experience the position of each stimulus in

Taken together, answering the question whether the hippocampus has specialized

the 2D value space, never a transition through this space from one stimulus to another.

subregions for spatial and/or episodic memory will require experiments with high

Interestingly, representing transition structures has been proposed as one of the main

power (or at least more power than the current and previous studies provided) and

purposes of spatially tuned cells (Stachenfeld et al., 2017). The idea here is that the

tasks that are well-matched and controlled in their spatial and episodic features. Life-

hippocampus can form predictive maps based on regularities in the environment. This
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notion can be seen as an extension of the relational binding theory and the idea of a

This underlines the need to address the preconditions and exact nature of hippocampal

memory space (Davachi, 2006; Eichenbaum et al., 1992; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014).

mapping mechanisms in future studies more directly. Understanding what elicits

The idea of relational binding is that the role of the hippocampus in episodic memory

hippocampal mapping does not only deepen our knowledge about this structure, but

is to bind events into their spatiotemporal context. Representing transition structures

also allows us to identify shared/similar features across cognitive domains.

would provide a mechanistic explanation of integrative representations of spatial
memory (i.e. transitions through space) and episodic memory (i.e. transitions through
spacetime) or even representations of abstract spaces (e.g. transitions through physical
features). Moving forward, it might be beneficial to test the influence of transition
structures on hippocampal mapping of abstract spaces more directly. A proposition
would be to replicate one of the previously published abstract feature space studies
but with the addition of a non-transition condition. For example, Theves et al. (2019)
showed hippocampal distance coding in a physical feature space. Participants had
to navigate through this feature space by changing the configuration of a stimulus
along two feature dimensions. Objects were then associated with specific locations
(i.e. specific feature configurations of the stimulus) in the space. Akin to chapter
2, the authors demonstrated distance coding by tracking changes in hippocampal
representations from pre to post the navigation task. I would suggest to add another
condition to this experiment, in which participants associate objects with a specific
feature configuration of a stimulus (i.e. location of the space), but never transition
through the stimulus space. If one of the main mechanisms of the hippocampus is
indeed representing transition structures, distance coding should only be possible in
the transition condition (as shown in the previous study) and furthermore should be
significantly stronger than in the non-transition condition.

Conclusions
The cognitive mapping framework is a powerful tool to understand and bridge different
fields of hippocampal research, such as navigation and memory. At its core, it proposes
that the hippocampus uses domain-unspecific mechanisms to form an integrative and
flexible model or map of our world. This cognitive map allows us to connect experiences
and draw inferences for future behaviour.
The combined work of this thesis provides evidence that the ideas of cognitive mapping
hold true across the domains of navigation and episodic memory. Furthermore, I believe
that the work of this thesis supports the idea that one core mapping mechanism of
the hippocampus is to code transition structures. In experiments where (temporal and
spatial) transition structures were present, we found clear evidence for hippocampal
involvement (chapter 2 and chapter 3). Whereas the absence of transition structures
in an experimental design resulted in an absence of evidence for hippocampal coding
(chapter 4).
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Om navigeren uit het echte leven in het lab na te bootsen, lieten we de deelnemers
een computerspel spelen. Zij moesten hun weg vinden in een grote virtuele stad. Zo

Net zoals waarschijnlijk alle promovendi, moest ik veel obstakels overwinnen om

konden we manipuleren welke routes de deelnemers van de ene naar de andere locatie

mijn scriptie af te ronden. Eén ding vond ik echter minder erg: het wonen en werken

konden nemen. Met behulp van functionele kernspintomografie (fMRI) hebben we

in Nijmegen. Dat komt natuurlijk omdat Nijmegen een aantal erg leuke cafés heeft.

gemeten hoe de hippocampus een mentale kaart van deze virtuele omgeving vormt

Maar ook doordat het, waar je ook woont, minder dan een kwartier duurt om naar

en bijwerkt. Onze resultaten tonen aan dat de hippocampus zowel de Euclidische als

je werk te fietsen. Ik vind het echter vooral leuk vanwege het jaarlijkse meerdaagse

de route afstand tussen belangrijke locaties kan coderen. Daarnaast liet het zien dat de

openluchtfestival. Miljoenen bezoekers uit de hele wereld verzamelen zich dan in deze

mentale kaarten van de hippocampus kunnen worden geupdatet wanneer deelnemers

middelgrote stad om te feesten. Ik heb erg mooie herinneringen aan dit evenement. Zo

nieuwe routes moesten bedenken om op hun bestemming te komen.

denk ik wel eens terug aan het moment dat ik met mijn vrienden aan de rand van de
rivier zit. Het is een warme zomeravond en wij zitten in een massa van vrolijke mensen

In het tweede experiment hebben we op hetzelfde moment gekeken naar hippocampale

naar het vuurwerk te kijken. Maar, die massa mensen brengt soms ook wat problemen

verwerking van navigatie en het episodisch geheugen. We hebben twee tegengestelde

met zich mee. Kijk, de eigenlijke oorsprong van het festival is een vierdaagse mars. De

ideeën getest. Een idee is dat de hippocampus dezelfde coderingsmechanismen

deelnemers moeten elke dag een andere (extreem lange) route wandelen. Als gevolg

gebruikt bij navigatie als bij het episodisch geheugen. Het tweede idee gaat ervanuit

daarvan wordt elke dag een andere reeks straten afgesloten voor het grote publiek. Dit

dat verschillende subregio's in de hippocampus betrokken zijn bij een van de beide

geeft mij (en vele, vele anderen) de uitdaging om elke dag opnieuw een omweg naar

functies. De vraag is of de hippocampus mijn herinnering van het vuurwerk op

het kantoor te plannen.

dezelfde manier verwerkt als mijn fietstocht naar kantoor. Of zijn er verschillende

Op dit punt zou je je kunnen afvragen waarom ik dit verhaal vertel. En verder hoe dit

delen van de hippocampus die voor het ene coderen, maar niet voor het andere?

alles in verband staat met het onderwerp van mijn scriptie. Ik heb een heel specifiek

Om deze vraag te beantwoorden hebben we de ruimtelijke en episodische relaties

hersengebied bestudeerd: de hippocampus. Wat mij fascineert aan de hippocampus is

tussen items gemanipuleerd. Tijdens een navigatietaak verschenen er items op twee

dat hij betrokken is bij zeer verschillende aspecten van dit verhaal. Zo weten wij dat

verschillende locaties in een virtuele stad. Hierdoor waren items die op dezelfde

de hippocampus belangrijk is voor het onthouden van gebeurtenissen. Denk maar weer

locatie verschenen meer ruimtelijk verbonden dan items die op verschillende

terug aan mijn herinnering bij de rivier. Waar ik samen met mijn vrienden naar het

locaties verschenen. Gelijkwaardig verschenen de items in twee verschillende

vuurwerk kijk. Tegelijkertijd speelt de hippocampus een grote rol voor het oplossen

verhalen tijdens een episodische taak. Dit betekent dat items die in hetzelfde verhaal

van navigatieproblemen. Bijvoorbeeld de fietstocht van mijn huis naar het kantoor. Dat

verschenen meer episodisch verbonden waren dan items die in verschillende verhalen

brengt mij tot de kern van dit proefschrift: hoe ondersteunt de hippocampus blijkbaar

verschenen. We gebruikten opnieuw fMRI om te meten hoe de hippocampus deze

verschillende functies als geheugen en navigatie? Hiervoor heb ik samen met mijn

ruimtelijke en episodische relaties verwerkt. Onze resultaten ondersteunen het idee

collega’s drie experimenten uitgevoerd.

dat de hippocampus episodische en ruimtelijke relaties integreert en op dezelfde
manier verwerkt. Maar we vonden geen bewijs, dat verschillende subregio’s van de

In het eerste experiment hebben we de mentale kaarten die de hippocampus vormt

hippocampus navigatie meer verwerken dan geheugen of vice-versa.

van onze omgeving onder de loep genomen. Denk terug aan het verhaal: ik fiets vaak
van mijn huis naar kantoor. Hiervoor heb ik een mentale kaart van Nijmegen (of in

In het derde en laatste experiment wilden we een stap verder gaan dan geheugen en

ieder geval delen daarvan) nodig. Als ik een kaart van Nijmegen voor je zou leggen, zou

navigatie. Wij stelden de vraag of de hippocampus dezelfde mechanismen ook gebruikt

ik een rechte lijn kunnen trekken tussen mijn huis en het kantoor. Dit is de Euclidische

voor andere cognitieve functies. Tot nu hadden we onderzocht hoe de hippocampus

afstand. Ik zou ook de route kunnen tekenen die ik moet fietsen om naar het kantoor te

een kaart vormt van onze werkelijke en fysieke omgeving. Nu testten we het idee dat

komen. Dit is de route afstand. Nota bene kon ik mijn regulaire route zelfs aanpassen

de hippocampus bovendien ook 'abstracte' kaarten vormt van verschillende aspecten

toen ik tijdens het festival nieuwe wegversperringen tegenkwam. Waaruit blijkt dat

van onze wereld. Dit kan ik het makkelijkste uitleggen met weer het voorbeeld van de

deze mentale kaart ook flexibel moet zijn. In de eerste studie hebben we gekeken naar

Nijmeegse zomerfeesten. Tijdens dit evenement heb je veel verschillende podia. Op

representaties in de hippocampus van deze verschillende afstandsmetingen en hoe

deze verschillende plekken wordt tegelijk live muziek gespeeld. Ik moet dus mijn opties

deze worden bijgewerkt wanneer er snelkoppelingen of omwegen worden ingevoerd.

afwegen om te beslissen naar welke act ik wil gaan. Er kunnen verschillende criteria
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zijn die mijn beslissing beïnvloeden. Zoals hoe leuk ik de muziekstijl van de act vind.
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in a medical environment, mainly in genetics, geriatrics, psychiatry and neurology.
Specialists in a psychological environment, e.g. as specialist in neuropsychology,
psychological diagnostics or therapy. Positions in higher education as coordinators or
lecturers. A smaller percentage enters business as research consultants, analysts or
head of research and development. Fewer graduates stay in a research environment
as lab coordinators, technical support or policy advisors. Upcoming possibilities are
positions in the IT sector and management position in pharmaceutical industry. In
general, the PhDs graduates almost invariably continue with high-quality positions
that play an important role in our knowledge economy.
For more information on the DGCN as well as past and upcoming defenses please visit:
http://www.ru.nl/donders/graduate-school/phd/
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